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Abstract
For both continuous-time and discrete-time, we introduce a general class of causal 
dynamic hysteresis nonlinearities, with certain monotonicity and Lipschitz conti­
nuity properties. It is shown that closing the loop around a stable, single-input, 
single-output, infinite-dimensional, linear system, subject to an input hysteresis 
nonlinearity from the class and compensated by an integral controller, guarantees 
asymptotic tracking of constant reference signals, provided that (a) the steady- 
state gain of the linear part of the plant is positive, (b) the positive integrator 
gain is smaller than a certain constant given by a positive-real condition in terms 
of the linear part of the plant, and (c) the reference value is feasible in a very 
natural sense. The class of nonlinearities under consideration contains in partic­
ular relay hysteresis, backlash and hysteresis operators of Prandtl and Preisach 
type.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Let us recall what is meant by the time-invariant, linear, finite-dimensional, 
single-input, single-output system (A ,B ,C ,D )  on the state-space Rn. We have 
that A  € Rnxn, B e  Rn, CT e  Rn and D e  R. Moreover, the state, x(t) e  Rn, 
the input, u(t) e  R, and the output y(t) e  R, are related by the equations
x(t) = Ax(t)  +  Bu( t ) , x(0) =  xq ,
y(t) = Cx(t) +  Du(t ) ,
where xq e  Rn is an arbitrary initial condition. For a locally integrable input w,
x  and y are given by
x(t) =  eAtXo -I- f  eA^~T^ B u ( t ) d r ,
Jo
and t
y(t) = CeAtx o -1- f  CeA^~T^ Bu(r) dr  +  D u ( t ) .
Jo
If we let Xo = 0, then taking Laplace transforms in the above equation, we obtain 
the frequency-domain description:
y{s) = C ( s l  -  A y ' B u i s )  +  Du{s) ,
which leads us to define the transfer function G(s) to be
G{s) := C { s l -  A)~lB  + D .
The closed-loop system, represented in Figure 1, can then be written
x(t) = Ax(t) +  Bu( t ) , x(0) =  xo e  Rn , (1.1a)
u(t) =  k[r — Cx(t) — Du(t ) ] , u(0) =  uq e  R , (1-lb)
1
where k G R is called the integrator gain and r  G R the reference value.
Figure 1: Low-gain integral control of finite-dimensional linear system
It has been shown by Davison [9], Lunze [29] and Morari [32] that if A  is stable 
(that is the eigenvalues of A  are in the open left-half plane), \k\ is sufficiently small 
and k G (0) > 0, then the output y(t) of the above closed-loop system, shown in 
Figure 1, converges to the reference value r as t —> oo.t Additionally we will have 
that x(t) -» A~1B r / G ( 0) and u(t) —> r j G(0) as t —¥ oo.
The above result has been extended by Logemann et al. [17], Logemann and 
Owens [22], Logemann and Townley [28], Pohjolainen [35, 36], Pohjolainen and 
Latti [37] to various classes of linear infinite-dimensional systems. A large class of 
linear infinite-dimensional systems can be represented in a way similar to (1.1), 
but the state-space will be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space rather than the 
finite-dimensional vector space Rn .
In a recent paper, Logemann, Ryan and Townley [26] have proved that the above 
principle remains true if the plant to be controlled is an exponentially stable, 
regular, linear, infinite-dimensional, continuous-time, single-input, single-output 
system subject to a static input nonlinearity $  (such as, for example, saturation), 
see Figure 2 . More precisely, it is shown in [26] that if G (s) is the transfer function 
of an exponentially stable, regular, linear, infinite-dimensional, continuous-time, 
single-input, single-output system which is such that G (0) > 0, $  is a static 
non-decreasing globally Lipschitz function, with Lipschitz constant A, and K  is 
the supremum of the set of all k > 0 such that the function
l  +  * R e ^ ^
s
is positive real, then for all k G (0, K /  A), the output y(t) of the closed-loop system, 
shown in Figure 2, converges to r as t —> oo, provided that r/G (0 ) G clos (im $).
There exists a substantial literature on problems related to those considered in 
[26], see for example Fliegner, Logemann and Ryan [10], Logemann and Curtain
^Therefore, under the above assumptions on the plant, the problem of tracking constant 
reference signals reduces to that of tuning the gain parameter k. This so-called “tuning regulator 
theory” [9] has been successfully applied in process control (see [6], [30]).
2
Figure 2: Low-gain control with input nonlinearity
[18], and Logemann and Ryan [23, 24]. Here we consider similar problems, but for 
wider classes of causal dynamic nonlinearities $  which satisfy certain Lipschitz 
conditions. The classes encompass, in particular, a large number of hysteresis 
nonlinearities important in applications, such as relay, backlash and elastic-plastic 
hysteresis. Generally speaking, hysteresis is a special type of memory-based re­
lation between a scalar input signal u(-) and a scalar output signal v(-) that 
cannot be expressed in terms of a single-valued function, but takes the form of 
“hysteresis” loops, see Figure 3. In particular, the operator u ( - )  i-* v ( - )  is causal
Figure 3: Hysteresis loop
and rate independent. This type of behaviour arises in mechanical plays, ther­
mostats, elastoplasticity, ferromagnetism and in smart material structures such 
as piezoelectric elements and magnetostrictive transducers (see Banks et al. [1] for 
hysteresis phenomena in smart materials). There exists a substantial literature on 
mathematical modelling and mathematical theory of hysteresis phenomena, see 
for example Brokate [3], Brokate and Sprekels [4], Krasnosel’skii and Pokrovski! 
[16], Macki et al. [31] and Visintin [39]. Of particular importance in a systems 
and control context is the pioneering work [16].
We now give some additional details on the problems considered. Chapter 2 
consists of some preliminaries from functional analysis. In Chapter 3 we first
3
introduce the concept of a regular linear system. The class of regular linear sys­
tems introduced by Weiss (see [40]—[43]), is rather general and allows for highly 
unbounded control and observation operators. It includes most distributed pa­
rameter systems and time-delay systems of interest in control engineering. We go 
on to consider closed-loop systems of the form shown in Figure 2, where G(s) is 
the transfer function of a regular linear system, is assumed to be a causal oper­
ator and satisfy a bounded input, bounded output condition and a weak Lipschitz 
condition, and the gain k can be time varying. We prove existence and unique­
ness results for the closed-loop system which are very general and can be applied 
to the constant gain problem considered in Chapter 5 and the time-varying and 
adaptive gain problems considered in Chapter 9.
In Chapter 4, we introduce the concept of a hysteresis operator, based on the 
ideas of Brokate [3], Brokate and Sprekels [4] and Visintin [39], to be an operator 
which is both causal and rate indepentent. For continuous piecewise monotone 
input signals u this means that at time t € K+, the value v(t) of the output signal 
v is dependent only on the local extrema of u restricted to the time interval [0, t]. 
Usually, hysteresis operators are defined on spaces of continuous functions (in 
particular, continuous piecewise monotone functions). For certain applications 
such as sampled-data control of systems with hysteresis effects (see Chapter 8) 
it is desirable to extend hysteresis operators to spaces of piecewise continuous 
functions. We show that this can be done in great generality. More precisely, we 
show that any hysteresis operator defined on the space of continuous piecewise 
monotone functions, can be extended in a natural way to the space of piecewise 
continuous piecewise monotone functions and that this extension is a hysteresis 
operator. We give examples of some well known hysteresis operators, such as 
relay, backlash, elastic-plastic and Preisach.
In Chapter 5, we introduce three classes of hysteresis operators which we name 
Nc (A), 'Nsd (A) and (A), where A is a weak Lipschitz constant for the operators. 
The three classes will be needed in later chapters. We show that the examples 
of hysteresis operator introduced in Chapter 4 are contained in these classes. 
Finally, we introduce the concept of a critical numerical value of a hysteresis 
operator $  and identify the critical numerical values of some of the previously 
introduced hysteresis operators.
In Chapter 6, we consider the same problem as in [26] (described earlier), but for 
the wider class of causal dynamic nonlinearities Nc (A). As in [26] we assume that 
the linear part of the system to be controlled (described in Figure 2 by the trans­
fer function G (s)) is an exponentially stable, regular, linear, infinite-dimensional, 
continuous-time, single-input, single-output system. The main result in this chap­
ter shows that for 4> G Nc (A), the output y(t) of the closed-loop system, shown
4
in Figure 2, converges to r as t —> oo, provided that G(0) > 0 , r  is feasible in 
some natural sense and k G (0, K/X),  where K  is the supremum of the set of all 
numbers k > 0 such that the function
s
is positive real. We also show that so long as r /G ( 0) is not a critical numerical 
value of $  then the convergence of the output y of the closed-loop system, shown 
in Figure 2, is of exponential order.
In Chapter 7, we provide a discrete-time analogy of the continuous-time results 
contained in Chapter 6 . More precisely, we derive a discrete-time version of the 
continuous-time tuning regulator result by showing that for a power-stable, linear, 
infinite-dimensional, discrete-time, single-input, single-output plant with transfer 
function G (z), subject to a dynamic input nonlinearity $  G N<*(A), the output 
y(n) of the closed-loop system, shown in Figure 4, converges to the reference 
value r  as n  —> oo, provided that G (l) > 0, r is feasible in some natural sense 
and k G (0, K/X),  where K  is supremum of the set of all numbers k > 0 such 
that
l  +  i f c R e ^ l > 0 ,  V Izl >  1 . 
z — 1
z - 1
Figure 4: Low-gain control with input nonlinearity
In Chapter 8 , we apply the discrete-time theory of Chapter 7 in the development 
of a sampled-data counterpart to the continuous-time low-gain control result of 
Chapter 6 . Specifically, we show that for an exponentially stable, regular, lin­
ear, infinite-dimensional, continuous-time, single-input, single-output plant with 
transfer function G (s), subject to a continuous-time hysteresis input nonlinearity 
<F, the output y(t) of the closed-loop system, shown in Figure 5, converges to the 
reference value r as t —> oo, provided that G(0) >  0 , r is feasible in some natural 
sense and k > 0 is sufficiently small. We remark that is an extension of an 
operator $  G (A) and that this extension is defined in Chapter 4. In Figure 
5j H  denotes a standard hold operation, whilst 5  is a sampling operation which,
5
z -  1
Figure 5: Sampled-data low-gain control
in the case of unbounded observation, involves an averaging operation.
In [24] it was established that an application of the simple adaptive gain strategy
=  , where l(t) = \r -  y(t )|, 1(0) = lQ > 0 , (1.2)
guarantees that the output y(t) of the closed-loop system, shown in Figure 2, 
converges to r as t —>• oo so long as $  is a non-decreasing, globally Lipschitz 
function, G(0) > 0 and r/G (0 ) G clos(im ^). Additionally, if r/G (0 ) is not a 
critical value of 4>, then the gain k(t) converges to a positive value as t —> oo. 
In Chapter 9, we consider the same problem as in [24], but for the wider class 
of causal dynamic nonlinearities 3NTC(A). That is we address aspects of adaptive 
tuning of the integrator gain for an exponentially stable, regular, linear, infinite­
dimensional, continuous-time, single-input, single-output system, subject to an 
input nonlinearity $ g K c (A). In particular, we show that if the reference signal 
r  is feasible in a natural sense and G (0) > 0 , then the adaptive gain strategy 
(1.2) ensures that the output y(t) of the closed-loop system, shown in Figure 
2, converges to r as t —> oo. Additionally, we show that if r /G ( 0) is not a 
critical numerical value of $  then the gain k(t) converges to a positive value as 
t —> oo. Discrete-time and sampled-data counterparts of the above continuous­
time adaptive control result conclude the chapter.
Some technicalities have been relegated to the Appendices (Chapter 10).
1.1 N otation
We define
R+ := {x  G R | x  > 0} , Z+ =  {x  G Z | x > 0} , N := Z+ \  {0} .
For sets M  and N  we denote the set of all functions /  : M  —>• N  by F (M ,N ) .  
We define the unit step function U : R —> R by U(x) = 0 for x < 0 and U(x) =  1 
for x > 0. For r  G R+ and n G Z +, the continuous-time truncation operator P r :
6
F (R+,R) —> F(R+,R) is given by (P Tu)(t) =  u(t) if t G [0,r] and (P Tu)(t) =  0 
otherwise, and the discrete-time truncation operator P^ : i r,(Z+, R) —> F (Z+, R) 
is given by (P„u)(k) =  u(k) if k G { 0 ,1 , . . . ,n} and (P nU)(k) =  0 otherwise. 
If I  C R is a compact interval, then we say that a function /  G F (J, R) is 
piecewise C 1 if there exist min I  =  xo < oq < £2 < • • • <  x n =  max I  such 
that /  is continuously differentiable on each of the intervals [aq,aq+J . A function 
/  G F(R ,R ) is called piecewise C 1 if it is piecewise C 1 on any compact interval 
/  C R. As usual, for a piecewise C 1 function /  G F(R, R), we define the functions
If I  C R is a compact interval, then AC(I ,  R) denotes the space of absolutely 
continuous real-valued functions defined on I; j4C(R+,R) denotes the space of 
real-valued functions defined on R+ which are absolutely continuous on any com­
pact interval I  C R+, i.e. a function /  G i^R + jR ) is in AC(R_(_,R) if and only if 
there exists a function g G L j^R + jR ) such that
We say that a function /  G i^ R ^ R )  is piecewise monotone if there exists a 
sequence 0 =  £o < h  < t2 < . . .  such that lim^oo U =  00 and /  is monotone on 
each of the intervals {ti,U+1). The set of continuous piecewise monotone func­
tions /  : R+ —> R is denoted by Cpm(R_|.,R). We remark that since Cpm(R-(-,R) is
ample). A function /  G F(R+,R ) is called piecewise continuous if there exists a 
sequence 0 =  to < t\ < £2 < • • • such that lim^oo t{ = 00, /  is continuous on each
each t{. We denote the space of all piecewise continuous functions /  : R+ -> R 
by PC ,(R+ ,R). As usual, for /  G P C (R+jR), we define
/(£+ ) := l im /(r )  (for t > 0) and f ( t —) := l im /( r )  (for t > 0).
r \.t r \ t
Let T =  R+, Z+; a function /  G F{T, R) is called ultimately constant if there 
exists T  G T such that /  is constant on [T, 00) D T.
L ( X , y )  denotes the space of bounded linear operators from a Banach space X  
to a Banach space Y  and we set L{X)  := L(X, AT). For a Banach space X , a  G R 
and (3 > 0, we define the exponentially weighted IP-space LJ(R_|.,X) := { /  G 
Lfoc(R+, X )  | /(•) exp(—a-) G 1^(18+, X)} and the weighted Zp-space Zjg(Z+, X) :=
/+ , /L : R —» R by
and / i  : a; lim
/ifO
/( x  +  ft) -  /(x )
/l
not closed under addition, it is not a vector space (see Appendix 1 for counterex-
of the intervals (U,ti+1) and the right and left limits of /  exist and are finite at
7
{ /  € /foc(Z+,X ) | /(• ) /? -  € lp{Z+,X)}.  For a  G R and (3 > 0 define, CQ := {s G 
C | Re s > a}  and E^ := {z  G C | \z\ > /?}. Moreover, set
H°°(Ca) := { /  : Ca —> C | /  is holomorphic and bounded} ,
H°°(Ep) := { /  : Ep —> C | /  is holomorphic and bounded} .
The Laplace transform is denoted by £  and the z-transform by 3- The set of all 
signed Borel measures on K+ is denoted by For fi G M(M+), |/i| denotes
the total variation of //. We denote the Lebesgue measure on M+ by /i£. We 
denote the indicator function of the set S by xs-
8
Chapter 2
Preliminaries from functional 
analysis
Let R) denote the space of continuous functions /  : R+ —> R. We want to
define a concept of convergence in the space C7(IR_|_, R) and therefore we introduce 
a topology on C(Ri_, R). To this end we define a family U of subsets of C(R+, R) 
by
U : = { B ( f , e ) \ f € C ( R i . , R ) ,  e > 0} ,
where
B (f,e)  :=  {9 € C{R+,R) | sup \ f ( t ) - g ( t ) \  < e} .
We endow C^R+jR) with the topology generated by It (cf. [11], pp. 114-115, 
p. 133). This topology is called the topology of uniform convergence . Clearly, 
a sequence ( /n) C C(R_|.,R) converges to /  G C(R_|.,R) in this topology if and 
only if for all e > 0 there exists N  > 0 such that
sup I f ( t )  -  f n(t) I < e , V n >  N ,
teR+
and we say that f n converges uniformly to /  as n —> oo. We write f n ~ ^ f  as 
n —y oo. We call a sequence ( /n) C C (R f ,R) a Cauchy sequence if for all e > 0 
there exists N  > 0 such that
sup Ifmit) -  f n{t)I < e , V m ,n >  N .
L em m a 2.1.1 The space C'(M+ , R) is complete in the sense that for each Cauchy 
sequence (f n) C C(R+,R), there exists f  G C(R|_,R) such that f n /  as 
n  oo.
9
P roof: Let (/„) C C(R+,R) be a Cauchy sequence. For each t € R+, (f n(t)) C R 
is a Cauchy sequence and since R is complete, there exists f t G R such that 
lim ^oo f n(t) =  /*. Define /  : R+ -> R by /(£) =  / t for alH  € R+. Let e > 0 and 
choose n0 > 0 such that
sup I fm(t) -  fn{t) | < e /2 , V m ,n > n 0 . 
teR+
For each t 6  R+, there exists nt > uq such that
l/n.(0 - / W  I < e / 2 .
Then for alH  G R+ and all n > n o
\fn(t) -  f ( t ) | <  -  /(*)| +  l / n , ( < )  -  fn{t)\ <  e /2  +  e /2 .
Thus
sup \fn(t) -  f (t)\  < e ,  Vn >  n0 . (2.1)
teR+
It remains only to show that /  G C'(R+ ,R). Let t G R+ and e > 0. By (2.1) we 
know that there exists n G Z+ such that
sup |/W  - /n W I  <  e /3 .
teR+
By continuity of f n there exists <5 > 0 such that for r  G R+ with \t — r\ < 5
\fn(t) -  f n(r)\ < e / 3.
Hence, for all r  € R+ with \t — r |  < 6
I / W - / W I  < l/W -Z n W I +  l/nW -Z nW I +  l/n C T )-/^ )!  <  e /3 + e /3 + e /3  =  £.
□
L em m a 2 .1.2 Cpm(R+,R) *5 dense in C(R+,R) in the sense that for all f  G 
C(R+,R), there exists a sequence (f n) C Cpm(R+, R) such that f n ^  f  asn  oo.
P roo f: Let f  G C(R+,R) and e > 0. We proceed by defining a function g G 
Cpm(R+ ,R) such that
1 /W -tfW I V* G R+.
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On each In := [n,n +  1] (n G Z+), /  is uniformly continuous and therefore there
exists 5n > 0 such that for all t i , t 2 G In
\ t i - t 2\<S„  ==» f ( t 2) \ < e / 2 . (2.2)
Choose K n G Z+ such that K n > 1 / 8n. Define g on each In as follows: let 
g(n +  k / K n) = f ( n  +  k / K n) for all k =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  K n and let g be affine linear 
on each [n +  k / K ny n + (k -f 1 ) / K n] (k = 0 ,1, ,  K n — 1). It is clear that g is
continuous and piecewise affine linear and hence g G C'pm(lR+ ,R).
Let t G I f ,  then there exists n G Z+ and k G { 0 ,1 ,. . . ,  K n — 1} such that 
t  G [n +  k / K n, n  +  (k +  1 ) / K n). Thus by (2.2)
l/(f) ~  9(t)I < I/M  -  f ( n  +  k / K n)| +  |p(t) -  g(n +  A;/tfn)|
<  I/(f) “  / ( n +  k / K n)| +  |^(n +  (A; +  l ) / ^ n) -  g(n +  k / K n)\
= |f ( t )  -  f ( n  +  * / t f B)| +  |f ( n  + (k + 1 ) / K n) -  f ( n  + k / K n)\
e/2  e / 2 .
□
We introduce a concept of Lipschitz continuity for operators on C^R+jR) or 
Cfpm(R+ , R) and then show that any Lipschitz continuous operator $  : C p^R ^., R) 
—> C(R+,R) can be extended to a unique Lipschitz continuous operator on 
£?(!&+, R).
D efin ition  2.1.3 Let 6 =  C(R+,R) or C =  C,pm(R+,R). An operator $  : C —> 
F(R+,R ) is called Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant I > 0 if
sup I($ (/))(i) -  ($(ff))(t)| <  I sup \ f { t ) - g ( t ) l ,  V / , 3  € e .
££R_I-
o
L em m a 2.1.4 Let $  : Cpm(R+,R) —> C7(R+,R) be a Lipschitz continuous opera­
tor with Lipschitz constant A >  0. Then there exists a unique Lipschitz continuous 
extension <J>e : C(R+,R) —> C'(R+ ,R) o/4> with Lipschitz constant A.
P roof: Let /  G C^R+jR). By Lemma 2.1.2 there exists ( /n) C Cpm(R+,R) such 
that /„  ™ f  as n —>• oo. We observe that ($ (/„)) is a Cauchy sequence, since for 
m,rc G Z +, supfeR+ |($ ( /m))(f) -  ($ ( /n))(f)| < AsupteK+ \fm{t) -  f n(t)\ and (/„) 
is a Cauchy sequence. Since, by Lemma 2.1.1, C^R+jR) is complete, there exists 
/  G C(R+,R) such that $ ( f n) /  as n —¥ oo. To see that /  does not depend
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upon the choice of sequence ( /n), let (gn) C Cpm(R+,R) be another sequence 
such that gn ^  f  as n oo. Then for all n G Z+
sup ! ($ ( /„ ) ) ( * ) - ($(ffn))WI <  A sup \f„(t) — gn(t)\
< A sup | f ( t )  -  f n(t) | +  sup |/ ( i)  -  s„(t)|
_t£R+ t£R+
Consequently the sequences (<I>(/n)) and (<£(gn)) have the same limit. Thus, 
setting $ e( /)  •= /  for all /  G C(R_|.,R), makes $ e a well-defined extension of $  
to C^R+jR).
To show that $ e : (^(R-i^R) —> C(R+ ,R) is a Lipschitz continuous operator 
with Lipschitz constant A, observe that for f , g  G C(R_|.,R) and ( /n),(<7n) C 
Cpm(R+,R) such that f n - ^ f  and gn g as n —> oo, it follows that for n  G Z+
sup |($ e(/))(t)  -  ($ e(ff))(t)|
t£R+
< sup[|($e(/))(<) -  ($ (/„ ))(i)| +  |(<Ms))(<) -  ($(Sn))(<)|
t£R+
+ m m t )  -  (* (fc ))w n
< sup |($ e(/))(<) -  ($ (/„ ))(t) | +  sup |($ e(s))(t) -  (<%„))(t)|
+A sup | f n(t) - g n{t) |.
teR+
Taking the limit as n —> oo we obtain





linear systems with nonlinear 
feedback
3.1 Preliminaries
We assemble some fundamental facts pertaining to regular linear systems and 
tailored to later requirements: the reader is referred to [40]—[43] for full details. 
This section is prefaced with the remark that the class of regular linear infinite­
dimensional systems is rather general: it includes most distributed parameter 
systems and all time-delay systems (retarded and neutral) which are of interest 
in applications. Although there exist abstract examples of well-posed, infinite­
dimensional systems that fail to be regular, the author is of the opinion that 
any physically-motivated, well-posed, linear, continuous-time, autonomous con­
trol system is regular.
First, some notation: for any Hilbert space H  and any r  > 0, we define the 
right-shift operator R,- : Lfoc(R_(., H)  —»• Z/foc(lR_|_, iif), by
W ell-posed system s
T
For u, v € Zqoc(R+, if)  and r  € R+, the r-concatenation u <> v is defined by
The following concept was introduced by Weiss [43]. An equivalent definition can 
be found in Salamon [38].
D efin ition  3.1.1 Let A  be a real Hilbert space. A well-posed linear system 
with state-space X , input-space R and output-space R is the quadruple £  =  
where
(1) T  =  (T t)*>o is a Co-semigroup of bounded linear operators on X ,
(2) $  =  ( $ t)t>o is a family of bounded linear operators from L2(R+,R) to X  
such that
^r+t(u O v ) =  T t&TU +  &tV ,
for all u, v £ L2(R+, R) and all r, t £ R+,
(3) \I> =  (^t)t>o is a family of bounded linear operators from X  to L2(R+,R) 
such that
'&T+tXo =  o O ^TVrco , 
for all Xo € X  and all r, t £ R+, and =  0?
(4) F  =  (F t)t>0 is a family of bounded linear operators from L2(R+,R) to 
L2(R+, R) such that
F T+*(u O v) =  Fru O +  F tv ) ,
u, v £ L2(R+, R) and all r, t £ R+, and F 0 =  0 .
O
For an input u £ L2oc(R+,R) and an initial state x 0 £ X , the associated state
function x £ C (R +,X ) and output function y £ L2oc(R+,R) of £  are given by
x(t) =  T tx 0 + &tPtu , (3.1a)
P  ty =  \Eqxo +  F tP ti t . (3.1b)
We say that £  is exponentially stable if the semigroup T  is exponentially stable, 
i.e.
u ( T) := lim 7 log ||T t || < 0,t—► OO t
where cj(T) is called the exponential growth constant of T . It is clear that there ex­
ist unique operators ^oo : X  —>• L2oc(R+,R) and Foo : L2oc(R+,R) —>• L2oc| 
such that for all r  > 0
=  P Ttf oo , F t =  P tF oo .
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We call ^oo the state-to-output map and F t h e  input-output operator. If XI is 
exponentially stable, then the operators and \Eq are uniformly bounded, <I> is 
a bounded operator from X  into L2(R+,R) and Foo maps L2(R f ,R) boundedly 
into L2(R+, R). Since P t F ^  =  P TFooPT for all r  G R+, F ^  is a causal operator.
It can be shown (see Weiss [40]) that if a > u (T )  and if it € L2 (R+,R), then 
Fqoit € L 2a (R+, R) and there exists a unique holomorphic function G  : Cu,(t) -> C 
such that
G{8)(£u)(s)  = [£ (F oou )](s), V s  G CQ .
In particular, G is bounded on Ca for all a > u (T ) .  The function G  is called 
the transfer function of XI.
Regularity
XI and its transfer function G(s) are called regular if the limit
lim G(s)  =: Ds—^oo, sGK
exists. The operator D  is called the feedthrough operator of S .  The regular 
system is said to be exponentially stable if X) is exponentially stable.
Generating operators
The generator of T  is denoted by A. Let X \  be the space dom (A) endowed with 
the graph norm, and let X - i  be the completion of X  with respect to the norm 
||a;||-i =  \\(sqI  — A)_1a;||, where So is anY fixed element in g(A), the resolvent set 
of A. We have X i  C X  C X - \  and the canonical injections are bounded and 
dense. The semigroup T  can be restricted to a Co-semigroup on X \  and extended 
to a Co-semigroup on X - \ .  The exponential growth constant is the same on all 
three spaces. The generator on X \  is the restriction of A  to dom (^42) and the 
generator on X_i is an extension of A  to X  (which is bounded as an operator 
from X  to X - i ) .  We shall use the same symbols for the original semigroup and 
its generator and the corresponding restrictions and extensions.
By a representation theorem due to Salamon [38] (see also Weiss [41, 42]) there 
exist unique operators B  € L(R ,X - i )  and C 6  L ( X i,R ) (the control operator 
and the observation operator of XI, respectively) such that for all t E R+, all 
u (E L j^ R + jR ) and all x 0 G X \
<I>tP tii =  [  T t- TBu(r)  dr  and (^ooZoH*) =  C T tx0 .
Jo
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B  is called bounded if B  G L(R, X) (and unbounded otherwise), whereas C  is called 
bounded if it can be extended continuously to X  (and unbounded otherwise).
It is clear that B  G L(R, X _i) is an admissible control operator for T , in the sense 
that for any r  G R+, the operator
—y X —i , u i—y f  T r - tBu{ t )d t ,  (3.2)
Jo
has its range in X  and C  G L ( X i,R ) is an admissible observation operator for T, 
in the sense that for any r  G R+, the operator
Xi —y L2(R_(_, R ) , xq i—^ P TCTfXQ, (3.3)
has a continuous extension to X.
The Lebesgue extension of C  was introduced in [42] and is defined by
ClX o =  lim C
t—>0
4  f  T TxodT,  (3.4)
where dom (Cl) is equal to the set of all those xq G X  for which the above 
limit exists. Clearly X \  C dom (Cl) C X , and for any Zo G X  we have that 
T txo G dom (Cl) for almost every (a.e.) t  G R+. Furthermore,
(^ooXoXt) =  ClT ^ o a.e. i G l + .  (3.5)
If T  is exponentially stable, then there exist constants 71,72 > 0 such that, for 
all t G R+, u G L2(R+,R) and xq G X,
| |* tP tu|| =  || [ l T t- TBu(T) dr 
\\J 0
< 7iIM Il2(r+,r) » 
1/2
| |P t^ roo^o||L2(R+,R) =  Q f  ||CLT To:o||2d r^  <  72||zo|| • (3.6)
If E  is regular, then for any x 0 G X  and u G L2oc(R+,R), the functions z(-) and
3/(-), defined by (3.1), satisfy the equations
x(t) =  Ae(£) +  B u ( t ) , x(0) =  xq , (3.7a)
2/W =  CLx(t) +  Z)u(£), (3.7b)
for almost all t G R+ (in particular, x(t) G dom(Ci,) for almost all t G Rf) .  The 
derivative on the left-hand side of (3.7a) has, of course, to be understood in X_i. 
In other words, if we consider the initial-value problem (3.7a) in the space X_i,
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then for any xq E X  and u E Z/foc(R4-, R), (3.7a) has unique strong solution (in 
the sense of Pazy [34], p. 109) given by the variation of parameters formula
It has been demonstrated in [40] that, if E  is regular, then (s i  — A) 1B R  C 
dom (Cl) for all s 6 g(A) and the transfer function G(s) can be expressed as
which is familiar from finite-dimensional system theory. The operators A, B, C  
and D  are called the generating operators of E.
D efin ition  3.1.2 Let £  denote the class of quadruples (A, B ,C ,  D) which are
Proposition  3.1.3 I f  (A, B , C, D) E £ , then (A +  el ,  B , C,D)  E £  for all e >  0 
sufficiently small.
Proof: Clearly, for sufficiently small e > 0, e£tT t is an exponentially stable 
semigroup. Since G G H°°(CQ) for some a  < 0, G is continuous at 0 and 
therefore for sufficiently small e > 0, C i ( —e l  — A)~lB  +  D  =  G (—e) > 0. It is 
clear that for all e > 0, (A + el,  B , C, D) are the generating operators of a regular 
system with transfer function s G(s — e) and therefore for sufficiently small 
£ > 0, (A -I- s i , B , C, D) G £ . n
For future reference we state the following two lemmas. The proof of the following 
lemma can be found in [26] (see Lemma 2.2 in [26]) and [18] (see Lemma 2.2 in
L em m a 3.1.4 Assume that A  generates an exponentially stable semigroup T  on 
a real Hilbert space X  and that B  is an admissible control operator for  T . Then 
the following statements hold.
(1) I f u  G L°°(R+,R) is such that\imt-+oou(t) =  Woo exists, then, for allx0 G X ,  
the state x(-) given by (3.8) satisfies
(3.8)
G ( s) = Cl (sI - A ) ~ 1B  + D ,  V s € Q ,(t) ,
the generating operators of a regular linear system E , with state space X , input 
space R, output space R and transfer function G(s), satisfying:
(a) E  is exponentially stable; (b) G(0) > 0.
O
[18]).
lim ||a;(i) +  A 1B u (X>\\ — 0 .
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(2) There exist constants a^ ,a\  > 0 such that, for all (x0,u) G X  x  L 2(R+,R), 
the state x(-) given by (3.8) satisfies
lim \\x(t)\\ =  0, x  G
t —tO O
I W | l 2( R + , X )  <  ^ o l l ^ o l l  +  « i | | ^ | | l 2( R + , R )  •
(3) For all (x0,u) G X  x Lco(R+,R), the state x(-) given by (3.8) satisfies
x e L ° ° (  R+,X).
The proof of the following lemma can be found in [18] (see Lemma 2.1 in [18]).
L em m a 3.1.5 Let (A, B ,C ,  D) G £ . I f  u G iqoc(R+,R) and G R are such 
that u — Uoo G Z/£(R+,R) for some a  > u (T ) ,  then, for all x 0 G X ,  the output 
y(-) given by (3.7) satisfies
y - G ^ U c o  € Z£(R +,K ).
3.2 Existence and uniqueness o f solutions for 
regular system s w ith nonlinear feedback
Let n G N and T  C F (R + ,R n), T  ^  0. We call an operator $  : £F —» F(R + ,R n) 
causal if for all u, v G T and all r  G R+ with u(t) =  v(t) for all t  G [0, r] it follows 
that ($(u))(t)  =  ($(v))(t ) for all t G [0,r].
For a > 0, w G CQO, a], Rn) and Si ,82 > 0, we define C{w\ $i, 52) to be the set of 
all u G C^R-i-jR71) such that
u(t) = w ( t ) , V £g[0 , a] and ||w(t) — u>(a:)|| <  J i , Vt G [a, a  +  S2] .
We study an abstract Volterra integro-differential equation. Let a  >  0 and let 
Wa € C([0, aJjR”). Consider the initial-value problem
w(t) = (Vw)( t ) , t >  a ,  (3.10a)
vu(t) =  wa( t ) , t G [0, ct], (3.10b)
where the operator V  : C(R+ ,Rn) —> L f^ R + jR ” ) is causal and weakly locally 
Lipschitz in the following sense: for all a  >  0 and w G C([0, a],R n), there exist
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6 > 0, p > 0 and a continuous function /  : [0,5] —» R+, with /(0 ) =  0, such that
/  ll(Vu)(i) -  (Vv)(t)\\dt <  /(e )  sup ||u(t) -  t>(*)||
for all e G [0, <5] and all u, v G C(w; p, 5).
A solution of the initial-value problem (3.10) on an interval [0,/?), where (3 > a, 
is a function w G C ([0,/?),R n), with w(t) =  wa(t) for all t G [0, a], such that w 
is absolutely continuous on [a, f3) and (3.10a) is satisfied for a.e. t  G [a,/5).
Strictly speaking, to make sense of (3.10), we have to give a meaning to (Vw)(t ), 
t G [0, /?), when w is a continuous function defined on a finite interval [0, (3) (recall 
that V  operates on the space of continuous functions defined on the infinite 
interval R_|_). This can be easily done using causality of V: for all t G [0,/?), 
(Vw)(t)  := (Vw*)(t), where w* : M_(. —> Rn is any continuous function with 
w*(s) = w(s) for all s G [0,£].
Proposition  3.2.1 For every a >  0 and every wa G C([0, a ],R n), there exists 
e >  0 and a unique solution w(-) of (3.10) defined on [0, a  +  e).
Proof: Fix a > 0 and wa G C7([0, a], Rn) arbitrarily. Define a continuous exten­
sion w*a : R+ —>• Rn of wa by setting w*a(t) = wa(a) for all t G [a, oo). For later 
convenience, we introduce the continuous function
Since V  is weakly Lipschitz there exist S > 0, p > 0 and a continuous function 
/  : [0,(5] —» R+, with /(0 ) =  0, such that
for all e G [0,6] and all u, w G C(wa; p, e). 
For e > 0 set
C£ := {w G C([0, a  +  e],Rn) | w(t) = wa(t) if t G [0, a ] ;
||u;(£) — u;Q(a)|| <  p if t G [a, a  +  e]} , (3.11)
which, endowed with the metric
(v,w) i-» sup ||v(t) — w(t)||
a<t<a+e
is a complete metric space.
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Existence and uniqueness of solutions on a small interval is proved by showing 
that
wa(t) , 0 < t < a ,
(Tw){t) :=
Wa(<x) +  /  (V w ) { r ) d r , a < t  < a - \ - e ,  
J a
defines a contraction on Ce for sufficiently small e > 0.
By the weak Lipschitz property and causality of V, for all e G (0,5), all v ,w  G Ce 
and all t G [a, a  +  e]
ra+e
l l ( I ’u , ) W  —  w o ( a ) l l  <  /  I I ( V ' * « ) ( t ) | |  r f - r
J a
ra+e
^ 9 {e ) +  \ \{Vvj)(r)-{Vw*a){T)\\dT
J  a
< 9(e) +  pf(e)
< p for sufficiently small e > 0 (3.12)
and
ra+e
||(r«»)(t)- (rw )(i) | |  <  /  | | ( v « ) ( t ) - (V w ) ( t ) \ \< 1 t
J a
< /(e )  sup ||u(r) — tu(r)||
a<r<a+e
< ^ sup ||^(t) — || for suff. small e >  0. (3.13)
<*<T<a+e
By (3.12), r ( C e) C Ce for all sufficiently small e > 0. Consequently, we obtain 
from (3.13) that T is a contraction on Ce for all sufficiently small e > 0 . □
D efin ition  3.2.2 Let a G (0, oo] and let J  C R+ be an interval of the form [0, a) 
or [0,a]. For r  G J , we define the operator Qr : F (J , R) -» F (R_|_,R) by
\ f  u (t) f o r 0 < £ < r ,
( Q r « ( t ) = i  '  ~ ~
u[t ) for t > r .
O
If the domain space of Qr is F(R +,R ) (i.e. J  =  [0, oo)), then Qr is a projection 
operator. Given an operator $  : C(R4-,R) —> F(R_|_,R) and a number a > 0 we 
define an operator : C([0, a),R) —>• F([0, a),R) by setting
($ (“ ))(*) =  ($ (Q tu)){t),  Vt G [0, a ) .
If $  is causal, then for each r  G [0, a) we have
(${u)){t) =  ($ (Q Tu))(t),  Vt G [0, r ] . 
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In the following, we shall use the same symbol $  to denote the original operator 
acting on C(R+,R) and the associated operator 4  acting on C([0, a),R).
We introduce two assumptions on the nonlinearity <£ : C(R+,R) -* C^R+jR):
(A l)  there exists A > 0 such that for all a  G R+ and all w G C([0, a],R), there 
exist numbers $i, S2 > 0 such that for all u, v G C{w\ tfi, 82)
sup |($(u))(i) -  ($(u))(t)| <  A sup |u(t) -  o ( f) |;
te[a,a+$2] te[a,a+J2]
(A2) for all a > 0 and all u G C([0, a), R), there exist a, (3 > 0 such that
sup |($(&))(£)| <  a  +  /? sup \u(t)\, V r G [0,a).
te[o,T] te[o,r]
In the following, Proposition 3.2.1 will be used to prove a global existence result 
for a general closed-loop system which encompasses the systems considered in 
later chapters. For (A, B , C,D)  G £  we consider
x(t) =  Ax(t)  +  B ($ (u ) ) ( t ) , x(0) =  xo G X ,
u(t) =  n{t)9{t)[r — Cj_,x{£) — /}(3>(u))(£)], u(0) =  «0 G R  
9(t) =  h(6(t))\r -  CLx(t) -  D{$(u))( t) \ , 0(0) =  60 G R ,
where k  G L°°(R+, R) and h : R —> R is locally Lipschitz.
For a G (0 ,00], a continuous function
[0, a) -» X  x R x R , 1 1-> (x(t), u(t), 9(t))
is a solution of (3.14) if (£(•)> u('), 0(*)) absolutely continuous as a (X _ ixR xR )- 
valued function, x(t) G dom(Cx) for almost all t G [0, a), (z(0), w(0), 0(0)) =  
(x0, u0,9o) and the differential equations in (3.14) are satisfied almost everywhere 
on [0, a), where the derivative in (3.14a) should be interpreted in the space X _i.t
On noting that Cix(t)  +  £>(<I>(u))(£) =  (^oo^oJW +  (Fqo4>(u))(£), the variable 
x(t) can be eliminated from (3.14b) and (3.14c) to obtain
u(t) =  K(t)0(t)[r -  ('&00xo)(t) -  (Foo$(u))( t) ] , u(0) =  u0 , (3.15a)
9(t) = h(9(t))\r -  (VooXoW) -  (Foo^{u))(t) \ , 0(0) =  90 . (3.15b)
In order to proceed we require the following lemma.
t Being a Hilbert space, X _i x R x R is reflexive, and hence any absolutely continuous 
(X-i  x K x E)-valued function is a.e. differentiable and can be recovered from its derivative by 





L em m a 3.2.3 Let $  : C(R+,R) —> C7(]R_j_, M) be causal and satisfy (A l)  and let 
(A, B , C, D) G £ . For a l l a >  0 and all w G C([0, a], R), there exist 61, 62, 71,72 > 
0 such that for all e G [0, £2] and u, v G C{w\ 6\, 62)
ra+e
/ K F o o ^^))^ ) -  (Foo$(v))(r)|d7- <  £71 sup \u (t ) - v (t )\,  (3.16)
Ja  a<r<a+e
ra+e
/ |(Foo^(w))(r)| dr < e ^ i  +  ^ 7 2  . (3.17)
J a
P roof: Let a  > 0 and w G C([0, a], R). Then by (Al) and causality of <3>, there 
exist numbers <5i, 62 > 0 such that for all e G [0, <y and all u, v G C (w ; <Ji, 62)
sup |($(u))(t) -  ($(u))(«)| <  sup |($ (Q 0+eu))(t) -  ($ (Q a+eu))(t)|
t€[a,a+e] te[a,a+<S2]
< A sup |(Qa+e«)W  -  (Qa+* «)(*)!
*€[<*,a+£2]
=  A sup \u(t) — v(t)\.
te[a,a+e]
Hence using the causality of Fqo and 4>, the boundedness of Foo as an operator 
from L2(R+,R) into L2(R+,R) and Holder’s inequality, we conclude that there 
exists 71 >  0 such that for all e G [0,62] and all u, v G C(w ; £1, 62)
/
a+e /  ra+e \  1/2
|Foo$(«) — Foo^Cu)! <  y / i U  I F ^ H - F ^ u ) ! 2 )
a
a+e \  I /2
|* ( u ) - * ( t» ) |2J
<  eA||F»H sup \u(t) — v ( i) |.
t€[a,a+e]
which is (3.16) with 71 := A llF ^ . Moreover, an application of (3.16) for v =  Qau
and Holder’s inequality show that for all e G [0, <y and all u G C{w\ <^1, <^2)
»a+e ra+e
ra-te ra-f-e
/ |Foo$(ti)| < / ^ ^ ( Q a i i ) !  + £ 7 i sup I u - v ( a ) \
J a J a t€[a,a+e\
a
a+82 \  V 2
|Foo^(QaW)|2 ) +  £l\6l  ,
which yields (3.17) with 72 := ( / “+<*2 |Foo<3>(Qq w)|2)1/2. □
The following corollary is the main result of the chapter.
C o ro lla ry  3.2.4 Let $  : C(R_|_,R) —» C^R+jR) be causal and satisfy (A l)  and 
(A2). Let {A, B ,C ,  D) G L>, r G R, k  G L°°(R4.,R) and let h : R —> R be locally 
Lipschitz. I f  h{6) <  0 for all 6 G R and h(0) =  0, then for all (xq,uq,6o) G
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I x R x  (0, oo), the initial-value problem given by (3.14) has a unique solution 
defined on R+.
P roo f: Let (zo, o^> $o) £ X x R x  (0, oo). It is clear that the map V  : C (R4., R2) —► 
iL (E + > K 2) given by
k{t)9(t)[r -  («ooXo)W -  (Foo^(«))(t)] \  , .
h(9(t))\r -  (*«,®0)(t) -  (F00<i>(u))(i)| j
is causal, and it follows from Lemma 3.2.3 via a routine argument (shown in 
Appendix 2) that V  is also weakly locally Lipschitz. Note that (3.15) is of the 
form (3.10) with V  given by (3.18).
We proceed in three steps.
S te p  1 . Existence and uniqueness on a small interval.
An application of Proposition 3.2.1 with a  =  0 shows that there exists an e > 0 
such that (3.10) has unique solution on the interval [0,e).
S te p  2 . Extended uniqueness.
Let v : [0, A ) —» R2 and w : [0 , (32) l^2, A , A  > be solutions of (3.10)
(existence of v and w is assured by Step 1).
We claim that v(t) = w(t) for all t G [0,/?), where (3 =  min{A» A}* Seeking a 
contradiction, suppose that there exists t G (0, fi) such that v(t) ^  w(t). Defining
a* = inf{£ G (0 , (3) \ v(t) /  w(t)}  ,
it follows that a* > 0 (by Step 1), a* < (3 (by supposition) and v(a*) = w(a*) (by 
continuity of v and w). Clearly, the initial-value problem
z(t) =  (Vz)(t ) , t > a* ; z(t) =  v(t) , t  G [0, a*]
is solved by v and w on [0 , (3). This implies, by Proposition 3.2.1 (with a = a*), 
that there exists an e > 0 such that v(t) =  w(t) for all t G [0, a* +  e), which 
contradicts the definition of a*.
St e p  3. Global existence.
Let I  C R+ be the set of all r  > 0 such that there exists a solution (uT, 0T) of (3.15) 
on the interval [0 , r). Set t* := sup I  and define a function (w, 9) : [0,t*) —»• R2 
by setting
(u, 9)(t) =  (uT, 9T) { t ) , for t G [0, r ) , where r  G I .
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By Step 2 the function (u, 0) is well-defined (i.e. the definition of (u, 6){t) for 
a particular value t G [0, t*) does not depend on the choice of r  G /  fl (t, oo)) 
and (u, 6) is the unique solution of (3.15) on the interval [0, t*). We claim that 
t* = oo. Seeking a contradiction, assume that t* < oo. We first show that 9 is 
bounded on [0, t*). Note that since h < 0 , 6(•) is non-increasing and combining 
this with the assumption that 60 > 0 , we see that boundeness of 6(-) follows if we 
can show that 9(t) > 0 for all t G [0,i*). Seeking a contradiction, suppose that 
there exists a r  G (0, t*) such that 6{r) =  0. Consider the following initial-value 
problem on [0, t*)
where e(t) =  r — ('&OQxo)(t) — (Fqo<&(u))(t). Then 9(•) is a solution of (3.19). 
Since h(0) =  0, the function £ =  0 is also a solution of (3.19). By uniqueness it 
follows that 6 = 0, which is in contradiction to Oq > 0. Therefore the function 
6{') is bounded on [0 ,t*) and hence there exists a constant 7 > 0 such that
Multiplying (3.15a) by u and estimating we obtain that, for all t G [0, t*),
u(t)u(t) < 7 [r2 +  (^oo£o)2M +  u2(t) +  |(F 00$(u))(^)u(i)| ]. (3.20)
For v G CQO, t*),R) and t G [0,£*), we define
at(v) = sup |^ ( r ) | .
TG[0,t]
Using (3.21), the boundedness of Fqo as an operator from L2(R+, R) into L2(R+, R) 
and applying Holder’s inequality, shows that there exist 7 1 , 7 2  > 0 such that for 
all t G [0, t*),
C(t) =  A(C(*))|e(t)| ,  C(t ) = 0 , (3.19)




C([0, t*), R) ->• R+ , [<7t (v)]2
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by of, we see that there exist suitable constants 73, 74,75 > 0 such that for all
t e [0,f)
1/2
of 0-0 < 73 +  74 /  ^ { u )  dr  +  75
0
Using asumption (A2), we may conclude that there exist numbers > 0 such 
that for all t G [0, t*)
Since, by assumption, t* < 00, it follows that u is bounded on [0, t*). Recall
nuity of h, so is h o 9. By (A2), it follows from the boundedness of u on [(),£*) 
that $(u) is bounded on [0, t*) and therefore $(u)  € L2([0,£*),R). Using the 
boundedness of Fqq as an operator from L 2(R+,R) into L2(R+,R), we obtain 
that Foo^(n) G L2([0,£*),R) C L1([0,i*),R). Therefore, the right-hand sides of 
(3.15a) and (3.15b) are in L1([0, £*),R), implying that lim^t* u(t) and lim^* 6(t) 
exist and are finite. Setting u(t*) = lim^f* u(t) and 9(t*) =  lim*^* 9(t), makes u 
and 9 into continuous functions on [0,£*]. By Proposition 3.2.1, the initial-value 
problem
has a unique solution (u*, 9*) on [0, t*+e)  for some e > 0. By causality of V,  the 
function (u*, 9*) is a solution of (3.15) on [0, £*+e), and so (it*, 9*) is a proper right 
continuation of (u, 9). But this means that t* +  e G I,  which is in contradiction 
to the definition of t*.
Finally, let (u, 9) : R+ —> R2 be the unique solution of (3.15) and define x(-) to 
be the unique solution of
1/2
Jo v o  /  V o
From this we obtain that there exist numbers 76, 77 > 0 such that
and an application of Gronwall’s lemma then shows that
<r?(u) < 76e77t, V t  G [0, t* ).
that k and 9 are also bounded on [0, t*) and thus by the local Lipschitz conti-
z(t) =  (Vz)( t ) , t > t * \  z(t) = (u , 9){t) , t G [0, t*]
x  = A x  +  B $ ( u ) , z(0) =  x 0 .
Then (z(-),t/(-),9(-)) is the unique solution of (3.14) defined on R+. □
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3.3 N otes and references
The existence and uniqueness results of Section 3.2, whilst new in this generality, 
are proved in a similar way to the less general existence and uniqueness results 
of [24] (see Appendix in [24]). In particular, we have a slightly weaker Lipschitz 
assumption on V  in (3.10). This implies that Lemma 3.2.3 is slightly stronger 
than the similar lemma in [24] (see Lemma 5.3 in [24]). We essentially have 




4.1 Continuous-time hysteresis operators
In this section we present basic background material on hysteresis operators which 
is needed for the subsequent developments in this chapter.
We call a function /  : R+. —> R+ a time transformation if /  is continuous, non­
decreasing and satisfies /(0 ) =  0 and lim^oo f ( t )  = oo, in other words /  : R+ -» 
R+ is a time transformation if and only if /  is continuous, non-decreasing and 
surjective. We denote the set of all time transformations /  : R+ —> R+ by T .
In the following let IF c  F(R_|_,R), IF ^  0. We introduce the following two 
assumptions on IF:
(F I)  u o /  e  IF for all u G IF and all /  6 T;
(F2) Q*(IF)c y f o r a l l f G R f .
An operator : IF —> F(R_|_,R) is called rate independent if IF satisfies (FI) and
( * ( « » / ) ) ( * )  =  ( * ( « ) ) ( / ( * ) ) ,  V « e J ,  v / e T ,  V i e i ^ .
A functional <£ : IF —>• R is called rate independent if IF satisfies (FI) and 
tp(u ° f ) =  (p(u), V u e l F ,  V / g T .
D efin ition  4.1.1 Let IF C F(R+,R ), IF 7^  0. An operator $  : IF —> F(R+,R) is 
called a hysteresis operator if IF satisfies (FI) and $  is causal and rate independent.
O
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For S  C F(K+, M), S  /  0, let 9ruc denote the set of all ultimately constant u e S ,  
i.e.
Clearly, if S  satisfies (F2), then P 0 ^  0. Moreover, if S  satisfies (FI), then so 
does P c.
T h eo rem  4.1.2 Let S  C F(M+,R), S  ±  0 and assume that (FI) and (F2) hold. 
I f  $  : S  -> F(R_j_,R) 25 a hysteresis operator, then the following statements hold:
(1) for all u G S  and all r  G M+
Conversely, i f  ip : P c —> E  25 a rate independent functional, then $  : S  —¥ 
F(R_j.,R) given by (4-2) is a hysteresis operator and satisfies
For a hysteresis operator $  : S  —)■ F{E+,R), we call the rate independent func­
tional <p : P c —> R defined by (4.1) the representing functional of <$.
P ro o f  o f T h eo rem  4.1.2: Assume that 4> : S  —> F(R+,R ) is a hysteresis 
operator. To prove statement (1), let u G S,  t  G R+ and s > r. We define a time 
transformation /  G T by
Then, using the causality and rate independence of <F, we have for t € [r, 5]
Since s > r  was arbitrary, this yields statement (1). To prove statement (2), we
P c =  {u G S \  u is ultimately constant} .
(2) the functional
ip : P c —v R , u !->■ lim (4>(u))(£) (4.1)
is rate independent and satisfies
($(u))(t) = tp( Q t u) ,  V u e ? ,  V t e R + . (4.2)
lim ($(ii))(t) =  ^ ( it) , V u G P . (4.3)
£ for 0 <  t < r ,
r  for r  < t < 5 ,
t + T  — 5 for £ > S .
($(QT «))(*) =  ($(«  o f)) ( t )  = ($ (« ))(/(!))  =  ($ (u ))(r) .
first note that the limit in (4.1) exists since for ultimately constant u , 4>(u) is
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ultimately constant by statement (1). Using the rate independence of $, we see 
that for all u £ 3™c and all /  € T
p(u o f ) =  lim ($(iz o f ))( t)  =  lim ($(u))( f(t ))  = lim ($ (W))M  =  v ( u) ,I—>00 l—>00 t—¥00
showing that p  is rate independent. Using statement (1), we obtain for all u £ J  
and all £ e  R+
{${u)){t) = ($ (Q t u)){t) =  lim ($ (Q t u))(s) = p (Q t u ) ,
S - +  OO
which is (4.2).
Conversely, assume that p  : 3ruc —» R is rate independent and define 4> : T  -* 
F (R+,R) by (4.2). Then, trivially, $  is causal. Moreover, for all u £ T, /  £ T 
and t £ R+
($(u  o /))(()  =  p(Q , (u o / ) )  =  <p((Q/(t) u )o  f )  = ip(Q /(t) u) =  ($(«))(/(< )), 
thus $  is rate independent. Finally, let u £ 3™°, then
lim ($(u))(t) =  lim p (Q tu) =  p(u ) ,t-t oo t—►oo
which is (4.3). □
Let Sr denote the set of all right-continuous step functions u : R+ —> R, that is 
there exists a sequence 0 =  t0 < ti <  t2 <  . . .  such that lim ^oo tn =  00 and 
u is constant on each of the intervals [U,U+1). For r  > 0 define C 8r to be 
the set of all right-continuous step functions u : R+ —» R of step length r, i.e. u 
is constant on each interval [ir, (i +  1)t). We note that whilst Sr satisfies (FI) 
and (F2), $rT satisfies (F2), but not (FI). The following corollary is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 4.1.2, statement (1).
C o ro lla ry  4.1.3 Let T  C F(R +,R ), jT ^  0 and assume that (FI) and (F2) hold. 
Let : T  —> F(R+,R) be a hysteresis operator. Then
$(2™) c :p c, 4>(Tnsr) c s r, $(Tns;)cs;.
For any u £ F(R+,R ) and any t £ R+, we define
M (u , t) := {t £ (£, 00) | u is monotone on (£, t ) }  .
If u is piecewise monotone, then M(u, t)  ^  0 for all t £ R+, and the standard 
monotonicity partition to < ti < £2 < • • • of u is defined recursively by setting
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to =  0 and t i+i =  sup M(u,U)  for all i G Z+ such that M(u,U)  is bounded. If u 
is piecewise monotone and ultimately constant, then the standard monotonicity 
partition of u is finite.
We define CJJj(R+, R) to be the set of all ultimately constant u G Cfpm(R+ , R). We 
note that C,pm(R+ , R) and Cp^(R+, R) both satisfy (FI) and (F2). Let F UC(Z+, R) 
denote the space of ultimately constant u : Z+ —> R. We define the restriction 
operator R  : CpJ^Rf, R) —► F UC(Z+, R) by
where 0 = to < ti < . . . <  tm is the standard monotonicity partition of u.
The following lemma will be an important tool in the next section.
L em m a 4.1.4 Let u, v G C p^R +jR ). Then R(u) =  R(v) i f  and only if there 
exist f , g €  7  such that u o f  =  v o g.
in [4]). Since only a sketch of the proof is given in [4], we have included a complete 
proof in the Appendices (see Appendix 3).
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1.4 and Theorem 4.1.2, statement (2), 
we obtain the following corollary.
C o ro lla ry  4.1.5 Let $  : Cpm(R-|-,R) —> F(R+,R ) be a hysteresis operator, 
u ,v  G C7pm(R_|_, R) and t G R+. Then
The above corollary says that the output ($(u))(£) at time t G R+ of a hys­
teresis operator 4> corresponding to a continuous piecewise monotone input u is
4.2 Extending Lipschitz continuous hysteresis op­
erators defined on C'pm(K+,R) to  C(]R+,R)
The following lemma shows that the range of a Lipschitz continuous hysteresis 
operator defined on Cprn(R+,R) or C(R_j.,R) is contained in C(R+,R).
u(tk) for k G [0,m ]f lZ + ,
lim^oo u(t) for k G Z+ \  [0, m ] ,
The above lemma is essentially due to Brokate and Sprekels [4] (see lemma 2.2.4
R(Q t u) = R (Q t v) =► (*(«))(*) =  m v ) ) ( t ) .
determined completely by the local extrema of u restricted to the time interval
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L em m a 4.2.1 Let C =  Cpm(R+,R) or C =  C(R+,R) and let 4> : C —¥ F(R+,R) 
be a Lipschitz continuous hysteresis operator. Then 4>(C) C C(R+,R).
P roo f: Let u G 6, e > 0, f € R+ and let A > 0 be a Lipschitz constant of $ . By 
the continuity of u, there exists 6 > 0 such that for all s G R+
\s — t\ < 6 =>  |u(s) — w(t)| < e /(2X) . (4.4)
Let r  G R+ be such that \r —1\ < S. If r  > t, then using Theorem 4.1.2, statement
(1) and (4.4)
| ( * ( « ) ) ( r )  -  (* (« ))(i) | =  | ( * ( Q r « ) ) ( r ) - ( * ( Q t t t ) ) ( r ) |
< A sup | (Qr «) (s) -  (Qt «) (s) |
=  A sup |u(s) — u(t) | < e .
ae[t,T]
If r  < t ,  then again using Theorem 4.1.2, statement (1) and (4.4)
| ( * ( « ) ) ( r )  -  ( * ( « ) ) ( t ) |  =  | ( * ( Q r u ) ) ( t ) - ( * ( Q t « * ) ) ( t ) |
< A sup | (Qt  u ) ( s ) -  (Q, u) (s) |
j>eK+
=  A sup |u(t ) — u(s) |
sG[r,t]
< A|w(r) — u(t)| +  A sup |u(t) — u(s)\
se[T,t]
< e/2  +  e/2  =  e .
□
The following two propositions are the main results of this section.
P ro p o s itio n  4.2.2 Let : Cprn(R+,R) —> C(R+,R) be a Lipschitz continuous 
hysteresis operator with Lipschitz constant A > 0. Then there exists a unique Lip­
schitz continuous extension 4>e : C(R_i_,R) —> C^R+jR) with Lipschitz constant 
A. Moreover, 4>e is a hysteresis operator.
P roof: By Lemma 2.1.4 we know that there exists a unique Lipschitz continuous 
extension 4>e : C(R+,R) —» C(R_|_,R), with Lipschitz constant A. Moreover, the 
causality of 4>e follows easily from the causality of 4>. To show rate independence, 
let u G C(R+,R) and /  G T. Choose (un) C C,pm(R+ ,R) such that un ^  u. Then 
$ (u n) ^  4>e(u) as n  —> oo,
un ° f  u o  f  as n —> oo, (4.5)
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and
$(^n) o /  ^  4>e(ii) o f  as n —>• o o . (4.6)
Now (4.5) implies that
lim sup |($(u„ o f ))( t)  -  ($e(u o f ))( t)  | =  0 . (4.7)
n-*°° teK+
By the rate independence of <£, $(un o f )  = $ (un) o f  for all n G Z + and therefore 
(4.6) and (4.7) imply that 4>e(u o f )  — $ e(u) ° /•  a
P ro p o s itio n  4.2.3 Let C =  Cpm(R+,E) or C =  C(R+,R) and let <£ : 6 —>• 
C,(R+ ,R) be a Lipschitz continuous hysteresis operator with Lipschitz constant 
A > 0. Then $(j4C(R+,R) fl C) C i4C(R+.,R).
P roo f: Let u G AC(R+, R) fl C, e > 0 and b > a > 0. Then there exists S > 0 
such that
^ | « ( 6 * )  - « ( o * ) |  <  y ,
k= 1





Since u is continuous, there exists c* G [a*, 6*] such that
\u(ck) -  u(ak)\ =  max \u(t) — u(ak) \ .*e[afc,6feJ
Using the Lipschitz continuity of <E> and Theorem 4.1.2, statement (1), we obtain 
for any n , r2 G R+ with r2 > ri
| ( $ ( u ) ) ( t 2 )  -  ( $ ( « ) ) ( n ) |  =  | ( $ ( Q T , u ) ) ( r 2 ) - ( * ( Q n u ) ) ( r 2 ) |
< A sup |(Q T2 u)(t) -  (QT1 tt) (t) |
=  A max \u(t) — u(r i ) \ . (4.9)
t£[Ti,T2]
Now suppose that the family of intervals {a^bk) satisfies (4.8). Then
n




^  max |u(t) -  u(ak)\ = y  |u(cfc) -  M(afc)| <  -r . (4.10)
* = i  *e[afc’6fe] k= i  A
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Using (4.9) and (4.10), we may conclude
n n
showing that <£(o) G j4C(R+,R). □
4.3 Examples of hysteresis operators
For u G C'pm(R+,R) we define a set of partitions of R+ by
Pu •= {(^i) C R+ | =  0, (U) is strictly increasing, lim tn = oo
We now introduce some well known operators and show that they are hysteresis 
operators.
Static nonlinearities
Although static nonlinearities do not describe hysteresis phenomena, we include 
them here because they form a special subclass of hysteresis operators.
For (j) G F(R, R), define the corresponding static nonlinearity by 
§0 i F (R + , R) —y F(R_|_, R ) , u i—y (f> o u .
Trivially, is a hysteresis operator.
Relay hysteresis
In relay (also called passive or positive) hysteresis, the relationship between input 
and output is determined by two threshold values ai < a2 for the input. The 
output v(t) =  (Jl^(u))(t) moves, for a given continuous input u(t), on one of two 
fixed curves pi : [ai,oo) —y R and p2 : (—00, 02] R (see Figure 6), depending 
on which threshold, a\ or 02, was last attained.
More formally, let 01,02 € R with ai < 02 and let p\ : [01, 00) —y R and p2 : 
(—00, 02] —> R be continuous. For u G 07(18+, R) and t G R+ define
and u is monotone on each of the intervals [U, ^+1]} .
max S(u, t) if S(u, t) ^  0 
—1 if S(u , t) = 0
(4.11)
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Following Macki et al. [31], for each £ G R, we define an operator 3^ : C(R+, R) -» 
F(R+,R)  by
p2(u(t)) if u{t) < au
Pi(u(t)) if u{t) >  a2,
p2(u(t)) if u(t)  G (a1, a 2), r ( u , t )  ±  - 1 ,  u(r { u , t ) )  =  au
Pi{u(t))  if u(t)  G (a i ,a 2), r {u , t )  /  - 1 ,  u(r (u , t ) )  =  a2,
Pi(u(t))  if u(t)  G (ai, a2), r ( u , t )  =  - 1 ,  f  >  0,
p2(u(t))  if u(t)  G (a i,a 2), r (w ,i) =  - 1 ,  ? <  0.
(4.12)
The number £ plays the role of an “initial state” which determines the output 
value (^ (n ) ) ( t)  if u(s) G (a i,a 2) for all s G [0,£]. The operator ^  is called a 
relay hysteresis operator and is illustrated in Figure 6.
To see that ^  is a hysteresis operator in the sense of Definition 4.1.1, note 
first that causality of 3^ is immediate. To show rate independence of 31$, let 
u G t G M+ and /  G T. Then, clearly, S(u o / ,  t) =  0 if and only if
S(u, f ( t ) )  =  0; if S(u  o / ,  t) 7^  0, then it is clear that f ( r ( u  o / ,  t)) = r(w, /(£)). 
Therefore we may conclude that is rate independent.
Generalized backlash hysteresis
The backlash operator (also called play operator) has been discussed in a mathe­
matically rigorous context in a number of references, see for example [3], [4], [16] 
and [39]. Intuitively, the backlash operator describes the input-output behaviour 
of a simple mechanical play between two mechanical elements I and II shown in 
Figure 7. The position of element I at time t  is denoted by u(t). The position 
v(t) of the middle point of element II at time t will remain constant as long as 
u(t) moves in the interior and it will change at the rate v—u as long as u(t)
Figure 6: Relay hysteresis
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hits the boundary of element II with a velocity which is directed outwards. We 
first introduce the generalized backlash operator of which the (standard) backlash 
operator is an important example. Generalized backlash (also called generalized 
play) was introduced in [16].
Figure 7: Schematic representation of backlash
Let pi, p2 E C(R, R) be non-decreasing, globally Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant 
A > 0, and such that impi  =  im p2 and Pi(v) < p2(v) for all v € R. To give a 
formal definition of generalized backlash, define the function b : R2 —>■ R by
b(v, w ) =  max{/?i(t;), min{/?2(v), w}} . (4.13)
Note that
b(v,w) E [pi{v),p2(v)], V ( v , w ) E R2 . (4.14)
The following “semigroup property” will prove useful when deriving properties of 
the generalized backlash operator.
L em m a 4 .3 .1  Let t2 >  ti >  0, u : [ti,t2] —» R be monotone and w  E [pi(u(ti)), 
p2(u(ti))]. Then, for all t , r  E [£1,^2] with t >  r,
b(u(t), w )  =  b(u(t), b(u(r), w ) ) .
P roof: Let t 2 > t \  > 0, u  : [ t i , t 2] —> R be monotone and w  E [ p i ( u ( t i ) ) ,  fi2 ( u ( t i ) ) ] .  
Fix t ,  r  € [£1,^2] with t  > t .  We first note that w  = b ( u ( t i ) , w )  since w E 
[ P i ( u ( t i ) ) , p 2 ( u ( t i ) ) ] .  Without loss of generality we may assume that u  is non­
decreasing and so w = b ( u ( t i ) , w )  < b ( u ( r ) , w ) .  If w = b ( u ( r ) , w ), then, trivially, 
b ( u ( t ) , w )  =  b ( u ( t ) , b ( u ( T ) , w ) ) .  l f w <  b ( u ( r ) , w ) ,  then b ( u ( r ) , w )  = P i ( u ( r ) )  and 
thus w  < b ( u ( r ) , w )  < / 3 i ( u ( t ) ) ,  since P i  and u  are non-decreasing. Consequently,
b(u(t), w ) =  Pi(u{t)) = b(u(t), b(u(r), w ) ) .
□
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For all f  G R we introduce an operator 23 ^  on C'pm(R+ ,R) by defining recursively 
for every u G C'pm(R+ , R)
(Bt («))(t) =  < fo r t  =  0 ’ (4.15)
b(u(t), (*Bz(u))(ti)) for ti < t  < ti+1, i e  Z + ,
where (^) G Pu. Again, f  plays the role of an “initial state” .
Let u G Cpm(R+,R). We now show that the definition of 23 (^u ) is independent 
of the choice of partition. Let (ti), (t*) G Pu. W ithout loss of generality we may 
assume that {t;} C {£»}. Define
( s i (tt))W =  J  f o r f = ° -
1 b(u(t), (’B^(u))(ti)) for fi < t < t i+1, i € Z + ,
and
b(u(O ),0 for t =  0,
b(u(t), (®|(it))(rj)) for 7* < t  < ri+i, i G Z + .
Obviously (23j(ii))(0) =  (23|(?z))(0). It is sufficient to show that if (3|(n))(r)b) =  
($ |(w ) ) ( r fc), then (23j(ii))(£) =  (23|(u))(t) for all t  G (Tfc,T fc+J .  Let us suppose 
that for A: G Z +, (23|(u))(Tfc) =  (23|(it))(rjt). Let t G (Tfc,7fc+i] and choose j  G Z+  
such that t G ( t j , t j +1]. Since {t*} C {^}, t j  > Tk. If t j  =  t* then, trivially, 
(!B|(u))(£) =  ($|(iz))(t). If tj > rk then, since ($ |(u ))( r )  G [/3i(u(t)), (32{u(t))\ 
for all r  G R+ (by (4.14)) and since there exists i < j  such that =  t*, a repeated 
application of Lemma 4.3.1 gives
CBj(ti))(f) =  b(u(t), (®J(u))fe)) =  b(u(t), m ( u ) ) ( t i ) )  = (® |(t*))(f).
The operator 23^  is is called the generalized backlash operator and is illustrated in 
Figure 8.
P ro p o s itio n  4.3.2 Let f  G R. Then
(1) 23^: Cpm(R+,R) —> F(R+,R ) is a hysteresis operator;
(2) 23^: C'pm(R+ ,R) —>■ F(R_|.,R) is a Lipschitz continuous operator with Lips­
chitz constant I =  A and 23f(C'pm(R+,R)) C C(R+,R);
(3) 23^  : (7^(15+, R) -> C(R+,R) extends to a Lipschitz continuous hysteresis 
operator 23^  : C^Rf,R) —» (^(R+jR) with Lipschitz constant I =  A.
P roo f: To prove that 23^  : Cpm(R+,R) -> F(R +,R ) is a hysteresis operator, 
we first note that 23 ^  is causal. To show that 23 ^  is rate independent, let u G
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Figure 8: Generalized backlash hysteresis
Cprn(R(-,R), /  £ 7  and let (U) £ Puof  be such that f(U) < f{U+1) for all i £ Z+. 
Then £ Pu. Note that (3^(w o/))(0 ) =  (2^(w))(/(0)) and suppose that
for some i £ Z+, o f))(U)  =  ($£(?/) )(/(£*)). To prove rate independence,
it is sufficient to show that ( ^ ( u o / ) ) ( f )  =  ( 3 s{u))(f(t))  for all t £ (U,ti+J .  To 
this end let t Then
(3 { (« o /) ) ( t)  =  6 ( (u o /) ( t ) ,( 3 £( u o /))(<<))
=  K“ (/W ). (®{(“ ))(/(*<)) =  (S«(“ )) (/(<))• (4-16)
To show that : Crpm(M+ ,R) —>■ F(R_|.,R) is a Lipschitz continuous operator 
with Lipschitz constant I =  A, note that for all t>i, W2» iu2 € R
| max{?;i,?;2} -  max{u;i, w2}\ < max{|ui -  wi\, \v2 -  w2\} , (4.17)
and
| min{vi, v2} — min{u;i, w2}\ <  max{|^i — iui|, \v2 — w2\} . (4.18)
The above two inequalities imply that
\Kvu v2) ~  K w i>w2)| < max{A|t;i -  Wi\, \v2 -  w2\} . (4.19)
Let u, v £ C,pm(R4.,R ) and (U) £ Pu fl Pv. For t > 0, let j  £ Z + be such that 
t £ |_i]. Then by induction using (4.15) and (4.19)
|(®£(u))(t) -  (S £(u))(i)| =  |6(u(t), (® t(«))(tj)) -  b(v(t), (2{(v))(tj))l
<  max{A|u(t) -  u(i)|, |(®£(u))(t,) -  (®£(«))fe)|}
< max{A|u(£) — v(t)|, A max \u(U) — v(^)|}
0<i<j
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< A max \u(t ) — u(r)|
~  0< T < t
< A sup |u(t ) — v ( t ) | .
t €R +
Thus 23^  is Lipschitz continuous and by Lemma 4.2.1, !B^(C,pm(R+ , R)) c  C7(K+, R).
Statement (3) follows from statements (1) and (2) combined with Proposition
4.2.2. □
S ta n d a rd  back lash  hysteresis
Let h £ R+ and fii,/32 • R —► R be given by Pi(v) = v — h and j32(v) = v + h.
The function b defined by (4.13) then becomes
b(v, w) =  max{u — h , min{u +  h , w}}  =: bh{v, w ) . (4.20)
By replacing b by bh on the right-hand side of (4.15), we obtain the (standard)
backlash hysteresis operator 2 3 ^  : C'pm(M+ ,R) —> C(R+,R). The backlash oper­
ator <Bh,s • C(R+,R) —> C(R(.,R) is illustrated in Figure 9.
Figure 9: Backlash hysteresis
For future reference we state the following lemma which is an immediate conse­
quence of (4.17) and (4.18).
L em m a 4.3.3 For all hi, h2 £ R+ and all Vi,v2, w2 £ R,
|fy»i(vi,u/i) ~  h 2(v2,w2)\ < max{|(ui -  v2) +  (h2 -  h i)|, \wi -  w2\} .
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Elastic-plastic hysteresis
The elastic-plastic operator (also called stop operator) models the stress-strain
relationship in a one-dimensional elastic-plastic element. As long as the modulus 
of the stress v is smaller than the yield stress h, the strain u is related to v 
through the linear Hooke’s Law. Once the stress exceeds the yield value it remains 
constant under further increasing of the strain; however, the elastic behaviour is 
instantly recovered when the strain is again decreased. As we shall see, elastic- 
plastic hysteresis is closely related to backlash hysteresis.
Following [4], for all h G R+ and all f  G R, we introduce an operator 8 ^  on 
C'pm(M+ ,R) by defining recursively for every u G Cpm(R+,R)
P roposition  4.3.4 Let (h , f ) G R+ x R. Then
(1) £>h,z'- Cpm(R+,R) F (R+»R) 25 a hysteresis operator;
(2) • C'pn^R+jR) —> ^(R +jR ) is a Lipschitz continuous operator with
Lipschitz constant I =  2 and £/l)^(C'pm(R+ ,R)) C C(R+,R);
(3) : Cpn^R+jR) —» C(R+,R) extends to a Lipschitz continuous hysteresis
operator Eh,z : C(R+,R) -» C(R+,R) with Lipschitz constant I =  2;
To give a formal definition of the elastic-plastic operator, define for each h G R+ 
the function eh : R —> R by
eh(v) =  min{h, max{—h, u}} . (4.21)
From (4.20) and (4.21), we see that for any v ,w  G R
v — bh(v,w) = v — max{v — h, min{t; +  h, w}}
=  min{h, max{—h, v — w}}  =  eh{v — w ) . (4.22)
where (ti) G Pu. As with backlash we note that the definition is independent 
of the choice of partition. The operator Eh,s is called the elastic-plastic operator 
and is illustrated in Figure 10.
It follows immediately from (4.22) that





Figure 10: Elastic-plastic hysteresis
(4) lBh,t(u ) +  £h,t(u) =  u for all u € C(R+,R).
Rem ark 4.3.5 I =  2 is the smallest possible Lipschitz constant for To
illustrate this, consider u, v G Cpm(R+ ,R) defined by
„(*) =  /  t  +  « for t  € [0, ft],
|  h -f £ for t > h,
! t +  f  for t € [0,3/i/2],
3h — t + % for t E (3h/2,5/i/2],
/i/2 +  £ for £ >  5/i/2.
Then supteR+ |u(£) -  v(*)| =  /i/2 and supteR+ \(Eht^(u))(t) -  (£fc,*(v))(*)| = h. O
P roof o f Proposition  4.3.4: Statement (1) and Lipschitz continuity (with 
Lipschitz constant I = 2) in statement (2), follow from (4.24) and Proposition
4.3.2, parts (1) and (2). Then by Lemma 4.2.1, £ h , t ( C pm(R+,R)) C C ^K +jR ).  
Statement (3) follows from statements (1) and (2) combined with Proposition
4.2.2. Finally statement (4) follows from (4.24). □
Preisach Operators
All the hysteresis operators considered so far model relatively simple hysteresis 
loops. The Preisach operator, introduced below, represents a far more general 
type of hysteresis which for certain input functions exhibits nested loops in the 
corresponding input-output graphs.
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A measure pi G M(R_|.) is called locally finite if l/iK^) < oo for all compact sets 
S  C R+, where \pi\ denotes the total variation of piJ In the following, let Mif(K-t-) 
denote the set of all locally finite signed Borel measures on R+. Recall that the 
Lebesgue measure on R+ is denoted by pi l .
We define the set of Preisach memory curves
n  := {C <E C(R+,R)  | |C (M  -  C (M  < \hi -  h2\ V h u h2 G R f , 
f  has compact support} .
For given £ G II, the Preisach operator : C(R+,R) —> C^R+jR), is defined by
poo pCBh,«h)(u))(t)
(Tc(u))(£) =  / / w{h, s) dsdji(h) +  wo , (4.25)
Jo Jo
where pi G 3Vtif(R+), w G L1oc(R+ and w0 G R. It is clear that for
fixed C G II, u G C(R |.,R ) and t G R+, the map
- > R ,  C B / » , c ( f c ) ( w ) ) M  ,
is in II: using Lemma 4.3.3, if is globally Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant 1, 
and as a direct consequence of the definition of the backlash operator, if also 
has compact support. Consequently, the right-hand side of (4.25) is finite for all 
u G C(  R+, R) and a l i i  G R+.
The causality and rate independence of 3^ follow immediately from the causality 
and rate independence of and hence 3^ is a hysteresis operator in the sense 
of Definition 4.1.1.
The proof of the following lemma follows immediately from [4], pp. 58-60.
L em m a 4.3.6 Let pi G Mif(R+), w G Lfoc( R+ x R; pi®piL) and Wo G R. Suppose 
that A := / 0°° supsGK \w(h, s)| d\pi\(h) < oo. Then for all f  G II, the Preisach 
operator : C (R |.,R ) -> C(R+,R), defined by (4-25), is Lipschitz continuous 
with Lipschitz constant A and for u G j4C(R+ , R)
poo
( 3 > c ( « ) ) ' ( * )  =  /  w( h,  ( ® / . , c ( f c ) ( « ) ) W ) ( ® f c , « ( . ) ( « ) ) ' ( * )  d f i { h ) , a.e. t €  R +  ,
Jo
where ' denotes differentiation with respect to t<
R em ark  4.3.7 Let f  G II and u G AC'(R-).,R). It is implicit in Lemma 4.3.6 that
t If p G M(K+) is locally finite, then it follows that the measure \p\ is regular, and hence 
that p is a signed Radon measure, see [11], pp. 211-222.
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for p L-almost every t G K+, ($*,£(*) (u ));(tf) exists for |//|-almost every h G R+. 
This result is proved in [4], Lemma 2.4.8. O
As an example, we consider the operator 3^ obtained by setting £ =  0, p = p l , 
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Figure 11: Example of Preisach hysteresis
If we set w =  1 and wq = 0 in the definition of the Preisach operator (i.e. (4.25)), 
we obtain, the Prandtl operator
(3>c(u))(*) =  /  ( ^ , cw (w))(«)dM(/i), V u G C(R+, R ) , Vi € 1+ , (4.26)
Jo
where £ € II and G 3VCif (M-+.), cf. [4], pp. 54. For example, defining the measure 
p by p ( E )  =  f E(sin(7rh) +  l)x[o,io](h)dh and setting (  =  0 yields the operator 
illustrated below in Figure 12.
Finally, we introduce an important subclass of Prandtl operators. Let p G 
L1(M+ , M) and p =  (J0°°p(/i) dh) 60 — ppL in (4.26). Then we obtain, for £ G II,
r P(h)(Eh m (u))(t)dh,  V t i G C f R ^ R ) ,  W  G R+ , (4.27) 
Jo
where we have used Proposition 4.3.4, part (4) and the fact that for all £ G R 
and u G £7(1+, R), 3 0, (^w) =  u.
For example, setting p =  X[o,5] and £ =  0 will produce the operator represented 









Figure 12: Example of Prandtl hysteresis (4.26)
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Figure 13: Example of Prandtl hysteresis (4.27)
4.4 E xtending hysteresis operators defined on  
Cpm(R+,R) to  spaces o f p iecew ise continuous 
functions
In this section we extend hysteresis operators defined on Cpm(R+ ,R) to spaces of 
piecewise continuous functions. This allows us to consider step inputs to hystere-
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sis operators which will prove useful in the context of sampled-data control. Let 
N P C (R + , R) C P C (R+, R) denote the space of all normalised piecewise continu­
ous functions u : R+ —> R, that is u is piecewise continuous and is right-continuous 
or left-continuous at each point t G R+. In particular, if u G N P C (R + , R), 
then u is right-continuous at t =  0. The set of all piecewise monotone func­
tions u G N P C ( R+,R) is denoted by WP<7pm(R+ , R), whilst N P C ^ ( R ^ . ,R )  
denotes the set of all ultimately constant u G N P C pm(R+,R). We note that 
-NPC'pm(R +,^) and ATPC,pJ1(R+ ,R) both satisfy (FI) and (F2) (see beginning of 
Section 4.1). For u G ATPCpJ1(R+ ,R), we define u(oo) := lim ^ o o u(r).
L e m m a  4 . 4 . 1  Let u G A T P C ( R + , R ) ,  /  G T  and t > 0 .  Define
_  f m a x /-1({t}) if u(t—) =  w(t),
|  m in /-1({£}) if u(t~) ^  u(t) .
Then (u o / ) ( t+ )  =  w(t+) and (u o / ) ( r —) =  u(£—).
P roo f: Since /  is continuous, non-decreasing and surjective, for all t  G R+, 
/ -1({^}) is a compact interval and therefore r  is well defined. We consider two 
cases.
C a s e I .  Suppose that u(t—) =  u{t). Then, / ( r  + h) > t for all h > 0 and so 
(u o / ) ( t+ )  =  u( f(r )+)  — u(t+). Moreover, if / -1(W ) is a singleton, we have 
f ( r  — h) < t for all h G (0,r] and so ( u o / ) ( r - )  =  u ( f ( r ) —) =  u( t—). If / -1 (W ) 
is not a singleton, we have f ( r  — h) =  t for all sufficiently small h > 0 and so 
{u o / ) ( r —) =  u(t) = u{t—).
C a s e 2. Suppose that u(t—) ^  u(t). Then, since u G NPC(R+,R),  it follows 
that u(t+) = u{t). Adopting an argument similar to that in Case 1 yields the 
claim. □
We define the map p : N P C ^ ( R ^ . ,R )  —> F UC(Z+,R) by
p(u) = (u(t0), u (* i-), u(*i+), u(t2~ ) , . . . ,  u(tm~), u(tm+), u{oo), w(oo),. . . ) ,
where 0 =  tQ < ti < . . .  < tm is the standard monotonicity partition of u. Let 
r  > 0. We define the prolongation operator PT : F (Z+,R ) -* C'pm(R+ ,R) by 
letting PTu be the linear interpolant for the values (PTu){ir) =  u(i). Moreover, 
we introduce the operator
R  : NPC™(R+,R)  -> F UC(Z+,R ) , u R((PT o p)(u) ) .
The function u, shown in Figure 14, is a normalized piecewise continuous function
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Figure 14: Example of a function in iVPC'p£1(R+, R)
which is piecewise monotone and ultimately constant, so u G iVPC,p£1(R+, R). It 
has standard monotonicity partition 0 =  to < t\ < £2 < £3 < £4 ,
p(u) = (ii0, u7, u6, u4, w4, «5, w3, u7, w2, Wi, Mi, « i , . . . ) ,
and
P ( u )  =  ( u 0 , U7, U4 , U5 , U3 , U7 , U i , U i , U i ,  . . . ) .
Clearly, for any r  > 0
P  o PT o R  = R , 
and using (4.28) it is easy to show that R  o PT o R  = R.
(4.28)
Lem m a 4.4.2 R is an extension of R, the definition of R  does not depend upon 
the choice of t  > 0 and
R ( u o f ) = R ( u ) ,  V u € N P C ^ (  R ^ R ) ,  V / g T .  (4.29)
Proof: Let u G CpJj(M+,R), then, since u(t+) = u(t—) for all t > 0,
R(u) = R((PTop)(u)) = R (u) ,
showing that P  is an extension of R. Let 7 1 , 7 2  > 0 and u G iVPCpJ^R+jR). 
Clearly, R((PT1op)(u)) = R((PT2op)(u)), from which it follows that the definition 
of P  does not depend upon the choice of r  > 0.
Finally, let u G iVPCJjJj^R+jR), /  G 7  and let 0 =  t0 < ti < . . .  < tm be the 
standard monotonicity partition of u. Define r0 := 0 and for i — 1 , . . . ,  m
T i : =
m a x / '({U}) if u(U -) = u(U) , 
min f~ '({ ti} )  if u(U-) ±  u(U) .
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Then 0 =  To < T\ < . . .  < rm is the standard monotonicity partition of u o f  and 
by Lemma 4.4.1, (u o f ) ( n ± ) =  w(^±) for i =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  m. Hence, p(u) =  p (u o f )  
and therefore, R(u) = R(u  o / ) ,  showing that (4.29) holds. □
For any rate independent (p : CpJ^R+jR) —> R we define
<p:NPC*cm(R+, R ) ^  R , u ^  ip((PT o R ) (u ) ) , (4.30)
where r  > 0. We show that the definition of (p does not depend on r . To this 
end, let t i , t 2 > 0 and u G ATPC'pJ1(R+ ,R). Then, clearly there exists /  G Tsuch 
that (PTl o R)(u)  =  (PT2 o R)(u) o f  and therefore by the rate independence of ip
<p({Pn o R)(u)) =  (p{{PT2 o R ) (u ) ) .
L em m a 4.4.3 Let (p : C pJ^R ^R ) —> R be rate independent and define Cp by 
(4.30). Then
(1) <p is an extension of p, i.e.
<p{u) = <p{u), V u G C £ ( R h R ) ;
(2) for any r  > 0
<p(u) = <p((PT op)(u)),  VWGiVPCp- ( R f ,R );
(3) for u , v e  A ^PC^(R+ ,R)
R(u) = R(v) => <p{u) =  ip(v) ;
(4) <p is rate independent, i.e.
<p(u o f )  = <p{u) , V w G iV PCpJ1(R+ , R ) , V /G  T,
P roo f: Let t  >  0 and u G CpJ^R+jR). Clearly, R(u) =  P ((P T o R)(u))y and so 
using Lemma 4.1.4, there exist / ,  g G T such that u o /  =  (PT o R)(u)  o g. Thus 
the rate independence of (p in combination with Lemma 4.4.2 gives
<p(u) =  v?((Pr o R)(u)) = (p((PT o R)(u)  o g) = cp(u o f )  = <p(u) ,
which is statement (1). To prove statement (2), let u G iVPC'pJ1(R+ ,R). By 
definition R(u)  =  P ((P T o p)(u)) and therefore,




R((Pt O R)(u)) = R(PT{R((Pr O p)(tt)))) =  R((PT O p)(U)) ,
and so using the rate independence of tp and Lemma 4.1.4
<p(u) = (p((PT O R)(u)) =  ip({PT o p)(u)) .
For statement (3), let u, v G iVPCpJ^R+jR). Suppose that R(u)  =  R(v); then by 
the definition of R, R((PTop)(u)) = R((PTop)(v)). Since (PTop)(u), (PTop)(v) G 
R) it follows from an application of Lemma 4.1.4, the rate independence 
of (p and statement (2) that
tp(u) =  <p((Pr o p)(u)) = ip((Pr O p)(v)) = <p(v) .
Statement (4) follows immediately from (4.29) and statement (3). □
D efin ition  4.4.4 For a hysteresis operator : C,pm(R+ ,R) -* F(R+i 'R) define
: N P C pm(M+ , R) —y F(M+ , R ) ,
by setting
(${u))(t) = (p(Qt u) ,  V tG  R +, (4.31)
where <p is the representing functional of and Cp is the extension of p  to 
ATPC'pJ1(R+ ,R) given by (4.30). O
T h e o rem  4.4.5 Let : C'pm(R+ ,R) —> F(R+,R ) be a hysteresis operator and 
let <1 : ./VPCpm(R+,R) —► F(R+,R ) be defined by (4-31). Then
(1) $  is an extension o f$ ;
(2) <1 is a hysteresis operator with representing functional <p;
(3) for u, v G N P C pm(R+, R) and t G R+
R(Q t u) = R (Q tV) = »  (4(u))W  =  ( H v ) m  ;
(4) 4(§r)C § r and <£(§;) c  S;.
P roof: Statement (1) is clear since (p is an extension of (p and thus is an 
extension of 4>. By Lemma 4.4.3, part (4), (p is rate independent. Therefore, by 
Theorem 4.1.2, <1 is a hysteresis operator with representing functional tp, showing
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that statement (2) holds. Statement (3) follows from the definition of 4> and 
Lemma 4.4.3, part (3). Since S” C Sr C 7VPC'pm(®Lf , R), statement (4) follows 
from statement (2) combined with Corollary 4.1.3. □
In the following we define continuous, piecewise monotone “approximations” u\, 
it2 , ^ 3 , . . .  of a given function u G N PCp^1(Rf , R) such that $(?/*:) “approximates” 
as k —> oo. Let 0 < T\ < t<i < . . .  < rn denote the points of discontinuity of 
u and set tq := 0. For each k G Z+, define
£k ’=
1
k +  2 l<i<nmin (ri - n - 0  . (4.32)
me'pm -> C™ (Rf,R) byFor each k e  Z+, define an operator C* : NPC^ 
setting:
(1 )  if t  G T j )  and w is right-continuous at Tj, then
t  I linear interpolant of u ( t j  — £k)  and u ( t j —) } t  G [ t j  — £ k , T j  — £ k / 2],J — \
^linear interpolant of u (rj—) and w(rj), t  G [r^ - — e/t/2, Tj);
(2) if £ G (Tj, Tj +  and w is left-continuous at Tj, then
] linear interpolant of u ( T j )  and u ( T j + ) ,  t G ( T j , T j  + £k/2],
\ k \^/ / \ /^ |^ linear interpolant of w(Tj+) and u(rj +  £&), t € [t, +  £*;/2, Tj +  e*];
(3) (C* («))(£) =  u(t) otherwise 
(see Figure 15 for an illustration).
Figure 15: Example of a function u G N P C ] 
Ck(u)
ucpm(R+,R) and its approximation
Lem m a 4.4.6 Let u G N P C ^(R + ,R ) .  Then
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(1) for any t G R+, there exists I > 0 such that
R{Qt u) =  R{Qt Ck{u) ) , V& > Z;
/o r any t2 > ti > 0, if u is continuous on [ti, t2], then there exists I > 0 
such that
R (Q s u) = R (Q s Ck(u) ) , VsG[*i ,£2], V k > l .
P roof: Let u G A^PCpJ1(R+ ,E), let 0 < t\ < r 2 < . . .  < rn denote the points of 
discontinuity of u and let 0 =  t0 < ti < . . .  < tm be the standard monotonicity 
partition of u. Define £k by (4.32).
For statement (1), let t G R+ and choose I > 0 such that
ei < min{|^ — Tj\ 11 <  i <  ra, 1 < j  < n, U ^  Tj} ,
and
si < min{|t — Tj\ | 1 <  j  < n , t  /  Tj} .
Then R (Q t u) =  P(Q* Ck{u)) for all k > I.
To prove statement (2), let t2 >  t\ > 0 be such that u is continuous on [ti,t2]. 
Hence, there exists l\ >  0 such that
c* (“ )l[*!.ta] =  “ lltiA]. V k > h .  (4.33)
Moreover, by statement (1), there exists l2 > 0 such that
R (Q t l u) = R (Q h Ck(u)), V k > l 2 . (4.34)
Hence, by (4.33) and (4.34) statement (2) holds for I := max(Zi,Z2). D
For u G ATPCpm(R|.,M), t > 0 and e > 0, we define
J£(u, t) := U?=1(7i -  e, n  +  e) and d(it, t) min (ri+i —n ) / 2 ,
l< i< n —1
where 0 < t\ < t2 < . . .  < rn denote the points of discontinuity of Q t u.
P ro p o s itio n  4.4.7 Let : C'pm(R+ ,M) —> F(R + ,R) be a hysteresis operator and 
u G iVPCpm(R+,R). Then
(1) for a l l t E  R_|_, Z/iere exists I > 0 such that
($(u))(t) = ($(Ck(Qt u)))(t),  V k > l ;
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(2) i f for ts > t2 > ti > 0, u is continuous on [ti,t2\, then there exists I > 0 
such that
(<l {u))(s) = ($(C fe(Qi3 u))){s) , Vs G [tu t2\, V k  > I;
(3) for a l l t e R +  and all e G (0, d(u, t)), there exists I > 0 such that
($(u))(s) =  ($(C k(Qt u )))(s ) , Vs G [0,t) \  J £( u , t ) , V k > l .
P roof: Let $  : C'pm(M+ ,R) -» R) be a hysteresis operator and u G
-/VPCpm(R+,R). Statement (1) follows from Theorem 4.4.5 and Lemma 4.4.6, 
part (1), and statement (2) follows from Theorem 4.4.5 and Lemma 4.4.6, part (2). 
For statement (3), let t G R+ , £ G (0, d(u, t)) and let 0 < T\ <  r2 <  . . .  <  rn denote 
the points of discontinuity of Qt u. Clearly u is continuous on [t* +  £, r*+1 — e] for 
1 <  i < n — 1. Therefore by statement (2) and the causality of $ , there exists 
li >  0 such that for 1 <  i < n — 1
(3>(w))(s) =  ($(C fc(Qt w)))(s), Vs G [Ti + e,Ti+1 - e \ ,  V k > l { .
To conclude the proof, we distinguish between two cases: Tn+e < t and rn+e > t.
If Tn + e < t ,  then u is continuous on [rn -I- e, t] and therefore again by statement
(2), there exists ln > 0 such that
(3>(u))(s) =  ($(C*(Qt u)))(s), V s G [ r n +e,<] ,  V k > l n .
If rn + e >t ,  then set ln := 0.
In both cases define I := maxi<j<„ li and statement (3) then follows. □
The following example shows that <1, defined by (4.31), is not the unique hysteresis 
operator extending a given hysteresis operator $  : C,prn(R+ ,R) -» F(R+,R ) to 
A TPCp^R^R ).
E x am p le  4.4.8 Define Z e : N P C pm(R_).,R) -> F(]R_|_, R) by 
(Ze(u))(t) =  <
0 if t =  0,
^2 (U(T) — u iT~))  if t > 0 .
 ^ 0< T < t
Clearly, Z e is a causal extension of the trivial operator
Z  : C'pm(R+ , R) —^  F (R + , R ) , u i—^ 0.
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We show that Ze is rate independent. Let u £ N P C pm(M+,R), /  £ T, t > 0 and 
let 0 < ti < . . .  < tm < f ( t )  be the points at which Q/(t) u is not left-continuous. 
Define, for i =  1 , . . . ,  m, r* := min / _1({^}). Then 0 < t\ < . . .  < rm < t are the 
points at which Qf {uo f )  is not left-continuous. By Lemma 4.4.1, (uo f ) ( r i—) = 
u(ti~)  for i =  1 , . . . ,  m, and thus
(Ze(u))(f(t)) =  ^ 2  ( u ( r ) - u (r - ) )
0 < T < /(t)
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=  ' ^ 2 ( ( u ° f ) ( T ) - ( u o f ) { T - ) )
0 < T < t
= (Z ,(«o  / ) ) ( / ) ,
showing that Ze is rate independent. Therefore Ze is a hysteresis operator, but 
Ze ^  Z =  0. It follows that if 4> : C'pm(R+ ,R) —> F(R+,R ) is a hysteresis 
operator, then $  + Z e, as well as <$, are hysteresis operators which extend to
N P C pm(K+, R). O
The following corollary says that, given a hysteresis operator $  :
F(R +,R ), then <1 is the unique operator extending $  to N P C pm(M+, R) and 
satisfying statement (3) of Theorem 4.4.5.
C o ro lla ry  4.4.9 Let 4? : Cpm(R_|.,R) —>• ^(R +jR ) be a hysteresis operator. Sup­
pose that <$e is an extension o f $  to N  P C pm(M+ , R). If for all u, v £ N  PC prn(R+, ® 
and all t € R+
P (Q t u) =  P (Q t t/) = *  ($eW )(f) =  (Se(iO)W , (4.35)
then 4>e =  <1.
P roof: Let $  : Cpm(R+,R) —> F (R+,R) be a hysteresis operator, 4>e be an 
extension of 4> to A^PCpm(R+,R) satisfying (4.35), let u £ A^PCprn(R+,R) and 
t  £ R_|_. By Lemma 4.4.6, part (1), for all sufficiently large k , we have
P(Q*u) =  P (Q t C*(Qt u)).
Hence, by (4.35), for all sufficiently large k
(*.(«))(t) =  (*.(C*(Q, «)))(*) =  (*(C»(Q«i»)))(f).
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It follows from Proposition 4.4.7, part (1), that ($e(u))(t) =  (4>(u))(t). □
C o ro lla ry  4.4.10 Let : Cpm(M+ ,R) —> F(R+,R ) be a hysteresis operator. 
Assume that <J>(C,pm(R+,R)) C C^R+jR). Then
(N PC pm(R+, R)) c  N P C { R+ , R ) ,
and for u G ArP C pm(R+ ,R ), right-continuity of u at t >  0 (respectively, left- 
continuity at t > 0) implies right-continuity of $(u) at t > 0 (respectively, left- 
continuity a t t >  0).
P roof: Let $  : Cpin(R+,R) —► .F(R|-,R) be a hysteresis operator and assume 
that 0(C'pm(R_|.,R)) C C^R+jR). Let u G N P C pm(R+, R). We proceed in four 
steps.
S t e p I .  Let us suppose that u is right-continuous at t  > 0, then there exists 
r  >  t such that u is continuous on [t,r]. So by Proposition 4.4.7, part (2), there 
exist I > 0 such that
(*(«))(») =  (*(C*(Qr «))))(•), Vs € [t,t] , Vk  > 1 .
Since by assumption ^ (C pm(R_|.,R)) C C^R+jR), 4>(C*;(QT?i)) is a continuous 
function and so $(u)  is right-continuous at t.
S te p  2. Similarly, if u is left-continuous at t  >  0, then it is easy to show that 
3>(u) is left-continuous at t.
St e p  3. Assume that u is left-continuous at t  > 0. We now show that the right 
limit limS4.f(<J(iz))(s) exists and is finite. To this end, define w =  u on R+ \  {£} 
and w(t) = lim^t w(s). Thus w is right-continuous at t. Now R ( QT u) =  R (Qr w) 
for all r  G R+ \  {£} and therefore by Theorem 4.4.5, part (3), $(u)  =  $(iu) on 
R+ \  {£}. Thus
lim(*(u))(s) =  lim($(«0)(s) =  (®(u»))(t),s\.t S4.C
since <1 (w) is right-continuous at t by Step 1.
S te p  4. Similarly, if u is right-continuous at t  >  0, then it is easy to show that 
the left limit lims^ (4 >(u))(s) exists and is finite. □
We end this section by considering the extension of the standard backlash (or 
play) operator introduced in the previous section.
E xam ple  4.4.11 By Theorem 4.4.5, the extension 2 3^ , given by (4.31), of T>h  ^
to N P C pm(R+,R) is a hysteresis operator. By Corollary 4.4.10, we know that
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!B/l)^(A^PC'pm(M+ ,E)) C N P C ( R+,R). It is shown in the Appendices (see Ap­
pendix 4) that h,£ can be written recursively as
bh(u(0),£) for t =  0,
bh(u(t), (tB h^(u))(0)) for 0 < t < t x ,
bh(u(U), ($h ,((u ))(ti-)) for t =  t i , * e N ,
 ^ M u (*)iM w(*i+)»(®/»,*(“ ))& “ ))) for ti K. t *C. i £ N,
(4.36)
where 0 =  £o < h  < t<i < . . .  is such that lim ^oo tn =  oo and u is monotone on 
each interval O
4.5 D iscrete-tim e hysteresis operators and dis­
cretizations of continuous-tim e hysteresis op­
erators
We call a function /  : Z+ —> Z+ a (discrete-time) time transformation if /  
is surjective and non-decreasing. We denote the set of all discrete-time time 
transformations /  : Z+ —>• Z+ by 7 d. For each h e  Z+, we define a (discrete­
time) projection operator Q d : F (Z+, E) —► F ( Z +, E) by
( Q f « . ) ( n )  =  J “ ( n )  ^  e  [ o ,  f c ]  n  z + ,
w(fc) for m  E Z+ \  [0, /j] .
We call an operator : F(Z+, E) —» F(Z+, E) causal if for all u, v G -F(Z+, E) 
and all k G Z+ with u(n) =  u(n) for all n € [0, fc] f lZ+ it follows that (4>(u))(n) =  
($(v))(n) for all n 6 [0, k] fl Z+. An operator : F (Z +, E) —>■ F (Z+, E) is called 
ra£e independent if
($ (« o  /))(« )  =  ($ (« ) ) ( /(n ) ) , V « € F ( Z +,R) ,  V /  € T *, V n € Z+ .
D efin ition  4.5.1 An operator $  : F(Z+,R) —>■ F(Z+,R ) is called a (discrete­
time) hysteresis operator if $  is causal and rate independent. O
Recall that F UC(Z+,R) denotes the set of all ultimately constant u € F (Z +,R). 
A functional cp : F UC(Z+,R) —>• E  is called rate independent if
«)(«« / )  =  ¥>(«), V« € F UC(Z + ,R ), V /  € 7*.
The proof of the following theorem is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.1.2 
and is therefore omitted.
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Theorem  4.5.2 I f  $  : F (Z +, R) —> F (Z +, R) is a hysteresis operator, then
(1) for all u € F(Z+,R) and all k GE Z+
(*(QZu))(n) =  (* (« ))(* ), Vn > k;
(2) the functional
ip : F UC(Z+, R) -> R,  u i—^ lim ($ (« ))(» ), (4.37)
n—>00
25 ra£e independent and satisfies
($(u))(n) =  <p(Q!|u)> V u e F ( Z + , R ) ,  V n e Z + . (4.38)
Conversely, i f  p  : F UC(Z+,R) —> R 25 a rate independent functional, then : 
F(Z+,R ) —> F(Z+,R ) given by (4-38) is a hysteresis operator and satisfies
lim ($(u))(n) =  p { u ) , VuG F uc(Z + ,  R ) .
n—>00
For a hysteresis operator 4> : F(Z+,R ) -» F (Z +,R), we call the rate independent 
functional <p : F UC(Z+,R) —> R defined by (4.37) the representing functional of 4>.
Let t  > 0. The hold operator Hr : F (Z +, R) —>• is defined by
(HTu)(nr  + 1) = u ( n ) , V u € F ( Z +,R ), Vn G Z+ , V tG [0 , r ) ,  
and the sampling operator ST : F(R+,R ) —> F (Z +,R) by
(STu)(n) =  u ( n r ) , V w € F (R + ,R ), V n G Z + .
D efinition 4.5.3 For a continuous-time hysteresis operator : C'pm(R_|.,R) —>■ 
F(R+,R) define : F (Z +,R) —> F (Z +,R) by
$ d : = S T<ltfT, (4.39)
where <1 is the extension of $  to N P C pm(M+, R) defined in (4.31). O
The definition of $ d is independent of the choice of r  due to the rate independence 
of 4 .
Proposition  4.5.4 Let : C'pm(R+ ,R) —>■ F(R_|.,R) be a continuous-time hys­
teresis operator. Then $ d : F (Z +,R) -> F (Z +,R), defined by (4-39), is a 
discrete-time hysteresis operator.
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P roof: It is clear that 4>d is causal. It remains to show that $ d is rate in­
dependent. Let u G F ( Z+,R) and /  G 7 d, then f °  := rPT{J) G 7  and 
(Hr u) o f c =  Ht(u o f ) .  Hence using the rate independence of <$,
(4>d(u o f) ) (n)  =  o f ) ) ) (nr)  =  ($ (( tfT u) o / c))(nr)
=  ($(Hr u ) ) ( f c{nr)) = {$(Ht u))( f(n)r)  = ($ d(u))(f{n )),
showing that is rate independent. □
D efin ition  4.5.5 Let T =  Z+,E+ and 7  C F (T,E), T  7^  0; then the numerical 
value set of an operator 4* : 7  —> F (T,R), NVS 4*, is defined by
NVS := {(tt(u))(t) | u € J ,  t  G T} . (4.40)
O
The following proposition shows that for a continuous-time hysteresis operator $  
defined on Cpm(E+ ,M), the numerical value sets of 4? and (defined by (4.39)) 
coincide. This result is important in the context of sampled-data low-gain control 
of systems subject to input hysteresis (see Chapter 8), but is also of some interest 
in its own right.
P ro p o s itio n  4.5.6 Let $  : Cpm(E+,E) —>• F{E+,E) be a continuous-time hys­
teresis operator and let : F (Z+ ,E ) —> F(Z+,E ) be defined by (J^.39). Then
{$d{u)){n) = {${PTu)){nT), V u e F (  Z+,E), V n G Z + , (4.41)
and NVS $ d =  NVS4>.
P roof: Let u G F ( Z +, E) and n  G Z+. We note that -R(Qnr Hr u) =  i?(Qnr -Pt w) 
and so by Theorem 4.4.5, parts (1) and (3)
(■$ d(u))(n) =  ($(HTu))(nr)  =  ($ (P Tu))(rcr).
To prove that NVS =  NVS $ , note first, that by (4.41), NVS $ d C NVS $. To 
show the reverse inclusion, let a G NVS4>. Then there exist v G Cpm(E+,E) and 
t G E+ such that a =  ($(v))(t). Set w : = Q t v e  CJJ^E+jE). Clearly
Qkr'w = w , V k > t / r .
Moreover, (PT o R)(w) G CJJ^E+jE) and so there exists > 0 such that
Q kr{(Pr O R)(w)) = (Pr O R)(w) , V k > k0 .
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For k > max(ko,t/r)  =: ki we then have
(PT o R ) ( Q kTw) =  (Pr oR)(w) = Qkr((Pr ° R)(w ) ) . (4.42)
Let (p be the representing functional of $ , then for k > ki
a =  =  ($(w))(fcr) =^(Qfcr^) =^(Qa:t^) = ^ ( ( P T0^)(Qfcr^)),
(4.43)
where we have used Theorem 4.1.2, statements (1) and (2) and the fact that <p is 
an extension of (p. Combining Theorem 4.1.2, statement (2), (4.41), (4.42) and 
(4.43), we obtain for any k > k \
a = V>(Qkr{Pr o R ) H )  = ($((PT o R)(w)))(kr) = ($d(Rw))(k) 6 NVS $ d.
□
We finally look at the discretization of the (standard) backlash operator.
Exam ple 4.5.7 Let h € K+ and { G K. Let 23/^ : C(R+,R) —> C^R+jR) be 
the (standard) backlash operator defined by (4.15), where b is given by (4.20). 
We consider the discretization 2 3 ^  : F (Z +,R) —> F (Z +,R) given by =  
ST where is the extension of 23/^ to N P C pm(B+, R) given by (4.31).
Using (4.41), we see that for all u € F(Z+,R ), 23h^{u) can be expressed recur­
sively as
( B j t M )(n ) =  { 6'l(“ (0 U )  ,  f0 rn  =  ° ’ (4.44)
\  bh(u{n), ( B ^ ( u ) ) ( n  -  1)) for n € N,
where bh : R2 —>• R is given by (4.20). O
4.6 N otes and references
In Section 4.1, our treatment of hysteresis operators is strongly influenced by 
chapter 2 in the book [4] by Brokate and Sprekels. Most of the results in this 
section can be found in a somewhat different and less general form in chapter 2 of
[4] though not always with proof. In contrast to most of the literature (see [4] and 
[39]), where hysteresis operators act on functions with a finite time horizon, we 
have considered hysteresis operators acting on functions defined on the infinite 
interval, [0, oo). The results of Section 4.2 are new. The models of hysteresis 
presented in Section 4.3 are all well known: specifically relay hysteresis can be 
found in [31]; generalized backlash in [16]; elastic-plastic in [4]; and Preisach in [4].
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It should be noted though that we have proved some results for the generalized 
backlash and elastic-plastic operators which are not proved in [16] or [4] (in 
particular the proofs that the definitions of 23^ (u) and Eh,^{u) are independent 
of the choice of partition (t{) E Pu)• Sections 4.4 and 4.5 consist of entirely new 
material, and form the basis of [20] by Logemann and Mawby. The extension 
introduced in Section 4.4 and the discretization introduced in Section 4.5 were 
motivated by our interest in sampled-data control of systems with hysteresis 
effects. However, we believe that the results of Sections 4.4 and 4.5 are of interest 
in their own right and therefore many of the results (such as Proposition 4.4.7 
and Corollary 4.4.10) are more general than is needed in Chapter 8 where we 
consider sampled-data control of systems with hysteresis effects.
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Chapter 5 
Classes of hysteresis operators
5.1 Classes of continuous-tim e hysteresis oper­
ators
Let u G C^R+jR). The function u is called ultimately non-decreasing if there 
exists T  G R + .  such that u is non-decreasing on [T, oo); u is said to be approx­
imately ultimately non-decreasing, if for all e > 0, there exists an ultimately 
non-decreasing function v G C7(R_|_, R) such that
sup |u(£) — < e .
teR+
For the rest of this chapter let C =  C'pm(R+,R) or C =  C(R+,R). For a  G R+, 
define Ca := { /|[o ,a ]|/ € C}. For a  G R+, w G CQ and 61,62 > 0, we define 
C(w; 61, 62) to be the set of all u G C such that
u(t) = w(t),  V £g[0 , a] and \u(t) — w(a)\ <  , Vt G [a, a  +  62].
We introduce seven assumptions on the nonlinear operator $  : C —> C(R+,R):
(C l)  $  is a hysteresis operator;
(C2) there exists A > 0 such that for all a  G R+ and all w G Ca , there exist 
numbers 61,62 > 0 such that for all u, v G G(w, <5i, £2)
sup |($(u))(t) -  ($(w))(t)| <  A sup |u ( t ) - v ( t ) | ;
te[a,a-|-<S2] <6[a,cH-£2]
J
| (C3) ^ A C ^ R ) . ,R) n  6 )  C  ^ C ( M + , R ) ;
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(C4) $  is monotone in the sense that for all u G AC^R+jR) fl G with <£(it) G 
AC(1E^,R),
-7 -($(w))(^) w(£) > 0, a.e. t G R+ ; 
at
(C5) if u G 6 is approximately ultimately non-decreasing and limt->oou(t) =  
oo, then (4>(w))(£) and ($ (—u))(t) converge to sup NVS 4> and inf NVS 
respectively, as t —> oo;
(C6) if, for u G C, L  := l i m e x i s t s  with L  G in tN V S$, then u is 
bounded.
If C =  C^R+jR), then we introduce an additional assumption:
(C7) for all a > 0 and all u G CQO, a), R), there exist a,(3>  0 such that
sup |(4>( ]]{')[< a  + (3 sup |u(£)|, V r G [0,a). (5.1)
t e [ 0 , r ]  t e [ 0 , r ]
Strictly speaking, to make sense of (5.1), we have to give meaning to ($(u))(t),  
t G [0, a), when u is a continuous function defined on a finite interval [0, a). This 
is done by defining ($(u))(t) = ($ (Q tu))(t) for all t G [0, a).
Rem ark 5.1.1 (1) Assumptions (C l), (C2) and (C7) ensure existence and unique­
ness of solutions on R+ to the continuous-time nonlinear closed-loop system (3.14) 
(see Corollary 3.2.4, noting that (C2) and (C7) and the assumptions (Al) and 
(A2), in Section 3.2, are identical).
(2) Occasionally we refer to (C2) as a weak Lipschitz condition and any number 
I > 0 such that (C2) holds for A =  I, we call a weak Lipschitz constant of $.
(3) If (Cl) and (C5) hold, then the numerical value set of 4>, NVS $  (defined in
(4.40)), is an interval. O
We shall show in the following section that the assumptions (C1)-(C7) are sat­
isfied by a large class of hysteresis operators. Some of the implications of the
assumptions (Cl)-(C3) are described in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1.2 Let G =  Cpm(R_|.,R) or G =  C(R+,R). For an operator $  : C —> 
C(R_|_, R) the following statements hold:
(1) i f $  satisfies (Cl) and (C2), then for allu  G C and all a  E R+, there exists
S > 0 such that for all t G [a, a  +  $]
|($(u))(t) -  ($ (u))(a)| < A sup |u ( t ) -  u (a ) | ; (5.2)
T e [ a , t ]
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(2) i f  $  satisfies (C1)-(C3), then for all u E i4C(R+,R) fl G
< A |ii(i)|, Vi E R+ \  Eu , (5.3)
where A is a weak Lipschitz constant of $  and Eu is the set of a// i E R+ 
such that u or $(u) is not differentiable at t.
P roof: To prove statement (1), let u E G and a  E R+ and define w E Ga by 
w(t) =  u(t) for all t E [0, a]. By (C2), there exist numbers <$1,^2 > 0 such that 
for all V!,v2 E G(w;6i,62)
sup |($(vi))(t) -  ($(v2))(t)| < A sup |vi(t) -  v2( t ) \ .
t6[a,a+<y2] teia.a+fo]
By continuity of u, there exists 6 E (0, J2) such that Q tu E G(w;6i , 62) for all 
t £ [a, a  + 6]. Thus, using, we may conclude that for t E [a, a  +  5]
|($(u))(i) -  ($ (u ))(a)| <  sup |( « ( u ) ) ( t ) -  ($ (u ))(a)|
re[a,t]
= sup |($ (Q tu))(r) -  ($ (Q au))(r)|
T6[a,a+<y2]
< A sup |(Q tw)(r) -  (Qait)(r)|
T6[a:,a+^2]
=  A sup \ u ( t )  — u (a ) \ ,
r£[a,t]
which is (5.2).
To prove statement (2), let u E ^IC^R+jR) fl G. Let E u be the set of all t E R+ 
such that u or $(u)  is not differentiable at t. By (C3), E u is of measure zero. 
Using statement (1), we obtain for all t  E R+ \  Eu
|  (*(«))(*)
= liml($(u))(t + e) -W u))(t) l
elO £
< Alime4-0
supT€[(,i+£] |«(r) -  u(t) I
<  Alim I sup
\ Te(t,t+e]
u ( t ) — u ( t )
T  — t
which is (5.3). 
Let $  : C -
□
R) satisfy (Cl)-(C4) and u E AC(1R+ ,R). We define E ($ ,u )  
to be the set of all t E R+ such that u or $(u)  is not differentiable at t and 
F($ ,  u) := {t E R+ \  Eu | u(t) =  0}. By (C3), E ($ ,u )  is of measure zero. For 
convenience we define G($, u) := E ($ , u) U F($ ,  u).
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D efin ition  5.1.3 Let C =  Cpm(R+,R) or C =  <7(R+,R), <£ : G —> (7(R+,R) sat­
isfy (Cl)-(C4) and A be a weak Lipschitz constant of 4>. Define 4>v : i4C(R+, R) -> 
F(R+,R ) by
($ v (u))(t) = I  if f  6 ^  \
^ A if t  G G($, u).
O
By construction, for each u G i4C(R+,R), the function 4>v(u) is measurable and 
by (C3), (C4) and (5.3)
($ v(u))(£) G [0, A], V u e A C ( R +,R ), a.e. t G R+ .
By (5.3), for t G R+ and u G ytC(R+,R), we have that w(t) =  0 implies 
(4>(ii))'(t) =  0. Therefore, for u G ^C^R+jR)
J t (®(u))(t) =  ( ® » ) ( t ) u ( i ) ,  V t € R + \ E ( * , u ) .  (5.4)
The following remark will prove useful later in the chapter (see proofs of Propo­
sition 5.2.13 and Proposition 5.2.17).
R em a rk  5.1.4 Consider the following assumption which is slightly stronger than 
assumption (C4):
(C 4') <£ is monotone in the sense that for all u G AC^R+jR) fl G with 4>(u) G 
i4C(R+,R),
| ( $ ( u ) ) ( i ) « W > 0 ,  V* 6 R + \  E ( $ , u ) .
If : C —> C(R_|_,R) satisfies (Cl)-(C3) and (C4'), then,
($ v(u))(t) G [0, A], V u e A C (  R + ,R ), v t e  Rn-.
o
We are now in the position to define the classes of nonlinear operators we will be 
considering in the context of the low-gain control problems in Chapters 6, 8 and 
9.
D efin ition  5.1.5 Let A > 0. The set of all operators $  : C (R 4-,R) —>■ C(R+,R) 
satisfying (Cl)-(C7) with G = C^R+jR) and having weak Lipschitz constant
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A is denoted by NC(A). The set of all operators 4? : C,prn(R_l.,M) —> C(R+,R) 
satisfying (C1)-(C6) with 6 =  C'pm(R+ ,R) and having weak Lipschitz constant 
A is denoted by (A). O
R em ark  5.1.6 (1) The class Nc (A) contains operators for which the continuous­
time low-gain integral control results of Chapters 6 and 9 hold.
(2) The class (A) contains operators for which the sample-data low-gain con­
trol results of Chapters 8 and 9 hold.
(3) (C7) is only required for the existence of solutions on R+ of the continuous­
time closed-loop system (3.14) (see Corollary 3.2.4), but not for the sampled-data 
results in Chapter 8.
O
The following lemma will be needed in Section 5.3.
L em m a 5.1.7 Let 4> G (A); then for every u G AC'(R+ ,R )nC 'pm(R+ ,R) and 
h  > h  > 0, there exists a constant r) G [0, A] such that
u affine linear on [ii,^ ] (^X^Xfe) — — v M h )  ~  u {h)) •
P roo f: Let 4> G N sd(A), u G ^4C7(R_|.,R) fl Cpm(R+,R) and t2 > 11 > 0 and 
assume that u is affine linear on By (5.4),
($ (u))(t2) -  ($(«))(<i) =  f  ($ v (u))( t )u(t )d t . (5.5)
J t l
Since u is affine linear on [t i , 2^] ? u = (u fo )— u(ti)) /  (t2~  ti) on ( ti ,^ )-  Combining 
this with (5.5) gives
($(«))(t2) -  (*(«))(*,) =  f \ &  (n))(t) dt = r,(u(t2) -  «(*,)),
where r) = ^ j £ ( $ v (u))(«) dt € [0, A], □
L em m a 5.1.8 I f  §  : C(R_|.,R) —> ^(R +jR ) is a Lipschitz continuous hysteresis 
operator with Lipschitz constant I > 0, then assumptions (Cl),  (C2) (with weak 
Lipschitz constant A — I), (C3) and (C7) hold.
P roof: Let 4> : C'(R+ ,R) —► C^RfjR) be Lipschitz continuous hysteresis op­
erator with Lipschitz constant I > 0. Obviously (Cl) holds. By causality and 
Lipschitz continuity (with Lipschitz constant /), it is clear that (C2) holds with
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weak Lipschitz constant A =  Z. The fact that (C3) holds follows from Proposi­
tion 4.2.3. Finally, we show that (C7) is satisfied. To this end let a > 0 and 
u G C([0, a),R ), then by Lipschitz continuity
sup |($ (Q Tu))(t) -  ($(0))(t)| < I sup |(Q t -u)(*)|, V r G [0,a). 
teM + teR+
Therefore, by Theorem 4.1.2, statement (1)
sup |($(?/))(£)| < I sup , V rG [0 ,o ) ,
te[0 ,r] t€[0,T]
showing that (C7) is satisfied with a = (<J>(0))(0) and (3 = 1. □
Consider the following assumption which is slightly weaker than assumption (C5):
(C5') For any ultimately non-decreasing u G C'(E+ ,R) with limf_>00u(^) =  oo 
lim ($(u))(t) = sup NVS $  and lim (<$(—u))(t) = inf NVS <£.t—¥ OO t—t OO
For future reference we state the following lemma.
L em m a 5.1.9 Let $  : C(R+,R) —> C(R+,R) be Lipschitz continuous. I f  $  
satisfies (C51), then $  satisfies (C5).
P roof: Let u G C(R_|.,R) be approximately ultimately non-decreasing and such 
that lim^oo u(t) = oo. Then there exists a sequence of ultimately non-decreasing 
functions (un) C C(R+,R) such that un ^  u as n  —>■ oo. By (C5'), for all n  G Z+, 
(&(un))(t) and (4>(—un))(t) converge to sup NVS $  and inf NVS respectively, 
as t —> oo and therefore by Lipschitz continuity of $ , ($(u))(t)  and (4>(—u))(t) 
converge to sup NVS and inf NVS 4>, respectively, as t -» oo. □
We end this section by defining the notion of critical numerical value for an 
operator $  : C —» C'(R+, R).
D efin ition  5.1.10 Let C =  C'pm(R+ ,R) or C =  C(R+,R) and let 4> : C —>■ 
CfR+jR) be an element of either Nsd(A) or NC(A). We call G NVS4> a 
critical numerical value of $  if there exists a bounded u G AC(R+,R) fl 6, with 
limt_*oo(<I>(u))(t) =  4>* and such that for all T  > 0 and all e > 0, //£,{£ > 
T | ( $ v( u ) ) ( t ) < e } > 0 .  O
The above definition of critical numerical value might seem artificial but it is 
closely related to the concept of a critical value of a function, as we shall show in 
Section 5.2 (see subsection on static nonlinearities).
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P ro p o s itio n  5.1.11 Let G =  C'pm(K+ ,M) or G =  C(R+,R) and let $  : G 
C(R+, R) be an element of either (A) or Nc (A). / /  4>* G NVS $  \  int (NVS $), 
then 4>* is a critical numerical value o/4>.
P roo f: If G NVS4> \  int (NVS$) ^  0, then there exists v G AC(R+,R) D C 
and r  > 0, such that ($(?;))(r ) =  $*• Without loss of generality we suppose that 
=  sup(NVS4>). Define u G j4C(R+,R) fl G by setting u =  v on [0,r] and 
u(t) = v(r) +  1 / t  — 1/ t  for t > r. Since <£ satisfies assumptions (C3) and (C4), 
($(u))(t) =  for all t G [r, oo) and therefore, ^($(u))( t )  =  0 for all t G (t , oo). 
So ($ v (u))(t) =  0 for all t  G (r, oo) and thus 4>* is a critical numerical value of 
$. □
5.2 Hysteresis operators contained in N c (A) and
N s d  (A)
In this section we consider various hysteresis operators first introduced in Section
4.3, and we show that under certain extra assumptions these operators are con­
tained in NC(A) (and thus in Nad(A)). Additionally, for certain $  G NC(A), we 
identify subsets of NVS which contain no critical numerical values of 4>.
Static nonlinearities
For a continuous function 4>: R —>• R, define the corresponding static nonlinearity
'. C (R+, R) —v C (R+, R ) , u i—^ <f> o u . (fi'fi)
The proof of the following proposition is straightforward and is therefore omitted.
P ro p o s itio n  5.2.1 I f  \ R —>■ R is non-decreasing and globally Lipschitz with 
Lipschitz constant A > 0, then the static nonlinearity S#, defined by (5.6), is 
contained in NC(A).
The following lemma will prove useful when we consider critical numerical values 
of S«£.
L em m a 5.2.2 Let (j) : R —> R be piecewise C 1, non-decreasing and globally Lips­
chitz. Define S# by (5.6). Foru  G AC(R+,R) and t  G R+ i fii(t) > 0,
then (S^(it))(t) =  (j)'+(u(t)) and ifii(t) < 0, then (S^{u))(t) =  (j)'_{u{t)).
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P roof: Let u G AC(R+,R) and t G M+ \  G(S^,u), and suppose that u(t) > 0 
(the case when u(t) < 0 can be treated in a similar fashion). Let A > 0 be a 
Lipschitz constant of </>, then since (f)'+{u{t))y u(t) and {(f) o u)'(t) exist
14>'+{u(t))ii(t) -  (<^o«)'(i)|
lim +  hu(t)) -  4>(u(t)) _  4>{u(t +  h)) -  4>{u(t))
/iXo h ho h
lim
Ho
<j){u{t) +  hii{t)) — (f){u{t +  h)) 
h
< A lim 
>40




and so (S^(u))(£) =  <f>+(u(t)). □
For a piecewise C 1 function 4> : R —>• R, we call (f>* G im <f> a critical value of (j) if
there exists u G l  such that (f>{u) = (f>* and 4>,+(u)(l>-(u ) =  0.
P ro p o s itio n  5.2.3 Let <f>: R —> R be piecewise C 1, non-decreasing and globally 
Lipschitz. Define S$ by (5.6). Then <F* is a critical numerical value o fS $ if  and 
only if  is a critical value of (f>.
a bounded u G ACf(E+, R) such that lim *-^ <f>{u(t)) =  <£* and for all T  > 0 and all 
e > 0, jai{t > T  | (S^(w))(£) <  e} >  0. Therefore there exists (tn) C R+ \G(S^,w) 
with limn^oo tn = oo and such that limn_>00(S^(w))(tn) =  0 and (w(£n)) converges. 
Define w°° := lim ^oo u(tn). Choosing a subsequence if necessary, we have that 
either u(tn) > u°° for all n  e Z + and (w(tn)) is non-increasing, u (tn) < w°° for all 
n G Z+ and (w(£n)) is non-decreasing, or u(tn) — uQ0 for all n G Z+. Let us first 
suppose that u(tn) > u°° for all n  G Z+ and (u(tn)) is non-increasing (the second 
case can be treated in a similar fashion). There exists N  G Z+ such that </>' exists 
on (Wooj^(^)] and therefore <//+ is continuous on [uoo, ?/(£jv)]- Therefore, since 
limn_^ oo0/+ (w(tn)) =  limn_>00(8^(w))(tn) =  0, <f>'+{uoo) =  0. Now suppose that 
u(tn) =  Uoo for all n  G Z+. Then since limn_).00(S^(n))(tn) =  0 and by Lemma 
5.2.2, for each n  G Z+, {S^{u)){tn) is equal to either (ff+{u{tn)) or (f>'_{u{tn)), we 
have that either (f)'+{u0Q) =  0 or 0'_(?ioo) =  0. By continuity of </>, 0(w°°) =  $*.
Now suppose that <F* is a critical value of <p. Therefore there exists v G R such 
that <j){v) =  and 0+ (v)$-(v) =  0. Let us suppose that (f)'+{v) =  0 (the case 
when <f>'_{v) =  0 can be treated in a similar fashion). Let w > v be such that (f> is 
continuously differentiable on (v,w\ and thus <f>'+ is continuous on [v,w\. Define
P roof: Suppose first that <F* is a critical numerical value of S^ ,. Then there exists
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u : R+ —> [v, w], t h* (w — v ) / ( l  + t) +  v. Then
and thus for all T  > 0 and all e > 0, ^ { t  > T  | ($^(u))(t) < s} > 0. Since, by 
continuity of <j>, limf_^ 00(S</,(u))(i) =  4>*, we have that 4>* is a critical numerical 
value of S*. □
Relay hysteresis
We introduced the relay hysteresis operator ^  : C^R*, R) —> F (R+, R) in Section
4.3. Here though we require that maps into the space of continuous functions 
and therefore restrict or attention to “continuous” relay hysteresis operators, 
i.e. the two curves pi and p2 join at a\ and a2. We note that in this case
NVS ^  =  im pi U im P2.
P ro p o s itio n  5.2.4 I f  pi and p2 are both non-decreasing, globally Lipschitz with 
Lipschitz constant A > 0 and such that Pi(fli) =  P2{a>\) and pi(a2) = p2(p-2), then 
for each ( e l ,  the relay hysteresis operator 01^ , defined by (4 -1%)) is contained 
in NC(A).
P roo f: Clearly ^(C (M + ,R )) C C(R+,R). A straightforward consequence of 
the definition of the relay hysteresis operator is that satisfies conditions (Cl), 
(C2), (C5) and (C7). To show that (C3) and (C4) hold, let u G AC(R+,R). For 
any compact interval J  C R+, u is uniformly continuous on J , and therefore, 
using that ai ^  <22, there exists S > 0, such that for all £1, £2 € J
u(ti) =  a i , u(t2) =  a2 ==> \t2 — h\  > S .
As a consequence, there exist 0 =  to < t\ < £2 < • •. with limn_»oo tn = 00 and a 
map j  : Z+ —> {1,2} such that for all i G Z+
(^ (u ))(£ ) =  pj(i)(u(t) ) , V t  G [tuU+i] . (5.7)
It follows that iR (^w) is absolutely continuous on [£i,£i+i] for each i G Z +. Hence, 
by continuity of ftf(u), we may conclude that 3^(u) G AC^R+jR), showing that 
(C3) holds. Furthermore, since pi and p2 are non-decreasing and Lipschitz, (5.7) 
yields that for all i G Z+
^(Xt(u)) ( t )u ( t )  > 0, a.e. t  G [£i,£»+i],
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which implies that (C4) holds.
Finally, to show that (C6) is satisfied, let u G <7(E+,E) and suppose that 
limt->oo(3^(tt))(t) =  I G int NVS IR^ . Then there exist e > 0 and T  > 0 such 
th a t Ie := (I — e, I +  e) C int NVS !Rf and (Ol^(u))(t) G Ie for all t > T, which 
implies
u{t) € U f t l (Je) = : U , Vi >  T . (5.8)
But the set U is bounded since sup pi, inf p2 0  Ie and pi and p2 are non-decreasing. 
Combining this with (5.8) shows that u is bounded. □
The following result follows from Proposition 5.2.3.
C o ro lla ry  5.2.5 Let p\ and p2 be piecewise C l , non-decreasing, globally Lips­
chitz with Lipschitz constant A > 0 and such that pi(ai) =  pa(oi) and Pi(a2) =  
£2(^2), and let { G R. Define the relay hysteresis operator ^  by Then
is a critical numerical value of  ^  i f  and only if  <£* is a critical value of p\ or
P2^
We remark that whilst the “continuous” relay hysteresis operator : (7(E+, E) —>■ 
C (E+,E) is weakly Lipschitz continuous, ^  is not Lipschitz continuous in the 
sense of Definition 2.1.3. In particular, when we talk about “continuous” relay 
hysteresis, we simply mean that the output corresponding to a continuous input is 
continuous, but not that the relay hysteresis operator is continuous with respect 
to any natural topology on C(E+,E).
Generalized backlash hysteresis
The generalized backlash operator : C (E+,E) —> C (E+,E) was introduced in 
Section 4.3 and shown to be a Lipschitz continuous hysteresis operator. We note 
that NVS =  im (5\ U im # 2.
P ro p o s itio n  5.2.6 Let f  G E  and let A >  0 be a Lipschitz constant of (3\ and 
fa. Then the backlash operator : C (E+,E) —>■ (7(E+,E) is contained in NC(A) 
and additionally satisfies (CJ£).
P roof: From Proposition 4.3.2, part (3), we know that is a Lipschitz continu­
ous hysteresis operator and therefore an application of Lemma 5.1.8 implies that
t Although we have only defined a critical value for a function with domain R, it is clear how 
to define a critical value for <j): I -> R where /  C R is an interval.
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(C1)-(C3) and (C7) all hold. To show that (C4') holds, let u G AC^R+jR). We 
need to show that
(5.9)
Let t G R+ \  E{T>^u). If ii(t) =  0, then (5.9) holds trivially. If ii(t) > 0, then 
there exist ti > t and un G C'pm(R+ ,R) such that suptG[0tl] |un{t) — w(t)| —> 0 
as n —> oo and un(r) > un(t) for all r  G (M i) and all n G Z+. It follows that 
(tB^(un))(r) >  (‘B{(un))(t) for all r  G (t, ti), which in turn implies (!B^(w))(r) > 
(2^(ii))(£) for all r  G (t, t\). Therefore
and so (5.9) holds. If u{t) < 0, then (5.9) can be obtained by a very similar 
argument.
To show that (C5) is satisfied, let u G C'(R-)., R) be ultimately non-decreasing with 
lim ^oou{t) — oo. Then there exists T  G R+ such that (2^(w))(t) =  (3i{u(t)) for 
all t > T .  Thus, limt_^ 00(!Bf(w))(^) =  sup (im/?i). Similarly, limf_+oo(^f(—^ ))W =  
inf (im/?i). Thus (C5') holds and it follows from Lemma 5.1.9 that (C5) holds.
For (C6), let u G C(R+,R) and suppose limt_>00(!B^(u))(t) =  I G R. Then there 
exist 6 > 0 and T  G R+ such that pB^(u))(t) G (Z — 6, I +  S) for all t > T.  
Consequently, there exists e > 0 such that u(t) G (Pi(l) — e, ft(Z) +  e) for all 
t > T, and hence, u is bounded. □
Although for a given general backlash operator it is easy to say what numerical 
values are critical numerical values, it is none the less difficult to express this in a 
general proposition. We therefore, in the following result, consider only standard 
backlash.
P ro p o s itio n  5.2.7 Let 23/^ : C(R+,R) —> C(R+,R) be the standard backlash 
operator and 4>* G R. Then <F* is a critical numerical value ofT>h,i-
Proposition 5.2.7 follows immediately from the definition of T> a n d  the defini­
tion of a critical numerical value.
Elastic-plastic hysteresis
To show that elastic-plastic hysteresis and the Preisach operator satisfy (C l)- 
(C7), we need the following lemma.
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L em m a 5.2.8 Let u G C^R+jR) be unbounded. Then there exists an increasing 
sequence (tn) C R+ with limn_^ 00 tn =  oo such that either
u(tn) =  sup |w (t)|, Vn G Z+ or u(tn) =  — sup |n ( t) |, Vn G Z+.
te[o,tn] te[o,t„]
P ro o f: Let u G C(R+, R) be unbounded and (rn) C R+ be an increasing sequence
with limn_>oo rn = oo. By continuity of u , there exist sn G [0, rn] such that
|u(sn)| =  sup \u(t)\ = sup \u(t)\.
«e[o,r„] te[o,5„]
Since u is unbounded, lim ^oosuptG[0,Tn] \u (t)\ = 00 an<^  we can a subsequence 
(£n) of (sn) such that either
u(tn) =  sup |m(£)|, V nG  Z+ or u(tn)
te[o,t„]
We remark that NVS =  [—h, to].
P ro p o s itio n  5.2.9 For G R^ x R let £h,z ' C^R+jR) —> C(R+,R) be the 
elastic-plastic operator. Then:
(1) for  H  G R+, globally Lipschitz (  : R+ —>■ R with Lipschitz constant 1, 
u G C(R+,R) and t G R+
(S.H,aH)(u))(t) = H  = >  (S/»,c(/i)(w))(t) = /i, V/i G [0, # ] ,
and
(£H,c(H)(u))(t) =  =>• (£h,c(h)(u))(t) = —h,  Vto G [0 ,i/];
(2) 8.h,z • C (R f , R) —> Cf(R+ , R) is contained in Nc (2) and additionally satisfies
( o n
P roof: To prove statement (1), note that, using Lemma 4.3.3, we have for for
every u G C(R+,R), $1,&  € R and t, toi, to2 G R+
W -  (®fca,&(“ ))WI < maxfltoi -  to2|, Ifi -  61) • (5.10)
Now let H  G R+, C : —>• R be globally Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant 1,
u G C(R+,R), t G R+ and suppose (£jy,c(jy)(w))(t) =  i / .  Then using (5.10) and





Proposition 4.3.4, part (4), we have for all h G [0, H]
H  ~  (£h,c(h)(u)){t) = (^H,c{H)(u))(t) -  (Eh,c(h)(u))(t) < H  - h ,
and so since {£h,c(h)(u))(t) < h, we obtain (£h,c{h)(u))(t) =  h for all h G [0,H]. 
The second implication in statement (1) can be proved in a similar way.
To prove statement (2), we note that by Proposition 4.3.4, part (3), 8 /^  is a 
Lipschitz continuous hysteresis operator and so by Lemma 5.1.8, 8 /^  satisfies 
conditions (C1)-(C3) and (C7). To show (C4') holds, let u € AC(R+,R). We 
need to show that
J t {&h,( {u))(t)u{t) > 0, V te R A £ ( £ f c , t ,u ) .  (5.11)
Let t € ’R + \ E ( 8.h,z,u), then by Proposition 4.3.4, part (4), u, £h,{(u) and 
are all differentiable at t and
| ( f i M (u))(t) =  - | ( 3 « (« ))(* ) +  u(t) . (5.12)
Since *Bh,s £ 3Sfc (1), and satisfies (C4'), it follows from Remark 5.1.4 that 
( 3 h,z(u ))(t) € [0,1] for all t  G R+. By (5.12)
J;(£fc,«(“))(*) = (! -  (3fc,{(«))(*))«(<). V i e R ,  \  E(£h,(tu ) , 
and thus (5.11) holds.
To show that (C5) is satisfied, let u G C(M_|_,R) be ultimately non-decreasing 
with lim^oo u(t) =  oo, then
lim (£h,t(u))(t) = h = sup NVS £hj^
t—¥ oo
and, similarly, limt_>00(8/l)^(—u)){t) =  — h =  inf NVS 8^^. Thus (C5') holds and 
it follows from Lipschitz continuity and Lemma 5.1.9 that (C5) holds.
For (C6), let u G C^R+jR) and suppose
lim (£h,t(u))(t) G intNVS £h^  =  ( ~ h ,h ) .
t—►oo
Seeking a contradiction, assume that u is unbounded. Then, by Lemma 5.2.8, 
without loss of generality, we may assume that there exists an increasing sequence 
(tn) C R+ such that lim ^oo tn =  oo and u(tn)—£ =  supt€[0)tn] \u{t)— f  |. Moreover, 
again without loss of generality, we may assume tha t u(tn) > /i+ £  for all n  G Z+. 
Define for each n G Z+, Hn := u(tn) — £ > h, then (8#n)f(u))(£n) =  Hn for 
all n  G Z+. By statement (1), {£h,^(u))(tn) =  h for all n  G Z+, which is in
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contradiction to the assumption that limt_>00(£/l)^(u))(t) £ (—h,h).  □
To determine non-critical numerical values of the elastic-plastic and Prandtl op­
erators we require the following lemma.
L em m a 5.2.10 Let (h ,f) £ R+ x R, u £ j4C(R+,R) and t > 0. Assume that 
u(t) exists and is non-zero. =  h, then (£h,t(u))(t) =  hsign(u(t))
and (8,h,^(u)Y(t) = 0 whenever this derivative exists. I f  (Eh,^(u))(t) £ (—h,h)  
then (8.h,z{u)y(t) exists and equals u(t).
P roof: Let us suppose that ii(t) exists and is positive (the case when u{t) is 
negative can be treated in a similar fashion). Then there exists e £ (0,i) such 
that
u(t — 5) < u(t) < u(t +  5 ) , VJ £ (0, e ) . (5.13)
Let ei £ (0,e) be such that supaii,2€[t_ei>t+ei] \u(si) -  tt(s2)| < h.
Suppose that |(£/i,f(^))(£)| =  h. In order to show that (£/i,f(w))(t) =  h, let us 
suppose, seeking a contradiction, that {Lh^{u)){t) = —h. Then, by the continuity 
of 8.h,z{u), there exists £2 £ (0,£i) such that (£/i,£(^))(t) < 0 for all r  £ [t — £2,t]. 
Choose (un) C Cpm(lR+ ,R) such that un(r) =  u{r) for r  € {t  — £2i t} and all
_  m  UCn  £ Z+, un —> u as n  —> oo,
sup \un(si) -  un(s2)\ < h , V n £  Z+,
«i,s2e[t-e2,<]
and (£/i,^(wn))(r) < 0 for all r  £ [t — £2,t] and all n  £ Z+. Let t — £2 =  Tq < 
r "  < . . .  < rg =  t be a partition of [t — e2, t] such that un is monotone on each 
[r “>7i+i]- %  definition ( ^ . { ( u n ) ) ^ )  =  e*((£*,f (tt„))(r^) +  un(r?+1) -  u ^ t? ) )  
and since (£fc,{(u„))(rf) +  u „ ( t?+ 1 ) -  u„(t?) < h we have
( £ * , { K ) ) ( 7 f t i )  >  ( £ f c , e K ) ) W )  +  u „ ( t ?+ 1 ) -  « „ ( r f ) .
It follows by repeated application of the above inequality, that (£/i,f(w„))(t) > 
{£h,z{un))(t -  e2) +  -  wn(£ -  e2) and therefore,
(£h,t(u„))(t) > - h  +  (un(£) -  un{t -  e2)) = - h  + {u{t) -  u{t -  £2) ) .
Combining this with (5.13) and taking the limit as n —> 00, we have (£/i,£(^))M > 
—h, a contradiction. Therefore, (£/»,$ (w))(£) =  h.
To show that (£/i,^(w))/( )^ =  0 whenever this derivative exists, let {5k) C (0,£i) 
be such that lim * .^  5k =  0 and u{t +  5k) =  maxr€[<(t+)jfc] u(r)  for all k £ Z+. Let 
k £ Z+ be fixed but arbitrary. Choose (un) C C'pm(M+ , R) such that un{r) =  u{t)
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for all r  G [0, t] and all n  G Z+, un(t +  5k) = u(t  +  5k) for all n G Z+ and 
supTG[t(00) |un(r) — U(T)\ —> 0 as n —> oo. Define u := u(£) — /i, then for all n G Z+
( £ h , v ( u n ) ) ( t )  =  (£/»,i/(wn))(0) =  e/»(wn(0) -  I/)
=  e/»(u(J) -  i/) =  efc(/i) =  h = (£h,((u ))(t) .
Thus
lim (£fc,„(un))(r) =  (£/ilf(w ))(r), V r >  t .
n—>oo
Therefore, since (£/i?l,(un))(i +  ftt) =  h for all sufficiently large n G Z+, we have 
(£h,^(u))(t +  £*) =  h. Since k G Z+ was arbitrary, (8.h,t(u))(t +  5k) = h for all 
A: G Z+. Let us suppose that ( ^ ^ ( u ) ) '^ )  exists, then
(£„,*(«))'(<) =  lim (£ m («))(* +  4 ) -(£>.,*(“ ))(*) =  0
fc—> OO
If (£/»,f(w))(i) € (—h,h),  choose £3 G (0,£i) such that (£h,((u))(r) G (—h,h)  for 
all t  G [£ — £3 , £ +  £3 ] =: I.  Let (un) C C'pm(R+ ,R) be such that, un(r) =  u(t — e3) 
for all r  G [0, £ — £3 ] and all n  G Z+, un(r) =  u(r) for r  G {£,£ -f £3} and all 
n G Z+, and supTg[(_e3>00j |wn(r) — u ( t )| -» 0 as n —> 00. Define := u(t — £3) — 
(£h,((u))(t — £3), then, for all n  G Z+
( £ / i , i / ( ^ n ) ) ( ^  ^ 3 )  =  (£ / i ,  i / ( ^ n ) ) ( 0) =  =  £ 3 )
=  eA((£ A>{(u))(i -  e3)) =  (£/,,{ («))(t  -  e3) .
Therefore
lim (£fc>I/(un))(r) =  (£h,t(u ))(T) > V r >  *. (5.14)
n-too
For all sufficiently large n G Z+,
G (—/i,/i), V r G J .  (5.15)
Let t — e3 =  r f  < r"  < . . .  < r£ =  t +  £3 be a partition of [t — £3, t  +  £3] such that 
un is monotone on each From (5.15), we know that for sufficiently large
n  G Z+, (£/i,„(Wn))('ri+1) =  (£h,v(un))(T?) + u n(r?+1) -  un(rp) and therefore, for 
sufficiently large n  G Z+ and all r  G /
(£fc,i/(wn))M =  WnM -  u(t -  £3) +  (£h,t(u))(t -  £3) =  un(r) -  v . (5.16)
Combining (5.14) and (5.16) we have (£/i,^(w))(r) =  u(r) — v  for all r  G / .  Thus
(£*.«(“ ))'(*) =  “ (*)• D
P ro p o sitio n  5.2.11 For (/z,f) G R+ x R let £h,t ' £(!&+, R) —>■ C7(1R+,R) 6e £/ze
elastic-plastic operator and G (—h,h).  Then is not a critical numerical 
value of
P roof: From Proposition 5.2.9, part (2), we know that 8 /^  G Nc (2). Let 
<$* G int ( N V S S / ^ f )  and suppose that u G A C ^ R + j R )  is bounded and such that 
l i m — 4>*. Then there exists T  G R+ such that {£h,z(u)){t) G 
(—h,h)  for all t > T .  By Lemma 5.2.10, (£/»,^(w)),(t) =  ii(t) for all t  G [T, oo) \  
E ( 8,h,£,u). Then 8 )^(u), defined in Definition 5.1.3, is equal to 1 for all t G 
[T, oo) \  G ( £ h , z ,  u )  and equal to 2 for ail t G G ( £ h , ^ , u )  and therefore, p l { t > 
T  | (8 ^ (u ) ) ( t)  < 1} =? 0 implying that <£* is not a critical numerical value of
Preisach Operators
The Preisach operator 3^ : C(R+,R) —» C(R+,R) was introduced in Section 4.3 
(see (4.25)). The following lemma will be useful for the verification of (C1)-(C7) 
for a large class of Preisach operators.
L em m a 5.2.12 Suppose that p  G Mif(R+), w G Li-oc(R+ x M ; p  <S> Pl ) ,  € R, 
(  G II and define 3^ : C(R_|_,R) —> C(R+,R) by (4-25). Let u G C(R+,R) and 
t  G R+. I f  u(t) =  supT6[0,t] lw(r )| and C = 0 on [u(£),oo), then
P roof: Let u G C'(R+ ,R), t G R+ and suppose that u(t) = supTG[ot] |u (r)| and 
f  =  0 on [u(t),oo). Setting H  u(t), we have (‘BH£(H){u)){t) =  0 =  u(t) — H  
and {'Bh,((h)(u))(t) =  0 for all h >  H.  Combining Proposition 5.2.9, part (1) and 
Proposition 4.3.4, part (4), shows that (®/»,c(/i)(tt)) W =  u(t) — h for all h  G [0, H] 
and therefore
□
w(h, s) ds dp(h) +  wq
I f  u(t) = — supT€[0,t] I^WI and C =  0 on [—u(t),oo), then
u(t)+h
w(h , 5) ds dp(h) +  wq
The second result can be proved in a similar fashion. □
P ro p o s itio n  5.2.13 Let p  G Mif(R+) be positive, let w G Lfoc(R+ x R; p <g> pL) 
be non-negative and let wq G R. Suppose that A := J0°° supsGR w(h, s) dp(h) < 00.
Then, for all C G n , the Preisach operator defined by (4-25), is contained in 
Nc (A).
R em a rk  5.2.14 Under the assumptions of Proposition 5.2.13, we see from Lemma 
5.2.12 that
poo poo
supNVST^ =  /  /  w(h, s) dsdp(h) + wo G [w q , oo] ,
Jo Jo
poo pO
in fN V S ^  = — I /  w(h, s) ds dp(h) +  w0 G [—oo, w0] .
Jo J—oo
O
P ro o f  o f P ro p o sitio n  5.2.13: By Lemma 4.3.6, : C(R+,R) —> C^R+jR)
is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz continuity constant A and, since is a 
hysteresis operator, 3^ is a hysteresis operator. Therefore, by Lemma 5.1.8, 3^ 
satisfies conditions (C1)-(C3) and (C7).
To show that (C4) holds, let u G ^4C(R_|.,R). By (C3) and Lemma 4.3.6 (see
also Remark 4.3.7) there exists E  C R+ with Pl {E) =  0 and such that for all
t  G R+ \  E, u(t) and (9\(u))'(£) exist, 0B/i,c(/i)(w))'(t) exists for |/i|-almost every 
h G R+ and
poo
(a>( («))'(<) =  /  w(h,(‘S h m {u))(t))(‘S h,w (u))'{t)dti{h). (5.17)
JO
Let t G R+ \  E.  If u(t) = 0, (C4) immediately follows. If u(t) > 0, then, since 
(C4') holds for *Bh,s(h)i we have (Bh^ h)(u))' (t) > 0, whenever this derivative 
exists (which is the case for |)Li|-almost every h G R+). Since w and /i are non­
negative, we obtain from (5.17) that (T^(ii))'(t) >  0. If u(t) < 0, then (C4) can
be shown to hold by a similar argument.
To show that (C5) is satisfied, let u G C(R+,R) be ultimately non-decreasing
with lim ^ o o i^ )  =  oo. Then there exists T  G R+ such that for all t > T,
supTG[0)t] |u(t)|  =  u(t) and £ =  0 on [u(t),oo). So by Lemma 5.2.12,
pu(t) pu(t)—h
(y^(u))(t) =  I  I  w(h,s )dsdp,(h)+ wo, V t > T ,
Jo Jo
and since lim^oo u(t) = oo,
poo poo
lim (3V(u))(£) =  /  /  w(h, s) dsdfiih) +  w0 G [wq, oo] . (5.18)
t-*00 Jo Jo
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We note that because p  and w are non-negative
p oo poo
sup NVS 3^ <  /  /  w(h,s)dsdfi(h) + Wo,
Jo Jo
and therefore, by (5.18),
poo poo
lim (3V(w))(i) =  sup NVS 3V =  /  I w(h, s) dsdp(h)  +  wq . (5.19)
^ ° °  Jo Jo
Similarly, limt_>00(J)^ (—u))(t) =  inf NVS 3^. It follows from Lipschitz continuity 
and Lemma 5.1.9 that (C5) holds.
For (C6), let u G C(R+,R) and suppose that
hm ((P{(tt))(£) G int NVS 3^.
Let H  G K+ be such that £ =  0 on [i/, oo). Seeking a contradiction, suppose that 
u is unbounded. Then, by Lemma 5.2.8, without loss of generality, we may assume 
that there exists an increasing sequence (£n) C M+ such that lim ^oo tn =  oo and 
u(tn) = supt€[0)tn] I^WI- Moreover, again without loss of generality, we may 
assume that u(tn) > H  for all n  G Z +. By Lemma 5.2.12
ru(tn) j>u(tn)-h
(T^(u))(tn) =  / /  w(h, s) dsdp(h)  +  wo , V nG  Z_
Jo Joro
Since limn_^ oo u(tn) =  oo, it follows from the second equation in (5.19) that
lim ( ^ (u ) ) ( t )  =  lim (T^(u))(tn) =  sup NVS 3^ ,
t—*oo
which is in contradiction to limt_>00(T^(w))(t) G int NVS 3^. □
The following corollary is a special case of Proposition 5.2.13.
C o ro lla ry  5.2.15 Let p be a finite positive Borel measure on R+. Then for all 
C G II, the Prandtl operator 3^, defined by (4-26), is in J4C (A), where A :=  £i(M-|.).
R e m a rk  5.2.16 If p  ^  0, then it follows from Remark 5.2.14, tha t for the 
Prandtl operator 3^, defined by (4.26), we have NVS 3 \ =  R  O
An example covered by Corollary 5.2.15 is backlash hysteresis. Indeed, the back­
lash operator 33h0,s can be obtained from (4.26) by setting p  =  Sh0 (where 8h0 is 
the unit point mass at ho) and by letting f  : R+ —> R be any continuous function 
with compact support and such that C(^o) =
We now consider the Prandtl operator given by (4.27).
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P ro p o s itio n  5.2.17 Let p G L 1(K±, R) be non-negative. Then for all £ G II, the 
Prandtl operator : C(R+,R) —¥ C^R+jR), given by (J^.27), is in ’N C(X), where 
A : = 2  J0°°p(h)dh.
R e m a rk  5.2.18 It follows from the proof below that under the assumptions of 
Proposition 5.2.17
supNVS!P^= p(h)hdh  G [0, oo], inf NVS ^  =  — / p(h)hdh  G [—oo,0].
P roo f: By Lemma 4.3.6, : C(R+,R) —> C(R+ ,R) is Lipschitz continuous with
and therefore by Lemma 5.1.8, satisfies conditions (C1)-(C3) and (C7).
To show that (C4) holds, fix u G i4C(R+, R). By (C3), Proposition 4.3.4, part (4) 
and Lemma 4.3.6 (see also Remark 4.3.7) there exists E  C R+ with Hl{E) — 0 
and such that for a l l t  G R+ \  E, u(t) and (T^(u))'(t) exist, {^hX(h)(u)Y (t) exists 
for almost every h G R+ and
Let t G R+ \  E.  If ii{t) =  0, (C4) immediately follows. If ii(t) > 0, then, since 
(C4') holds for £/i,c(/i), we have (£/i,c(/i)(iO)'(t) >  0 whenever this derivative exists 
(which is the case for almost every h G R+). Since p is non-negative, we may 
conclude that (T^(u))'(t) > 0. If ii(t) < 0, then (C4) can be shown to hold by a 
similar argument.
To prove that (C5) is satisfied, let u G C(R+ ,R) be ultimately non-decreasing 
with limf_^ 00u(f) =  oo. Then there exists T  G R+ such that for all t > T,  
supr€j0)i] |^(/r)| =  u{t) and £ =  0 on [u(£), oo). So, by Lemma 5.2.12, with wq =  0, 
w = 1 and /i =  ( /0°°P(^) dh) Sq — ppl ,  we obtain
We note that because p is non-negative, sup NVS < / 0°° p(h)hdh  G [0, oo]. 




Lipschitz continuity constant A =  2 f£°p(h)dh  and is also a hysteresis operator
pu(t) poo
(T^(u))(t) = / p(h)hdh  +  u(t) /  p ( h )d h , V t > T  
JO J  u(t)
p(h)hdh > s u p N V S > (T^(u))(t) >  p (h )h d h , V t > T .
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Since lim^oo u(t) =  00, it follows that
/•oo
lim (y^(u))(t) =  / p(h)hdh  =  supNVS3>£ .
Similarly, limt_).0o ( ^ ( —w))(^) =  inf NVS 3^. Consequently, (C5) follows from the 
Lipschitz continuity of 3^ and an application of Lemma 5.1.9.
For (C6), let u G C(R+,R) and suppose limi_>00(lP^(w))(t) € int NVS 3^. Let 
H  G R+ be such that (  =  0 on [H, 00). Seeking a contradiction, suppose that u 
is unbounded. Then, by Lemma 5.2.8, without loss of generality, we may assume 
that there exists an increasing sequence (tn) C R+ such that limn_*oo£n =  00 
and u(tn) =  supt€[0 tn] |w(i)|. Moreover, again without loss of generality, we may 
assume that u(tn) > H  for all n G Z+. Then, by Lemma 5.2.12
Combining this with limn_^ oo u(tn) =  00, we may conclude as in the proof of 
(C5) that limt_>00(IP^(w))(^) =  limn->oo(P((u))(tn) =  sup NVS 3^, which is in
We end the section by showing that the Prandtl operator given by (4.27) does 
not have any critical numerical values in the interior of its numerical value set.
P ro p o s itio n  5.2.19 Let p G L1(R+ ,R) be non-negative. For (  G II, let the 
Prandtl operator 3^ : C(R+,R) —► C(R|.,1R), be given by (4-%V- t f  ^ 
int (NV S3\), then <3>* is not a critical numerical value of 3^.
P roo f: By Proposition 5.2.17, 3^ G NC(A), where A := 2 f£°p(h)dh.  Let 
4>* G int (NVS 3 y . Seeking a contradiction suppose that is a critical nu­
merical value of 3^. Then there exists a bounded function u G AC(R+,R) 
with limt_>00(3,^(w))(t) =  4>* and such that for all T  > 0 and e > 0, //&{£ > 
T  | (3)^ '(u))(t) < £r} > 0, where 3^(w) is given by Definition 5.1.3. In particular 
we can choose (tn) C R+ such that l im ^ o o ^  =  00, limn_^ 00(3>^ (u))(tn) =  0 and 
(£h,c(h)(u)y(tn) exists for a.e. h E R+ (possible by Remark 4.3.7 and Proposition 
4.3.4, part(4)).
Define Hn — sup{h G R+. | |(£h,c(/i)(l0)(^")l =  h}. Since u is bounded, (Hn) C R+ 
is bounded and therefore without loss of generality we can assume that (Hn) 
converges. We denote the limit by H  G R+. Again without loss of generality 
we can assume that ii(tn) > 0 for all n  G Z+. From Proposition 5.2.9, part (1), 
l(£fc,cw(w))(*nj| =  h for a11 h G [0,Hn\ and moreover, (£h,c(h)(u)){tn) G ( - h t h) 
for all h > Hn. Thus applying Lemma 5.2.10, (£/i,c(/i)(w))(£„) =  h for all h G
(3>^ (w))(tn) =  p{h)hdh + u(tn) p ( h ) d h , V n G Z +
contradiction to l im ^ 00(3)^ (w))(i) G int NVS 3^. □
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[0, Hn], {^h,c(h){u)Y{tn) = 0 for all h G [0, Hn] such that this derivative exists and 
{^h,c(h){u)Y(tn) — u{tn) for all h > Hn. Therefore, using Lemma 4.3.6 combined 
with Proposition 4.3.4, part (4), for all n G Z +
(? < »  )(t „ ) = =  r p{h)^ m ^ m d h =  n P(h ) d h .
u \Jn) JO U\tn) JHn
Since limn_>.00(T^(w))(tn) =  0, p(h) =  0 for a.e. h G [H , oo). Now for all n G Z+
(J>c(«))(i„) =  f  P(h)(£h m (u))(tn) dh 
Jo
rH n pH
=  /  p(h )hdh+  /  p(h)(£hX(h)(u)){tn)dh .
JO J  Hn
Therefore,
pH  poo
4>* =  lim (T^(w))(^n) =  /  p{h)hdh  =  /  p{h)hdh  =  sup (NVST^), 
n->°° Jo Jo
which is in contradiction to the fact that <$* G int (NVST^). □
5.3 A class o f discrete-tim e hysteresis operators
Let u G F(Z+,R ). The function u is called ultimately non-decreasing if there 
exists m  G Z+ such that u is non-decreasing on Z+ \  [0, m].
We introduce the following four assumptions on the operator $  : F(Z+,R ) —>• 
F(Z+,R):
(D l)  $  is a hysteresis operator;
(D 2) there exists A > 0 such that for all u G F{Z +, R) and all n  G Z +
,,/V,w,,/V, , 11 (* (“ ) ) (« + 1) - (* (« ) ) (« )  r  rn N1.u(n) ±  u(n  +  1) =*■---- ----------— — ------t - t  6 0, A ;
u(n +  1) — u{n)
(D3) if u G F{Z+, R) is ultimately non-decreasing and limn_>oo u{n) =  oo, then 
($(u))(n)  and ($ (—u))(ri) converge to sup NVS $  and inf NVS $ , respec­
tively, as n —>■ oo;
(D4) if, for u G F {Z+, R), L  := limn_>oc(^(tt))(n) exists with L  G int (clos NVS 4>), 
then u is bounded.
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R e m a rk  5.3.1 (1) We note that if (Dl) holds, then (D2) is implied by the 
monotonicity condition
[($(u))(n +  1) — ($(?/))(n)][u(n +  1) — u(n)\ > 0 , V u E F (Z +,R ), V n E Z + ,  
together with the Lipschitz continuity condition
sup |($(u))(n) — ($(u))(n)| < A sup \u(n) — v(n ) \ , F (Z + ,R ).
n£Z+ 716Z+
(2) If (Dl) and (D2) hold, then
|($(u))(n  + 1) — ($(u))(n)| <  A \u(n + 1) — u(n ) \ , V u 6 F (  Z + ,R ), V n E Z + .
Thus if (D3) also holds, clos (NVS $) is an interval. However, it can be shown 
that NVS $  is not necessarily an interval, see Appendix 5 for a counterexample.
O
If $  : F ( Z+, R) -» F(Z+, R) satisfies (D2), then any number I > 0 such that (D2) 
holds for A =  /, is called a weak Lipschitz constant of $ .
D efin ition  5.3.2 Let <I> E N<f(A). For u E F(Z+,R ), define 6$  : F(Z+,R ) —> 
F (Z+,R) by
(  ,(*.W )(n + lH $ (u ))(n )  i f  f i u (n )
(6$(u))(n) = \  «(»+i)-(«) 11 u(n + L > ^  u(n>’
y A if u(n +  1) =  u(n).
O
By construction, using (D2), (£$(..))(..) E [0,A] for all n E Z+ and all u E 
F(Z+,R ). By (Dl) we have that for all u E F(Z+,R )
($(it))(n +  1) — ($(w))(n) =  (5$(u))(n)(u(n +  1) — u(n ) ) , Vn E Z+ .
We are now in a position to define the class of nonlinear operators we will be 
considering in the context of the discrete-time integral control problem in Chapter 
7.
D efin ition  5.3.3 Let A > 0. The set of all operators $  : F ( Z+, R) —> F (Z+, R) 
satisfying (D1)-(D4) and having weak Lipschitz constant A is denoted by X j (A).
O




E x am p le  5.3.4 Let h E R+ be arbitrary. Define the function bh : R2 —> R by 
(4.20). We note that
bh(v, w) E [v — h, v + h] , V v , vu€ R ,  (5.21)
^ (u , w) = w , V (u, w) E {{zi, z2) | zi E R, z2 E [zi -  h ,z i  + h]} , (5.22)
(bh(vu w) -  bh(v2,w))(vi -  v2) >  0, Vvi,v2,w e  R .  (5.23)
Let 2 3 ^  : F(Z+,R ) —>■ F(Z+, R) be the discrete-time backlash operator defined 
in Example 4.5.7. We show that B d  ^ E 3Sld(l). By Proposition 4.5.4 we know
that B  ^ satisfies (Dl) (since 23 is the discretization of the continuous-time
hysteresis operator 23/^). Combining (5.21)-(5.23) leads to
[(®fc,{(“ })(« + i ) - ^ , {(“ ))(” )][“ ( " + 1 ) - “ (")] ^  °>
V u e F ( Z + ,R ), Vn € Z + . (5.24)
Prom Lemma 4.3.3
M w i,w i) -  bh(v2,w2)\ < max(|vi -  v2\, |u/i -  w21), V v i ,v 2,w i ,w 2 E R. 
Thus,
l(:Blc ( li))(n + 1 ) _ (:BM (w))(n )l ^  \ u ( n + l ) - u (n ) \ ,  V u 6 F ( Z +, R) ,  V n E  Z+,
which combined with (5.24) implies that (D2) holds for A =  1. Note that 
NVS23^£ =  R. By (5.21), for all u € F (Z +,R) and all n E Z+, (Bd ^(u))(n) E 
[u(n) — h,u(n)  +  /i], showing that (D3) holds. Finally, it is clear that
v E [bh(v,w) — h, bh(v, w) +  h] , Vu, i d E R ,
and so
u(n) € [(®fc,f (« ))(n )-/i,(® fc i t (u))(n) +  /t], V u 6 f ( Z +,E ) , Vn 6 Z+ ,
showing that (D4) is satisfied. We have shown that (D1)-(D4) hold for 23 (with 
A =  1) and hence 23^ ^  E Nd(l). O
In fact what we have shown above directly is true in general, that is the dis­
cretization of an element of 3S\sd (A) is an element of Nrf (A). This is expressed in 
the following proposition which is the main result of this section.
P ro p o s itio n  5.3.5 Let 4> E (A) and let $ d : F (Z+, R) —> F(7i+, R) be de­
fined by (4-39). Then E 2sld (A).
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Proof: By Proposition 4.5.4, (Dl) holds. Let u G F(Z+,R ), n G Z + and suppose 
that u(n + 1) 7*^ u(n). Then by Proposition 4.5.6 and Lemma 5.1.7 there exists a 
constant rj G [0, A] such that
($d(u))(n +  1) -  ($d(u))(n) = ($ (P T u))((n +  1 )r) -  ($(PT u))(nr)
= r)[(PTu)((n + l ) r )  -  (PTu)(nr)]
=  r)[u(n +  1) -  u{n) \ ,
and thus (D2) holds. Since N V S$d =  NVS<£ (by Proposition 4.5.6) and $  
satisfies (C5), (D3) follows from an application of Proposition 4.5.6. Finally, to 
show that (D4) is satisfied, let u G F(Z+,R ) be such that limn_).00(^ <i(w))(n) 
exists and
L  := lim ($ d(u))(n) G int (clos (NVS $ d) ) . (5.25)
n—►oo
By Proposition 4.5.6,
lim (4>(FT u))(nr)  =  L . (5.26)
n—>oo
Clearly PT u is monotone on [nr, (n +  l)r] for each n  G Z+ and therefore, by the 
fact that satisfies (C4), 4>(Pr u ) is monotone on [nr, (n +  l)r] for each n G Z+. 
Combining this with (5.26) shows that
lim ($(P T u))(t) = L .
t—►oo
By Remark 5.2.14, NVS<3> is an interval; since by Proposition 4.5.6, NVS<£d =  
NVS<3>, it follows from (5.25) that L  G int (clos (NVS $)). Now 4? satisfies (C6), 
and so we may conclude that PT u and thus u are bounded. □
As in continuous-time, we introduce a concept of critical numerical value of an 
operator $  G ^  (A).
D efinition 5.3.6 We call 4>* G int (clos (NVS 4>d)) a critical numerical value of 
G Nd (A) if there exists a bounded u G F (Z +,R), with limn_^ 00(^(n))(n) =  4>* 
and
lim inf (5<I>(n))(n) =  0 .
n—►oo
o
P roposition  5.3.7 Let $  G N5t*(A) and let § d : F (Z+,R ) -» F(Z+,R ) be de­
fined by (4*39). I f  is a critical numerical value of $ d, then is a critical 
numerical value o f$ .
Proof: By Proposition 4.5.6, NVS4> =  N V S$d. Let <3>* be a critical nu­
merical value of 4>d. Then there exists a bounded u G F(Z+,R ) such that
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limn_+oo(<3>d(u))(7i) =  4>* and liminfn_>00( ^ d(u))(n) =  0. Defining v := PTu € 
AC(R+,R) nC pm(R+,R), $(u) is monotone on each [nr, (n +  l)r] . Therefore, by
(4.41), limt-+oo($(v))(t) =  $*. It is clear that
T(S$d(u))(n) = f  ( ^ ( v ) ) ( t ) d t ,
J nr
and therefore since liminf„_)>00(<5$‘<(w))(n) =  0, for all T  > 0 and all e > 0, 
^ { t  > T  | (^ >v(v))(^) < e} > 0. Thus is a critical numerical value of 4>. □
5.4 N otes and references
The assumptions (C1)-(C7) were first introduced by Logemann and Mawby in 
[19] (see (N1)-(N8) in [19]) and later appeared in [21]. The majority of Section 5.2 
is also contained in [19] by Logemann and Mawby. The assumptions (D1)-(D4) 
were first introduced by Logemann and Mawby in [21]. All the results of Section 
5.1 are new. The concept of a critical numerical value is seen here for the first 
time. The results of Section 5.2, which show that specific operators are contained 
in JSC (A), and those dealing with critical numerical values, are new. Proposition 
5.2.9, part (1), is a property of the elastic-plastic hysteresis operator which could 
not be located in the literature, and Lemma 5.2.10, although contained in [4] (see 




Low-gain integral control of 
continuous-time regular linear 
systems subject to input 
hysteresis
6.1 Integral control in the presence o f input non- 
linearities in K C (A)
We consider the following nonlinear system of differential equations (see Figure 
2)
x  =  Ax  -I- B $ { u ) , rr(0) =  Xo G X  , (6.1a)
u = k[r — Clx — D $ ( u ) \ , u(0) =  6 R , (6.1b)
where k is a real parameter, (A, B , C,D)  G £  and $ 6 K C (A). We recall that for 
a G (0, oo], a continuous function
[ 0 , a ) 4 l x R ,  t  !->■ (x(t), u(t))
is called a solution of (6.1) if (#(•), it(-)) is absolutely continuous as a (X_i x R)- 
valued function, x(t) € dom(Ci,) for a.e. t G [0, a), (x(0),u(0)) =  (x0,u 0) and 
the differential equations in (6.1) are satisfied almost everywhere on [0,a), where 
the derivative in (6.1a) should be interpreted in the space X _i.t
t Being a Hilbert space, X - i  xR  is reflexive, and hence any absolutely continuous (X_i x R)- 
valued function is a.e. differentiable and can be recovered from its derivative by integration, see 
[2], Theorem 3.1, p. 10.
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The next result asserts that (6.1) has a unique solution on the whole of R+.
L em m a 6.1.1 Let A > 0. Assume that G NC(A), {A, B, C ,D)  G £  and r G R. 
For each (Xq, uq) G X  x  R, there exists a unique solution (x(-),u{-)) of (6.1) 
defined on R+.
P roo f: To recover (6.1) from (3.14), set h =  0, 60 — 1 and k =  k. Then the
result follows from Corollary 3.2.4. □
Let G(s) be the transfer function of (A, B , C,D).  If G  G H°°(Ca ) for some a  < 0 
(which is the case if T  is exponentially stable) and G(0) > 0, then it is easy to 
show that
l  +  f c R e ^ ^ > 0 ,  Vs € C o  , (6.2)
s
for all sufficiently small k > 0, see Lemma 3.10 in [28]. We define
K  := sup{& > 0 | (6.2) holds} . (6.3)
Henceforth, let Mf(R+) C M(R-i-) denote the space of all finite signed Borel
measures on R+. Recall that a signed measure p, on R+ is called finite if |^|(R+) <
oo. For a  G R, we define the exponentially weighted space M f^R f) as the set of
all n  G Mif(R+) with the property that the weighted measure E  f E e~at dp(t)
belongs to Mf(R+).
The main result of this chapter is the following theorem.
T h e o rem  6.1.2 Let A > 0. Assume that $  G Nc (^)> D) G £>, £ -1(G) €
Mf(M+), k G (0, K/X) and r G R is such that
:= r /G (0 ) G clos (NVS $ ) .  (6.4)
Then, we have that for all (xo, Uo) G X  x R, a unique solution (x (-), u {•)) of (6.1) 
exists on R+ and satisfies
(1)  l i m ^ o o  ( $ ( u ) ) ( £ )  =  $ r ,
(2) l i m ^ o o  | | x(t) +  A-'BQrW  = 0 ,
(3) lim^oolr -  y(t) +  (^ooXo)(t)] =  0 , where y(t) = CLx(t)  +  D ($(u ) ) ( t ) ,
(4) i f 4>r G int (NVS 4>), then u(-) is bounded,
(5) i f $ r € int (NVS $) and 4>r is not a critical numerical value o f $ ,  then the 
convergence in (1) and (2) is of order exp(-pt)  for some p > 0; moreover, 
z /£ -1 (G) G JVC"(R+) for some a  < 0, then the convergence in (3) is of 
order, exp(—pt) for some p G (0, —a ) ,
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(6) i f  4>r € int (NVS $) and 4>r is not a critical numerical value of then
there exists u00 G R such that lim^oo u(t) = uQQ .
R em a rk  6.1.3 (1) Since ('&00xo)(t) converges exponentially to 0 as t -» oo for 
all Xq G X \  =  dom(^4), it follows from (3) that the error e(t) =  r  — y(t) converges 
to 0 for all xo G dom(A). If C  is bounded, then this statement is true for all 
xq G X .  If C  is unbounded and Xo dom(yl), then e(t) does not necessarily 
converge to 0 as t -* oo. However, the proof of Theorem 6.1.2 will show that e(t) 
is small for large t in the sense that e(t) =  e\(t) +  e2(t), where the function e\ is
bounded with lim ^ooe\(t) = 0 and e2 G L^(R+,R) for some a  < 0.
(2) The assumption that £ _1(G) G Mf(R+) (or that £ -1(G) G (R+) for some 
a < 0) is not very restrictive and seems to be satisfied in all practical examples 
of exponentially stable regular systems. In particular, this assumption is satisfied 
if B  or C  is bounded (see Lemma 2.3 in [24]).
(3) In applying Theorem 6.1.2 it is important to know the constant K  or at least a 
lower bound for K.  In principle, K  can be obtained from frequency/step response 
experiments performed on the linear part of the plant, see [25] for details. O
P ro o f  o f T h eo rem  6.1.2: By Lemma 6.1.1, there exists a unique solution of 
(6.1) on R+. We denote this solution by (x(-),u(-)) and introduce new variables 
by defining
z(t) := x(t) +  A~1B (^ (u ))( t) , v(t) := ($(u))(t) — 4>r ; W >  0.
By regularity it follows that z( t) G dom (Cl) for a.e. t  G R+. For convenience we 
let du := <Fv(ti) (recall $ v from Definition 5.1.3). Then, by (5.4), ^(<1>(u))(t) =  
du(t)u(t) for a.e. £ G R+. Therefore an easy calculation yields that for a.e. t G R+
where
and
z( t ) =  Az(t)  +  A 1B w ( t ) , z(0) =  zo , (6.5a)
v(t) = w ( t ) , v(0) =  ? (6.5b)
w(t) — - kdu(t)(CLz(t) +  G(0)t>(£)), 
zo := xo +  A -1£(<I>(u))(0), Vq := ($(ii))(0) -  3>r •
The derivative on the left-hand side of (6.5a) has to be understood in X_i. Choose 
c G (k \ , K ). We consider the quadruple 2  =  (A, A~ lB, C, 1/c) of operators, 
which are the generating operators of an exponentially stable Pritchard-Salamon
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system* on the spaces X \  e—>■ X  (this implies that S  defines an exponentially 
stable regular system). The function
H(s) =  C ( s l  -  A)~lA~lB  +  l / c ,
is the transfer function of 3 . Then
H(.)  =  ± (G (« ) -G ( 0 ) )  +  l / c .
By the definition of K  there exists 6 > 0 such that
R e H (ia ;)> 5 , Vcj E R.
Consequently, by a result in van Keulen [15] (see Theorem 3.10 and Remark 3.14 
in [15]), there exists P E  L(X) ,  P  = P*, such that
(Axi, P x 2) +  (P xu A x 2) =
^ { [ ( A - ' B y p  + Q x u k A - ' B y P  + C^Xi), ' i x u x 2 & X 1. (6.6)
Setting
P  : = - P e  L ( X ) , M  := y / |[ C  -  ( A - 'B y P ]  € L ( X l t R ) ,
we obtain, using (6.6),
(Ax u P x2) +  (Px i , A x2) =  ~ ( M x i ) (M x2) , V x u x 2 E X \ , (6.7a)
(.A - ' B y P x  = C x - y / 2 f c M x ,  V i € X i .  (6.7b)
We show that P  > 0. Let z0 E X \  and define z(t) =  T tz0. Then using (6.7a), 
^{ z ( t ) ,P z { t ) )  = (A z ( t ) ,P z ( t )) +  (Pz(t) ,Az( t))  = - { M z ( t ))2 ,
for all t > 0. Since T  is exponentially stable we can integrate the above from 0 
to oo to obtain — (zq, P zo) =  — f^° (Mz(t ) )2 dt < 0. Therefore (zq, P zo) > 0 for 
all zq E X i .  Since X i  is dense in X  we can infer that P  > 0.
For an intermediate step in the stability analysis we need differentiability in X , 
and therefore we will use an approximation argument. To this end let T  > 0 be 
fixed, but arbitrary, and choose (zfi) C X \  such that
lim ||^o — Zo || =  0. (6.8)
n—► oo
*See [15] for the concept of a Pritchard-Salamon system.
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Consider the system
r)(t) =  Arj(t) +  A Bw (t ) , 77(0) =  Zq . (6,9)
The abstract initial-value problem (6.9) has a strong solution zn on [0, T] in the 
sense that zn(0) =  Zq and (6.9) is satisfied for a.e. t G [0,T] in X  (see Pazy [34], 
Theorem 2.9, p. 109). Using (6.8) we obtain
lim \ \ z - z n\\L2{[OT]X) = 0; lim \\z(t) -  zn(t)\\ =  0 , V * g [0 ,T ].
n->oo
By (6.7b), M  is an admissible output operator for T  with dom M  =  domC. 
Moreover, defining M l  by (3.4) with C  and C l  replaced by M  and M^, respec­
tively, it follows from (6.7b) that
M l = \ / c/2(Cl -  (A - rB Y P )  
with dom M l = dom Cl - Since for a.e. t G [0, T]
CLz(t) -  Czn(t) = CLT tz0 -  C T tzg , MLz(t) -  M z n(t) = MLT tz0 -  M T tz% , 
we have
lim ||CLz -  Czn||L2(r0)Ti K) =  0; lim \\MLz  -  M z n\\L^^T\,m =  0 • (6*10)
n—>00 1 J n—>00
Differentiating the function
r  Vu(t ) =  (zn(r), P zn(r)) +  G(0)?;(r)2 ,
we obtain for a.e. r  € [0, T],
Vn(r) = (Azn(r), P zn(r)) +  (Pzu(t ), Azn(r))
+2w(t)(A~1B)*Pzti(t)  -I- 2G(0)t;(t)?/;(t ) .
Since zn(r) G X i for all r  G [0,T], we may use (6.7) to obtain
Vn(r) =  - ( M z n(T))2 +  2w(r)(CLzn(T) -  yj2fcMzn(r)) +  2G(0)t;(t)u;(t).
For 0 < 5 <  t  < T, integration from s to t gives
Vn(t) -  Vn(s) =  [ - ( M z n)2 +  2w(CLzn -  y /2 fcM zn) +  2G(0)vw . (6.11)
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Then taking limits in (6.11) as n  -4 oo, invoking (6.10) and setting
V (r) =  ( z ( t ) ,  P z ( t ) )  +  G (0 ) v ( t ) 2 , (6.12)
we obtain
V(t) -  V (s ) = j f [  —(Mlz)2 +  2w(Clz — y/2 /cMLz) 4- 2G(0)mi;j . 
Completing the square gives
V ( t ) - V ( s )  = -  J \ m lZ -  kduy/2Tc(CLz  +  G(O)*;))2
J r (k2(fu2/c -  2kdu)(CLz  +  G(O)?;)2 , (6.13)
which holds for all s, t  G [0, T] with s < t. Since T  > 0 was arbitrary, it follows 
that (6.13) holds for all 0 < s < t. Therefore, using (6.13)
2 J  ( k d u -  ^ )  {CLz +  G(0)ti)2 <  V(0) <  oo Vf 6 R+ . (6.14)
Now recall that c >  kX and du(t) G [0, A] for a.e. t G R+, so that
kdu(t) — ^ ^u^  > kdu(t) (1  — — ^ > k \ d u{t)2 , a.e. t G R+ , (6.15)
c \  c J X
where 8 := 1 — kX/c > 0. Therefore, (6.14) gives
w G L2(R+, R ) . (6.16)
Using this in (6.5a) and appealing to the fact that A~lB  is a bounded (and hence 
admissible) control operator for T, we may use Lemma 3.1.4, part (2), to conclude 
that
lim |U(£)|| =  0 . (6*17)t-> oo
Since V  is non-increasing (follows from (6.13) and (6.15)) and non-negative, we 
have that V(t)  converges as t —> oo. Combining this with (6.17) and (6.12) 
implies that v2 converges. By continuity of 4>(w), it follows that there exists a 
number 4>oo G R such that
lim ($(u))(t) =  $oo •t->oo
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We show that 3>oo =  Setting
j/o(t) =  (*«,*<>)(*), Vi(t) = [£_1(G) * ($(«))](*). 
where ★ denotes convolution, we have
ii(t) = k[r — yo(t) — yi{t)] , a.e. t  G l .  (6.18)
Since limt_>00($(u))(^) =  $00 and £ _1(G) € JVtf(R+), it follows that
lim 2/1 (t) =  G(0)^oo , (6.19)t—►oo
see [12], Theorem 6.1, part (ii), p. 96. Define a function yi : R+ —> R by setting
SiW =  r  -  yi(t) = G (0)$r -  yi( t) .
Seeking a contradiction, suppose that $00 7^  <3>r . Then, either $ r > $00 or 
3>r < >^00. If $ r > $<*>, then by (6.19), there exists a number To > 0 such that
vi(t) > l c ( 0 ) ( $ r - $ « , ) >  0, Vt >  To . (6.20)
Integrating (6.18) yields
u(t) =  u(t ) +  k {^J y i ( s ) d s - J  y0(s)ds^J, t > T > r 0 . (6.21)
By exponential stability, yQ G Z£(R+, R) for some a  < 0, and thus y0 G /^(R+j R). 
Therefore, for given e  > 0, there exists t £ > To such that
r°° £
j  \y0( s ) \ d s < - .  (6.22)
Defining ue G C(M+, R) by
/  u(t) for 0 <  t < Te ,u£(t) =  <
\  u(t£) +  k f Te yi{s) ds for t > t£ ,
it follows from (6.20) that ue is ultimately non-decreasing, and moreover, by
(6 .21) and (6 .22)
\u(t) — u£(t)\ < e , V£G R + , 
showing that u is approximately ultimately non-decreasing. Since, by (6.20)-
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(6.22), u(t) —> oo as t  —» oo, we may invoke (C5) to conclude that
>  $<*> =  lim (*(«)) (t) =  sup NVS $ ,
t—>00
which is in contradiction to (6.4). If <I>r < $ 00, then a very similar argument shows 
that — u is approximately ultimately non-decreasing and limt_>00(—u)(t) =  00. 
Invoking (C5) gives
$ r < $oo =  lim ($(tx))(i) =  inf NVS $ ,
t-¥  OO
which again is in contradiction to (6.4). Therefore, we may conclude that $00 =  
4>r and thus lim*_►<*, ($(it))(£) =  <$r , which is statement (1). Statement (2) follows 
from statement (1) and Lemma 3.1.4, part (1). For statement (3), we have
y(t) = CLT tx0 +  (£ _1(G) * $(«))(*). (6.23)
By assumption £  (G) is a finite signed Borel measure and since lim1_>00('Il(u))(t)
=  (by statement (1)), it follows from [12] (Theorem 6.1, part (ii), p. 96) that
lim [fi_1(G) * $(«)](*) =  G(0)4>r =  r .
t—kOO
Combining this with (6.23) shows that statement (3) holds. To prove statement
(4), let $ r € int NVS $ . Then, boundedness of u follows immediately from 
statement (1) and (C6).
For statement (5), suppose that 4>r G int (NVS <$) is not a critical value of 4>. 
Since, by statement (4), u is bounded, there exists d > 0 and T  > 0 such that
kdu(t) € [d,k\\ a.e. t > T .  (6.24)
Choose a G (kX, K )  and let 8 G (0, d) be such that a +  8 < K.  Define
It is clear that (A, B , C, 0) are the generating operators of a regular linear system 
with transfer function Let Cl be the Lebesgue extension of C. Clearly,
Cl = (Cl , G(0)). Define A K := A  — kBC l . Then, G«(s) is the transfer function 
of the closed-loop system (AK, B,  C, 0). It follows from [44] (see Theorem 7.2 in 
[44]) that (Ak,B ,  C, 0) are the generating operators of a regular linear system,
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where A K has domain dom (A) x R, and hence A K generates a strongly continuous 
semigroup S.
Introduce z  =  [ Z I ; then, by (6.5), for a.e. t G R+.
\ v  J
z(t) =  Az(t) — kdu(t)BCLz{t) — A Kz(t) — (kdu(t) — K,)BCLz(t) . (6.25)
To establish that S is an exponentially stable semigroup, we consider, for (zQ, v0) G 
X  x R, the system
V f *l(°M = f  ^V (6.26)
vi(t) )  \  » i (*) J  ^ « i(0 )  J  \ v o  )
which is equivalent to the system
Zi(t) =  Azi(t)  +  A~lB w \( t ) , 2 i(0 )= z o , (6.27a)
vi(t) =  wi(t),  v i ( 0 ) = v 0 , (6.27b)
where
wi(t) = ~K>{CLZi(t) +  G(0)vi(t) ) . (6.28)
Taking the nonlinearity $  to be the identity and k =  k  in (6.5), gives the same 
system as represented in (6.27) and thus by (6.16), wi G Z/2(R+,R). An applica­
tion of Lemma 3.1.4, part (2), to (6.27a), gives z\ G L2(R_|., X )  and an application 
of Lemma 3.1.4, part (3) to (A, A-1jB,C) gives that ClZ\  G L2(R+,R). Finally, 
since wi,ClZ\  G Z^R +jR ) and G(0) ^  0, we may conclude from (6.28) that 
v\ G L2(R+,R) and so
G L \ R + ,X  x
v Vl
Therefore, since
a ( z° \  -  (
1 U  J  "  V * ( t )
by [8] (see Lemma 5.1.2 in [8]), S is exponentially stable.
We know from [28] that
G k € H °° (  C o ) .  (6.29)
Moreover, Lemma 3.10 in [28] yields




!■■=— ; V U ) - - = - ( M u - K) f ,  V f € F (  R ^ R ),  
and using (6.24), we obtain \kdu(t) — k\ < 7 , for a.e. t > T  and therefore,
l ( * ( / ) ) W I < 7 |/W I . V / g f M ,  a.e. t > T . (6.31)
Clearly, k > 7  > 0, and hence by (6.30)
7 ||G #6||oo< 1 .  (6.32)
Let e > 0 be sufficiently small such that the semigroups e£tT t and e£tS* are 
exponentially stable,
G K e H ° ° (  C_e), (6.33)
and
7  sup \Gk{s )\ < 1 . (6.34)
s£  C_e
For all sufficiently small e > 0, (6.33) follows via a routine argument from (6.29)
and the fact that G G H°°(C_e), whilst (6.34) is a consequence of (6.32) and
(6.33) combined with the fact that a holomorphic function which is bounded in 
an open vertical strip in the complex plane is uniformly continuous in any closed 
vertical substrip (see [7], p. 82).
From (6.25)
l{t) =  A Kz{t) +  &(*(CLz ) ) ( t ) . (6.35)
By (6.31), (6.24) and the fact that w G L^K +jR ), we have 4>(C l z ) G L2(R+,R). 
Define the bounded operator H  from L2(R+,R) to L2(R+,R) by setting
H ( f ) = S T 1(GK£ ( f ) ) ,  V /  G Z/2(R + ,R ).
By (6.33), H  restricts to a bounded operator from L ^ R + jR )  to L2e(R+,R). 
The L2e(R_i.,R)-induced operator norm of H  is given by
sup |G k(s) | = : / i . (6.36)
seC-e
Since (AK,B ,C ,  0) is regular,
CLz(t) = CLS tz(0) +  (H (* (C Lz)))(t) .
Taking the L ie-norm of P t((?£,£) (where t  G R+), using the causality of H  and
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estimating gives
at \  1/ 2 /  poo \  1/2\e£TCLz(r)\2d r )  < U  \e£TCLS tz(0)\2 d r )
+ h ( J  \e£T(V(CLz))(T)\2dT^ ,  V £>  0 .(6 .37)
Combining (6.31), (6.37) and using (3.6) applied to the exponentially stable reg­
ular system (A K +  e /, B, C, 0), we may conclude that there exists Ni > 0 such 
that
( ^ J  \e£TCLz(r)\2 dr'j < ^ 1 + 7 /1 ^  \e£TCLz(T)\2 dr'j , V £ > 0 .
By (6.34) and (6.36), 7/1 < 1, and therefore, C^z  £ L ^ R + jR ) . Thus
w € L 2_£(]R+,R). (6.38)
Define ze(t) =  exp(et)z(t) and we(t) =  exp(et)w(t). Then using (6.5a)
ze(t) = (A +  e l ) ze(t) +  A~lB w e{t) ,
for a.e. t £ R+ and therefore since e£tT t is exponentially stable, by Lemma 3.1.4,
part (2), z£ is bounded. Let p £ (0,e); we show that exp(pt)v(t) is bounded. By
(6.38), an application of Lemma 3.1.5 to (A, A- 1B, C, 0) gives, C^z  £ L?.e(R+ , R), 
and therefore since Clz +  G(O)?; =  C^z  £ L ^ R + j  R),
v £ lj2_e(R4. , R ) . (6.39)
Define vp(t) = eptv(t) and wp(t) =  eptw(t), then using (6.5b), for a.e. t £ R+
vP{t) = Pvp{t) +  wp(t) ,
and therefore by (6.38) and (6.39), vp £ Z^_e(R+,R) C L^R +jR ) and thus 
vp is bounded. By the boundedness of vp, the convergence in statement (1) is 
of order exp (—pt). Define x p(t) = ept(x(t) +  A~lB $ r), then for a.e. t £ R+, 
x p(t) =  (A +  p l )xp(t) +  Bvp(t). Therefore, by Lemma 3.1.4, part (3), since vp is 
a bounded input and e^ T t is an exponentially stable semigroup, xp is bounded. 
Thus the convergence in statement (2) is of order exp (pt).
Suppose /i := £ _1(G) € JVtf(R+) for some a  < 0 and let p £ (0, —a) be such 
that the convergence in statements (1) and (2) is of order exp (—pt). We show 
that the convergence in statement (3) is also of order exp {—pt). Recall that U
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denotes the unit-step function. We have for all t G R+
|r - jK t)  +  (®oo*o)(f)| <  \ { » * ( $ ( u ) - $ rU))(t)\ + \$r[(»*U )( t ) -G (0)] \ .  (6.40) 
We see that
ept[fj,* (#(«) -  <f>rU)](t) = f  \ ($ (u ) ) { t  -  s) -  $ r)ep(t~“)epsdfi(s),
Jo
and since t i->> ept|(4>(w))(t) — $ r | is a bounded function and E  i-> f E eptdp(t) 
belongs to Mf(R+), we may conclude that the function t  ept[ii'k{^{u) —<f>rU)](t) 
is bounded on R+.
Since p, G 3Vt“ (R+), the total variation \p\ of p  also belongs to 3VCf (R+). Hence
\ept$ r[ (p*U )( t ) -G {0)] \  =  Iept$ r (  [  d p ( s ) -  [  dp(s)




showing that the function 1 1->- ept[(p* U)(t) — G (0)] is bounded on R+. Conse­
quently, appealing to (6.40), we deduce that the function
E , * ept|r -  y(t) +  (^o^oX*)!
is bounded.
Finally for statement (6), we recall that limt_>00($(u))(t) =  <Fr (by statement 
(1)) and that $(u) — $ r G L?_e(R + ,R ) (by (6.39)). Applying Lemma 3.1.5, we 
may conclude that y — G(0)4>r =  y — r  G L?_e(R_|_,R). Thus u G L ^ R + j R )  C 
L^R +jR ) and so u converges to a finite limit. □
R em ark  6.1.4 We see from the proof of Theorem 6.1.2 that (C6) is only needed 
for statement (4) and that nowhere do we require the operator 4> to be rate inde­
pendent. All we need is that $  is causal and satisfies the property expressed in 
statement (1) of Theorem 4.1.2 (this property is a consequence of rate indepen­
dence). O
One of the conditions imposed in Theorem 6.1.2 is that r/G (0 ) G clos(NVS4>). 
The following proposition shows that this condition is close to being necessary for 
tracking insofar as, if tracking of r is achievable whilst maintaining boundedness 
of $(u), then r /G ( 0) G clos(NVS$).
P ro p o sitio n  6.1.5 Let A > 0 and r G R. Suppose that ( A ,B ,C ,D )  G £  and 
G Nc (A). I f  there exist an initial condition xq G X  and a continuous function
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u : R+ —► R such that $(u) is bounded and
lim \CLx{t) +  £>($(u))(t)] =  r ,t-¥ OO
where x(t) =  T ^ o  +  / 0* T t_TB ($ (it))(r )  dr, then r/G (0 ) G clos (NVS$).
Proposition 6.1.5 can be proved in a similar way to Proposition 3.4 in [10].
6.2 Example: controlled diffusion process with  
output delay
boundary conditions), on the one-dimensional spatial domain [0,1], with scalar 
nonlinear pointwise control action (applied at point x\  € (0,1), via an operator 
$  : C^M+j E) —> C'(R+ ,R), as defined below) and delayed (delay T  > 0) pointwise 
scalar observation (output at point X2 G (xi, 1)).
We formally write this single-input, single-output system as
These equations model the problem of heating a rod of unit length whose ends 
are kept at zero temperature and which is initially zero temperature across its 
length. We want to raise the temperature at a point X2 along its length, to value 
r, by applying heat at a point X\ along its length. The function z(t,-) is the 
temperature profile along the length of the rod at time t  G M+.
With input ($(iz))(*) and output ?/(•), this example qualifies as a regular linear 
system with transfer function given by
Consider a diffusion process (with diffusion coefficient k > 0 and with Dirichlet
zt (t,x)  =  Kzxx(t,x)  +  S(x -  x i ) ($(u))( t ) , 
y(t) = z(t  — T , x2) ,
with boundary conditions
z ( t , 0) =  0 =  z( t , 1), V t > 0.
For simplicity, we assume zero initial conditions
z( t , x) =  0 , V (t, x) G [—T, 0] x [0,1].
y / s / K  sinh %/ s / k
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It is not difficult to show that /C~1(G) G for any a  > —ktt2 (see Appendix
6 for details). A detailed analysis (see [25]) shows that K,  defined by (6.3), 
satisfies
* =  1 &
|G '(0)| £ i( l  -  £2)(6T7c +  1 -  x\  -  (1 -  x 2)2) '
Therefore, by Theorem 6.1.2, if <J> G NC(A) for some A > 0 and k G (0, K/X),  
the integral control, u(t) = k[r — y{t)], with u(0) =  u0, guarantees asymptotic 
tracking of all feasible constant reference signals r. For purposes of illustration, 
we adopt the following values
1 2 
« =  0.1, xi  =  - ,  x 2 =  - ,  T  =  l ,
and so K  = 243/620 «  0.3919.
We consider relay, Prandtl and backlash hysteresis operators:
(a) Let =  #£ be a relay hysteresis operator as defined in (4.12), where f  =  0, 
ai =  —1, a2 =  1, Pi(u) — V u T T J  and p2(u) =  \/0T  +  y/2A — >/l.l — u. Then
G Nc (A) where A =  1.6, NVS4> =  im pi U im p2 =  R and K /X  «  0.245. We 
take r =  1.42 and u0 =  0. Then
t ’ =  G i0) =  S ( f ^  =  1 2 7 8 6 1 “ <N V S I>-
In each of the following three cases of admissible controller gains
(i) k =  0.244 (solid), (ii) k =  0.17 (dashdot), (iii) k =  0.1 (dotted),
Figure 16 depicts the output behaviour of the system under integral control, Fig­
ure 17 depicts the corresponding control input and Figure 18 shows the input of 
the relay hysteresis operator. Figure 19 illustrates the evolution of the temper­
ature profile z ( t , •) in case (i). Since 4>r is not a critical value of statements
(5) and (6) of Theorem 6.1.2 hold and therefore the convergence seen in Figures 
16, 17 and 19 is of exponential order and u converges in Figure 18. In particular 
for (i), lim ^oou(t) =  pj^1^ )  and for (ii) and (iii), lim ^oou(t) = p ^ ^ r ) -
(b) Let $  =  3^ be a Prandtl operator, as defined in (4.27), where p =  (l/10)x[2,5] 
and C =  0- Then G NC(A) where A =  1, NVS4> =  [—10.5,10.5] and K /X  =  
K  «  0.3919. We take r — 1 and uq =  2. Then
* '  =  5 7 o j =  S I T ^ j  =  0.9 s  int (NVS -
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In each of the following three cases of admissible controller gains
(i) k =  0.39 (solid), (ii) k =  0.25 (dashdot), (iii) A: =  0.1 (dotted),
Figure 20 depicts the output behaviour of the system under integral control, 
Figure 21 depicts the corresponding control input and Figure 22 shows the input 
of the Prandtl operator. We know from Proposition 5.2.19 that <Fr is not a 
critical numerical value of and therefore u, the input to the hysteresis operator, 
converges, and y and <F(it) (as well as the state) converge with exponential order. 
We see from Figure 22 that in each of the three cases, u converges to a different 
value because of the formation of “different” hysteresis loops.
(c) Let 4> =  23o.5, o be a standard backlash hysteresis operator as defined in Section
4.3. Then <F €  Nc (A) where A =  1, NVS<F =  R and K / X  = K  «  0.3919. We 
take r =  1 and uo =  0. Then
$ r =  -J—  = — ?—— - =  0.9 € int (N V S $).
G (0) x i ( l ~ x 2)
In each of the following three cases of admissible controller gain
(i) k = 0.39 (solid), (ii) k =  0.25 (dashdot), (iii) A: =  0.1 (dotted),
Figure 23 depicts the output behaviour of the system under integral control, 
Figure 24 depicts the corresponding control input and Figure 25 shows the input 
of the backlash operator. We remark that the convergence of u(t) as t -> oo is 
not guaranteed by Theorem 6.1.2 and in fact it seems that u does not converge 
in two of the cases.
Figures 16-25 were generated using SIMULINK Simulation Software within MAT- 
LAB wherein a truncated eigenfunction expansion, of order 20, was adopted to 
model the diffusion process.
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Figure 18: Input of relay operator
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Figure 22: Input of Prandtl operator
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Figure 25: Input of backlash operator
6.3 Exam ple: controlled dam ped wave equation  
w ith  output delay
Consider a damped wave equation (with Dirichlet boundary conditions), on the 
one-dimensional spatial domain [0,1], with scalar nonlinear pointwise control ac­
tion (applied at point X\ € (0,1), via an operator $  : C(R|-,R) —> C(1R+,R), as 
defined below) and delayed (delay T > 0) scalar observation generated by a spa- 
cial averaging of the delayed state over an ^-neighbourhood of a point x 2 6 (0, x i ) ,  
where e G (0, m in ^ j^ i  — #2 ))-
We formally write this single-input, single-output system as
Z t t ( t , x )  =  K z x x ( t , x )  -  b z t ( t , x ) +  6 ( x  -  x i ) ( $ ( u ) ) ( t ) ,
Y r x 2 +e
I /(*) = T  z ( t - T , x )
^  Jx2—e
with boundary conditions
z ( t ,  0) =  0 =  z ( t ,  1 ) ,  V t  >  0 .
We take zero initial conditions:
z( t , x )  =  0 =  zt(t, x ) , V ( t ,  x )  e  [—T, 0] x [0,1].
With input and output ?/(•), this example qualifies as a regular linear
system with bounded observation operator. To find the transfer function we take 
Laplace transforms of the partial differential equation (with input v = ^(w)). 
Writing /  for the Laplace transform of / ,  this yields a boundary value problem
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for z(s, x), where we regard s as a parameter:
s2z(s , x) =  k z x x ( s , x ) — bsz(s, x) +  S(x — xi)v(s ) , 
z(s, 0) =  0 =  z(s, 1).
This can be rewritten as a first-order system
I  ( g ) (s’*} = ( „ “,) J ) ( i  ) { s ' x )  ~  ( i )
where v(s) = For s / 0  the above first-order system has solution 
/ cosh(yV(s):r) ~^ 1-— sinh(^/^(g)a:)
I (s, x'j
% )  ^ y/v(s) sinh(y/v(s)x) cosh(y/i/(s)x) J \
i rx (  _ L =  sinh (x/i^fs) (x — 7 )) \
—  / I x/^ )   I 8(7 — xi)v(s)
“ Jo y cosh(^/i/(s)(rc — 7 )) J
In addition we have
0 =  z(s,  0) =  i _  sinh(-v/Ks))^(s, 0) ------- - J =  sinh(v/K s)(l -  *i))t>(s)




_  sinh(xy/i^(s)) sinh((l — a?i) y^ix(g)) 
Ky/v(s)  sinh(-y/i/(s))
for all x G (0, Xi). Thus,
*X2+erx2
/  z(s,  x) dx 
J X2~e
=  f e a m h ( ( l _ - * 1 ) ' / ^ ) 6 ( « )  r + £ s i n h ( l V ^ ) ) d l  
Kyjv{s) sinh(v^Z/(s)) J x 2- e  
_  [cosh ((#2 - g ) y ^ ( s ) )  -  cosh((a;2 +  g)y/y(g))]sinh((l -  X i)y/i^(i))f)(g)
«z/(s) s inh (y^(s))
Hence, applying Fubini’s theorem,
_  e~aT[cosh((0:2 -  g )y fy(s)) -  cosh((x2 -I- e) \/^ (i))]  sinh((l -  x x)y/v(s))
2£Ku(s) smh.(y/v(s))
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Since we have a bounded observation operator, £  1(G) G JYtf(K+) (see Lemma 
2.3 in [24]).
From [25] we know that K  > l/||E ||oo where
E W : = - ( G W - G ( 0 ) ) .
For purposes of illustration, we adopt the following values
/c =  l, b =  0.1, *i =  | ,  = T =  1, e =  0.01,
and so K  > l/UEU*, «  0 .6 5 7 .
Therefore if G Nc (A), for some A > 0 , by Theorem 6 .1 .2 ,  for each k G (0 ,  K/X),  
the integral control u(t) = k[r — y(t)], with w(0) =  5, guarantees asymptotic 
tracking of all feasible constant reference signals r.
Let $  =  $ 0.5,0 he a standard backlash hysteresis operator as defined in Section
4.3. Then $  G 6(1) and NVS$  =  R. For reference value r =  1
$r =
rn
=  0.9 G int (NVS <F).
G(0) X\(l — x 2)
In each of the following three cases of admissible controller gain
(i) k = 0.65 (solid), (ii) k =  0.5 (dotdash), (iii) k = 0.35 (dotted),
Figure 26 depicts the output behaviour of the system under integral control, 
Figure 27 depicts the corresponding control input and Figure 28 shows the input 
of the backlash operator. We remark that although Theorem 6.1.2 does not 
guarantee the convergence of u, it appears that in this example u does converge.
Figures 26-28 were generated using SIMULINK Simulation Software within MAT- 
LAB wherein a truncated eigenfunction expansion, of order 20, was adopted to 
model the diffusion process.
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Figure 28: Input of backlash operator
6.4 N otes and references
As previously remarked, Theorem 6.1.2 is an extension of the main result in [26]. 
However, the method used here to prove statements (l)-(4) of Theorem 6.1.2 is 
different from that used in [26]. In [26], complex stability radius results were 
used to show that the generating operators of the regular system satisfy a certain 
Riccati equation. Here we made use of the positive-real Riccati equation theory 
for Pritchard-Salamon systems developed by van Keulen [15]. This new method 
(suggested by H. Logemann) seems to be more natural than the approach in [26]. 
Additionally, we remark that the results contained in statements (5) and (6) of 
Theorem 6.1.2 are not an extension of any results contained in [26] and are in fact 
new even for static nonlinearities. Theorem 6.1.2 is also new in the case when 
(A, B , C, D) is a finite-dimensional system. The results contained in statements
(l)-(4) of Theorem 6.1.2 first appeared in [19] by Logemann and Mawby.
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Chapter 7
Low-gain control of discrete-time 
linear systems subject to input 
hysteresis
7.1 D iscrete-tim e integral control in the pres­
ence of input nonlinearities in !N</ (A)
Consider a single-input, single-output, discrete-time system
x(n  +  1) =  Ax(n) + B u ( n ) , x(0) = Xo € X , (7.1a)
y(ri) =  Cx(n)  +  Du(n ) , (7.1b)
evolving on a real Hilbert space X  (with norm || • ||). Here A  G L ( X ), B  G
L(R, X ), C  G L(X,  R) and £> G R. A system of the form (7.1) is called power-
stable if A  is power-stable, i.e. there exist M  > 0 and 9 G (0,1) such that
||An|| < M 9 n , V nG  Z+,
where || • || denotes the operator norm on I/(X) induced by the norm || • || on X .  
The transfer function G of (7.1) is given by
G(z) =  C ( z l  -  A)~lB  +  D .
For future reference we state the following simple lemma. It is the discrete-time 
analogy of Lemma 3.1.4.
L em m a 7.1.1 Assume that A  is power-stable. Then the following statements 
hold.
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(1) I f  u E Z°°(Z+,R) is such that limn_>00w(n) =  u00 exists, then, for all Xq E X ,  
the state x (•) given by (7.1a) satisfies
lim x(n) = (I — A)~1B u 00 .
n—too
(2) I f  u G Z2(Z+, R), then, for all xq G X ,  the state x(-) given by (7.1a) satisfies
lim x(n) =  0 , x  G Z2(Z+, R ) .
n—►oo
Suppose that system (7.1) is subject to a causal input nonlinearity $  : F (Z+, R) —> 
F(Z+,R ), yielding the nonlinear system
x(n  +  1) =  Ax(n)  +  B($(u)) (n ) , x(0) = x 0 E X , (7.2a)
2/(n) =  Cx(n) + D (^(w ))(n). (7.2b)
Denoting the reference value by r, the control law
u(n +  1) =  u(n) +  k(r — y{n) ) ,
where A; is a real parameter, then leads to the following nonlinear system of 
difference equations
z(n  +  l) =  Ax(n)  +  B($(u))(ri) , x(0) = Xo E X , (7.3a)
u (n +  1) =  u(n) +  A:(r — Cx(n) — D($(u))(n ) ) , w(0) =  u0 E R . (7.3b)
If G G i7°°(EQ) for some a E (0,1) (which is the case if (7.1) is power-stable) 
and G (l) > 0, then it can be shown that
1 +  A ; R e > o , V z e E i ,  (7.4)
z — 1
for all sufficiently small k > 0, see Lemma 2.9 in [27]. We define
K  := sup{A: > 0 | (7.4) holds} . (7.5)
Before we formulate the main result of the section, we derive a lower bound for 
K.  To this end it will be convenient to introduce the following auxiliary transfer 
function
C M - G M
z — 1
The above definition makes sense for all z ^  1 for which G(z) is defined. If G(z) 
is holomorphic at 1, then we set E (l)  =  G '(l) .
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L em m a 7.1.2 Assume that G  G H°°(Ea ) for some a  E (0,1) and that G (l) > 0 
and let k > 0. Then the following statements are equivalent
(1) 1 +  k Re > 0, for all z E E i,
(2) 1 +  k Re ~hr~i > f°r all 0 € (0, 2tt),
(3) 1 + k (ReE(eifl) -  G (l)/2 )  > 0, for all 6 E [0, 2tt),
(4) l  + h (ReE(z) — G (l)/2 ) > 0, for all z E Ei.
P roo f: Trivially, (1) implies (2), and since G (l) is real and
1 4- eie
R e r r ^  =  ° ’ V^ ( ° ’27r) ’
(2) implies (3). In order to show that (4) follows from (3), assume that (3) holds. 
Define f ( z )  =  exp(—(l + kEi(z) — kG(l) /2))  for all z E Ea . Now /  is holomorphic 
on Ei since G is holomorphic on Ei and /  is bounded and continuous on clos Ei 
since G  E H°°(EQ). Therefore by the maximum modulus theorem
ll/lloo =  sup |/(z ) | =  sup \ f(e ,e) \ ,
ze Ei 6e[0,2tt)
which implies that (using (3))
-  inf (1 +  k Re E(«) -  kG{l) /2 )  = -  ^ in f (1 +  k Re E(eie) -  kG { l) /2 )  < 0.
Thus (4) holds. Finally, since G (l) > 0, we have that G (l)R e > 0 for all 
z E  Ei, and therefore (1) is implied by (4). □
The following corollary provides a lower bound and an upper bound for K  in 
terms of the transfer function E.
C o ro lla ry  7.1.3 Assume that G E H°°(Ea) for some a  E (0,1)
0. Then
 I < K  < {  |R*E(i)l+G(i)/2
||E||oo +  G (l)/2  oo ifR e E ( l)
P roof: For k > 0 we have that
1 + k R e E (z )  -  jfcG(l)/2 > 1 -  IfefllEHoo +  G ( l ) /2 ) , G Ei .





Combining this with Lemma 7.1.2, we see that
A -  ||E|U + G (l)/2  ’
which is the first inequality in (7.6). Moreover, using Lemma 7.1.2 again, it follows 
from the definition of K  that 1 +  77(ReE(l) — G (l)/2 ) > 0. If R eE (l) < 0, we 
may conclude that
1
-  |R eE (l) | +  G (l) /2  ’ 
yielding the second inequality in (7.6). □
We now state the main result of this section.
T h eo rem  7.1.4 Let A > 0. Assume that $  G (A), A is power-stable, G (l) >
0, k G (0,77/A) and r 6 K is such that $ r := r /G ( l )  G clos (NVS <$). Then for 
all (xq, uq) G X  x R the solution (x,u) of (7.3) satisfies
(1) lim„_>00(^(u))(n) =  ,
(2) linin^oo x(n) = (I -  A)~lB $ r ,
(3) limn-^oo y(n) = r , where y(n) = Cx(n)  +  D ($ (u ) ) (n ) ,
(4) i f $ r £ int (clos (NVS <£)), then u is bounded,
(5) i f $ r £ int (clos (NVS $)) and <I>r is not a critical numerical value of <f>,
then the convergence in (1) and (2) (and hence in (3)) is of order p~n for 
some p > 1 (in the sense that the functions pn((<&(u))(ri) — $ r), pn(x(n) —
(I — A)~lB $ r) and pn(y{n) — r) are bounded),
(6) if $ r € int (clos (NVS $)) and 4>r is not a critical numerical value of $,
then there exists Uoo G R such that limn_Kx> u(n) =  u00 .
P roof: Denote the solution of (7.3) by (x, u) and introduce new variables by 
defining
z(n) := x(n) — (I — j4)_17?($(u))(n), v(n) := ($(u))(n) — <$r ; Vn G Z+ .
For convenience we define du = 6$(u)  (recall £<£ from Definition 5.3.6). Then
(<3>(w))(n +  1) — (<P(u))(n) =  du(n)(u(n +  1) — u{n)) for all n G Z+. Using the 
identity ^4(7 — ^4)_1 =  (7 — A)~1 — 7, a straightforward calculation yields
z(n  +  1) =  Az(n)  — (7 — A)~l B w ( n ) , z(0) =  zo (7.7a)
v(n +  1) =  v(n ) +  w ( n ) , v(0) =  Vq , (7.7b)
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where
w(n) =  —kdu(n)(Cz(n)  +  G (l)u (n )) ,
and
*0 := So -  ( /  -  A )-1B ($ (« ))(0), v0 := ($(u))(0) -  $ r .
Choose c G (kX, K)  and define
H(z) =  - C ( z l  -  A)~l {I -  A)~1B  +  J ,  
where J  := 1/c — G (l)/2 . Then
H (z) =  - ^ - ( G ( z ) - G ( l ) )  +  .7.
Z ~  1
Since c < K ,  there exists e > 0 such that
1 G(-z) . .
-  +  R e    > e , V \z > 1,
c z  — 1
and hence, using the identity
Re( i ^ i )  = 4 ’ v*e (°>2*)>
we may conclude that
R eH (ei0) >  e , V0 G [0, 2tt) .
An application of the discrete-time positive real lemma (see Appendix 7) shows 
that there exist P  G L(X) ,  P  =  P* > 0, L  G L(R, X )  and W  G R such that
A*PA — P  = - L L * , (7.8a)
A*P(I  -  A)~lB  =  L W - C *, (7.8b)
W 2 =  2 J  -  B*(J -  A*)~lP ( I  -  A)~lB . (7.8c)
For n G Z+, define
V(n) =  (s(n), Pz(n))  +  G (l)v (n )2 .
Using (7.7) and (7.8), we obtain for all n  G Z+
V(n 4-1) -  V(n)
=  (z(n +  1), Pz(n  +  1)) -  (z(n), Pz(n))  +  G (l)(v (n  +  l ) 2 -  ^(n)2)
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=  ~(L*z(n))2 — 2 L*z(n)Ww(n)  +  2 Cz(n)w(n)
+w(n)(2J — W 2)w(n) +  G (l)(w (n)2 +  2 w(n)v(n))
= —(L*z(n))2 — (Ww(n))2 — 2 L*z(n)Ww(n)
2
+2 Cz(n)w(n)  +  -w(ri)2 +  2G(1 )w(n)v(n)  
c
= —(L*z(ri) +  Ww{n))2 +  2 Cz(n)w(ri)
+ - w ( n ) 2 — 2G(l)kdu(n)(G(l)v(n)2 +  Cz(n)v(n))  
c
=  —(L*z(n) +  W W n))2 +  -u /(n )2 — 2kdu(n)(G(l)v(n)  +  Cz(n))2
c
— —(L*z(ri) 4- Ww(n))2 — 2 ^ kdu(n) — ^ ^u^  ^ (G(l)v(n)  +  Cz(n))2 . 
Summing then gives
2 ( k d u(n) — ^ \  (G (l)v{n) + Cz{n))2 < V(0) <  oo. (7.9)
n=0 '  ^ /
Now, since c >  kX and du(n) € [0, A] we have
— } > k j d u(n)2 , V n e  Z + ,
where 5 := 1 — k X /c >  0. Therefore (7.9) implies that
du{Cz +  G(l)v)  G l2{Z+, R ), (7.10)
and hence
w e l 2( z +, R ). (7.11)
Appealing to the fact that A  is power-stable, we may conclude from (7.7a) and 
(7.11), by Lemma 7.1, part (2), that
z e l 2{Z+, X ) .  (7.12)
Consequently, Cz  6 Z2(Z+,R) and hence, by (7.10) and the boundedness of du,
duv e l 2( Z+,R). (7.13)
From (7.12) and (7.13) we obtain that
(Cz)duv G l 1( Z+,R).  (7.14)
k2du(n)2 . .kdu( n ) ----------------=  kdu(n) kdu{
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Using (7.9), (7.12)-(7.14) and the boundedness of d it follows that
duv2 e l \ Z +, R). (7.15)
It follows from (7.7b) that, for all m  G Z+,
m m
v(m  +  l ) 2 =  v(0)2 +  ^  w(n)2 +  2 ^  v(n)w(ri). (7.16)
71=0 71=0
Combining (7.16) with (7.11), (7.14) and (7.15) and recalling that w =  —kdu(Cz+  
G (l)u ), we see that there exists a number Vqo G M+ such that
lim v(n)2 =  Voo . (7.17)
71—► OO
In order to prove statement (1) it is sufficient to show that =  0. Seeking a 
contradiction, assume that > 0. By (7.10), lim ^oo w(n) =  0, and thus we 
may conclude from (7.7b) that
lim (v(n 4-1) — v(n)) =  0. (7.18)
n—¥oo
Since Vqq > 0, equations (7.17) and (7.18) yield that v(n) does not change sign 
for sufficiently large n and so
lim v(n) =  y / v ^  or lim v(n) = —y /v ^ .
71—> 0 0  71—> 0 0
Assuming that lim ^oo v(n) =  —y /v ^  (the case lim ^oo v(n) =  y / v ^  can be dealt 
with in an entirely analogous fashion) we obtain that
$oo := lim ($(u))(n) < , (7.19)
71—> 0 0
and thus by Lemma 7.1.2, part (1),
lim x(n) = ( I -  V4)"1# # ,* . (7.20)
71—* 0 0
It then follows from (7.3b), (7.19) and (7.20) that
lim (u(n + 1 ) -  u(n)) = k{r -  C{I  -  4 ) _1B $ (X> -  £>$<*,) =  ytG (l)($r -  $ „ )  > 0.
71—>00
Therefore, limn_+oo u(n) = oo and u is ultimately non-decreasing, so by (D3) and 
the assumption that $ r G clos (NVS $), we obtain
$oo =  lim ($(u))(n) =  sup(NVS4>) >  <£r ,
n—¥oo
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contradicting (7.19). Therefore, limn_).00?;(n) =  0 and consequently
lim ($(u))(n) =  <Fr ,
which is statement (1).
Statement (2) follows from statement (1) and Lemma 7.1.2, part (1). Statement
(3) is an easy consequence of statements (1) and (2). Finally, to prove statement
(4), let 4>r G int (clos (NVS $)). Then, boundedness of u follows immediately 
from statement (1) and (D4).
For statement (5), suppose that <Fr G int (clos (NVS4>)) is not a critical value of 
$ . Therefore, since by statement (4) u is bounded, there exists d > 0 and N  > 0 
such that
z(n  +  1) =  Az(n) — kdu(n)BCz(n)  =  A Kz(ri) — (kdu(n) — k) B C z (ti) . (7.22)
kdu(n) G [d, &A], W n>  N .
Choose a G (&A, K ) and let S G (0, d) be such that a +  6 < K .  Define
(7.21)
Since is the transfer function of the system (A ,B ,C ,  0), G K is the transfer 
function of the feedback system (A K, B , C , 0).
Introduce z = ; then for all n  G Z+
To establish the power-stability of A K, we consider, for (zq,vo) G X  x R, the 
system
(7.23)
which is equivalent to the system
zi(n  +  1) =  Azi(n) -  (I -  A) 1B w i(n ) , zi(0) =  z0 ,




W i ( n )  =  — K,(Czi(n) +  G (l)u i(n )) . (7.25)
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Taking the nonlinearity 4> to be the identity and k =  k  in (7.7), gives the same 
system as represented in (7.24) and thus by (7.10), w\ G /2(Z+, R). An application 
of Lemma 7.1.2, part (2), to (7.24a) gives z\ G Z2(Z+,X ) and therefore Cz\  G 
Z2(Z+,R). Finally, since wi,Cz i  G /2(Z+,R) and using the fact that G (l) ^  0, 
we may conclude from (7.25) that V\ G /2(Z+,R) and therefore
Z1 1 — /2
Since
e l J( Z + , X x R )
Vi
■ci * ) - ( 7 i  i.vo J V vn n)
we have, by a result in [45] (see Proposition 1.2 in [45]), that A K is power-stable. 
Since A K is power-stable
G k G H°°(Ei) . (7.26)
Moreover, Lemma 2.9 in [27] yields
| | G « | | o o  : =  s u p  | G « ( ^ ) |  =  - .  ( 7 . 2 7 )
zeEl K
Setting
7 : = ^ ;  * ( / ) : = - ( f a t - « ) / ,  V / 6 F (Z +,E ) ,
and using (7.21), we obtain \kdu(n) — k\ < 7 , for all n > N  and therefore,
I W ) ) ( n ) | < 7 l / (n ) | ,  V / G F ( Z + , R ) ,  Vn >  AT. (7.28)
Clearly, k > 7  > 0, and hence by (7.27)
7||G«||oo< 1 .  (7.29)
Let p > 1 be sufficiently small such that pA and pAK are power-stable,
G K e H ° ° (  E 1 / p ) ,  ( 7 . 3 0 )
and
7  sup |G«(^)| <  1. (7.31)
z^v/p
For all sufficiently small p > 1, (7.30) follows via a routine argument from (7.26)
and the fact that G G H°°(Ei/p), whilst (7.31) is a consequence of (7.29) and
(7.30) combined with the fact that a holomorphic function which is bounded on 
a compact set is uniformly continuous on that set.
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Prom (7.22)
z(n  +  1) =  Az(n)  +  B ( ^ ( C z ) ) ( n ) . (7.32)
Define the bounded operator H  from Z2(Z+,R) to Z2(Z+,R) by setting
H ( f ) = S - 1(GKd ( f ) ) ,  V / e / 2(Z+,R).
By (7.30), H  restricts to a bounded operator from Z2^ (Z +, R) to l\jp{Z+, R). The 
Z2/p(Z+, R)-induced operator norm of H  is given by
sup \GK( z ) \ = : h .  (7.33)
Noting that
Cz{n) = C A i m  +  (ff(* (C 2 )))(» ) , 
taking the l^ -n o rm  of P *(Cz), using the causality of H  and estimating gives
\ > / 2  /  oo \  1/2
Y , \ p kc m i2 <  ^ i p ^ i ( o ) N
,k =0 )  \ k = 0 /
+ h ^ i / o fc( * ( c ,c ; v ’ ;:2V  v « e z + . (7.34)
Combining (7.28), (7.34) and using the power-stability of pAK, we may conclude 
that there exists M  > 0 such that
\  V2 /  n \  1/2
J 2 \ p kCz(k)\2 ) < M  + 1 h [ Y , \ p kC z ( k ) ? )  - Vn € Z + .
0 /  \ k —0 )
By (7.31) and (7.33), 7 /i < 1, and therefore, Cz  € Z2^ ( Z +,R). Thus
» e i ; /(,(Z+,R ). (7.35)
Define zp(n) =  pnz(n) and wp(n) = pnw(n). Then, using (7.7a),
zp(n + 1 ) =  {pA)zp{n) -  (I  -  A)~lB(pwp{n)),
and therefore since pwp is a bounded input and pA is power-stable, zp is bounded. 
Since wp and zp are bounded, by (7.21), we have that vp(n) := pnv(ri) is bounded 
and so the convergence in statement (1) is of order p~n. Now define xp(n) = 
pn(x(n) — (I — A)~l B $ r), then x p(n +  1) =  (pA)xp(n) +  B(pvp(n)). Therefore, 
since pvp is a bounded input and pA is power-stable, x p is bounded. Thus the
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convergence in statement (2) is of order p n.
Finally, for statement (6), since y — r G l\jp{Z+,E), u{' +  1) — u(-) G /1(Z+,E) 
and so u converges to a finite number. □
We see from the proof of Theorem 7.1.4 that (D4) is only needed for statement (4). 
One of the conditions imposed in Theorem 7.1.4 is that r /G ( l )  G clos (NVS <E>). 
The following proposition shows that this condition is close to being necessary for 
tracking insofar as, if tracking of r is achievable whilst maintaining boundedness 
of $(ii), then r /G ( l )  G clos (NVS $).
P ro p o s itio n  7.1.5 Let A > 0 and r G l  Suppose that G (A), A is power- 
stable and G (l)  > 0. I f  there exist an initial condition xq G X  and a function 
u G F(Z + ,E ) such that 4>(u) is bounded and
lim [Cx(n) +  D($(u))(n)] =  r ,n—> oo
where x  G F (Z+ ,X)  is given by (7.2a), then r /G ( l )  G clos (NVS 4>).
P roof: Since <F(u) is bounded and A  is power-stable, x  is bounded. Let n G Z+ 
and define y : Z+ —> E  by (7.2b), then
y(n) = C(x(n) -  (I -  i4)_1B(^(T/))(n)) +  G(1 )($ (u ))(n ) ,
and therefore
C(A -  I )~ l (x(n +  1) -  x(n)) =  y(n) -  G ( l) ($ (u )) (n ) .
For p, m  G Z+ with p > m, summing the above from m to p — 1 gives
C{A -  I T ^ x i p )  -  x(m)) = ^ 2 (y { k )  -  G (l)($ (u ))(fc )). (7.36)
k= m
Seeking a contradiction, let us suppose that r /G ( l )  ^ clos (NVS $). Since 
limn_>00p(n) =  r and clos (NVS $) is an interval (see Remark 5.3.1, part (3)), 
there exist e :> 0 , j3 € {—1,1} and m  G Z+ such that
P{y{n) — G(l)(4>(w))(n)) > e , V n > m .
Combining the above with (7.36), it follows that
n—1
p C ( A —I)~1(x(n)—x(m)) = /3(y(k)—G(l)($(u))(k))  > e{n—m ) , Vn > m .
k= m
Therefore lim ^oo /3C(A — I )~ lx{n) = oo, contradicting the boundedness of x. □
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7.2 Example: finite-dimensional system
As a simple example we consider
/ ^  / O-5 4 \  . .x(n  +  1) =  x(n)  +
\  0 -0 .4  J
y{n) = (  1 0 )  x ( n ) ,
where $o>5)5 the discrete-time backlash operator defined in (4.44). The transfer 
function is given by
Now $ 0.5,5 ^ (1)> NVS $ 0.5,5 =  ^  anc  ^using Corollary 7.1.3 we get the follow­
ing lower bound for K
Therefore, by Theorem 7.1.4, for any k G (0,0.0355), the integral control, u(n + 
1) =  u(n) +  k[r — y{n)], with u(0) =  0, guarantees asymptotic tracking. For 
purposes of illustration we choose k =  0.035.
Figure 29 depicts the output behaviour of the system under integral control, 
Figure 30 depicts the corresponding control input, Figure 31 shows the input of 
the backlash operator and Figure 32 shows the state vector. We remark that 
since r /G ( l )  is a critical numerical value of $ 0.5, 5 , exponential convergence is 
not guaranteed by Theorem 7.1.4 and indeed convergence seems to be slow. Also 
Theorem 7.1.4 does not guarantee the convergence of u , and indeed it appears 
that u does not converge.
Figures 29-32 were generated using SIMULINK Simulation Software within MAT- 
LAB.
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Figure 31: Input of backlash operator
system state x
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Figure 32: System state
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7.3 N otes and references
We remark that Theorem 7.1.4 (the discrete-time counterpart of the continuous­
time result expressed in Theorem 6 .1.2) is new for both static nonlinearities 
and for finite-dimensional linear systems. Lemma 7.1.2 and Corollary 7.1.3 are 
discrete-time counterparts of results in [25] (see Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 in 




Sampled-data low-gain control of 
regular linear systems subject to 
input hysteresis
8.1 Sampled-data integral control in the pres­
ence o f input nonlinearities in N s^  (A )
The aim in this chapter is to show that for an exponentially stable, regular,
linear, infinite-dimensional, continuous-time, single-input, single-output system 
with transfer function G (s), subject to a continuous-time dynamic input non- 
linearity l>, the output y(t) of the sampled-data closed-loop system, shown in 
Figure 5, converges to the reference value r as t  —> oo, provided that G(0) > 0, 
r  is feasible in some natural sense and k > 0 is sufficiently small.
Consider a single-input, single-output, discrete-time system
x d(n -1-1) =  A dx d(n) +  B dud(n) , x(0) =  x0 G X  , (8.1a)
yd{n) =  Cdx d(n) +  D dud(n) , (8 .1b)
evolving on a real Hilbert space X .  The transfer function G d of (8.1) is given by
G d(z) =  C d[zl  -  A d)~lB d +  D d .
As in Chapter 7, if G d G i / 00^ )  for some a  G (0,1) (which is the case if A d is 
power-stable) and G d(l) > 0 , then
G d(z 'I
1 + k R e — y~ r > 0 ,  V * g E i ,  (8.2)
z  — 1
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for all sufficiently small k > 0 , see Lemma 2.9 in [27]. We define
K  := sup{& > 0 | (8.2) holds} . (8.3)
We recall the discrete-time closed-loop system considered in Chapter 7
x d(n +  1) =  A dx d(n) -1- B d($d(ud))(n), xrf(0) =  Xo G A, (8.4a)
ud(n +  1) =  ud(n) +  k(r — C dx d(n) — D d($d(ud))(n)), ud{0) =  uq G R,(8.4b)
where A: is a real parameter and $ d G 'Nd (A).
Let ud G F ( Z +, R) and apply the continuous-time signal
u = HTud , (8.5)
(where HT is the standard hold operator defined in Chapter 4) to the continuous­
time system given by (3.7) (where (A ,B ,C ,D )  G £ ). Then the state x{nr  + 1) 
satisfies
x (nr  -I-1) =  T tx(riT) +  (T* — I )A ~ lB u d(n) , Vn  G Z + , Vi G [0, r ) .
Accordingly, we define x d : Z+ —> X  by
x d(n) =  x ( t i t ) . ( 8 .6 )
Clearly, T t  G L (X)  and (T t  — I )A ~ lB  G L{R, A ) define appropriate state-space 
operators for the state evolution of the discretization of (3.7a). However, in gen­
eral, regularity only guarantees that y G Zqoc(R+,R) so that, even with piecewise 
constant input functions, standard sampling of the output is not defined. More­
over, even if the output function is continuous (in which case standard sampling is 
defined), in general the resulting discrete-time system will not have a bounded ob­
servation operator. We therefore distinguish two cases: bounded and unbounded 
observation.
Bounded observation
Assume that C  =  Cl G L(X,  R). If xq G X  and u is given by (8.5), then the 
output y given by (3.7b) is piecewise continuous, the discontinuities being at n r. 
It is clear that y is right-continuous at n r  for all n  G Z+. We define
yd ■■= STy  (8.7)
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(where ST is the standard sampling operator defined in Section 4.5) and
A* B d \  (  T t  (T t  -  I ) A ~ 'B  .
C* D * ) = [ c  D  1 • (8 8)
The proof of the following proposition is an immediate consequence of Proposition 
4.1 in [27].
P ro p o s itio n  8.1.1 Suppose that T t is exponentially stable and that the obser­
vation operator C is bounded. Let r  > 0 and ud G F(Z+ ,R ). I f  u given by (8.5) 
is applied to (3.7), then x d and yd given by (8.6) and (8.7), respectively, satisfy
(8.1) where (Ad, B d, C d, D d) is given by (8.8). Moreover, A d is power-stable and 
we have that
G d(l) =  C d{I -  A d)~1B d + D d = G (0 ) . (8.9)
For <F G (A), let <1 denote the extension of $  to N P C pm(M^.,R) given by
(4.31) and let denote the discretization of <1 given by (4.39). For u G ST, we 
have HtStu = u and so, by Lemma 4.4.5, part (4)
$ H T = H T$ d . (8.10)
Consider the continuous-time system (3.7) with continuous-time input nonlinear­
ity <1 and (A, B , C,D) £ L
x  =  Ax  +  B $ ( u ) , x(0) = xo € X , (8.11a)
y =  Clx +  D $  (u) , (8.11b)
controlled by the sampled-data integrator
u(t) = ud(n) , for t G [nr, (n +  1 )r), n G Z+ , (8.12a)
yd(n) =  y { n r ) , n  G Z + , (8.12b)
ud(n +  1) =  ud(n) +  k(r — yd(n)), ud(0) =  uq € R, n  € Z+ . (8 .12c)
T h eo rem  8 .1.2 Let A > 0 . Assume that G 3Sfsrf(A), (A, B ,C ,  D) € JL, C
is bounded and r £ M. is such that 4>r := r/G (0 ) (E clos (NVS$). Let K  > 0 
be defined by (8.3), where (Ad, B d, C d, D d) is given by (8.8). Then, for all k G 
(0, K /  A) and all (x0, u0) G l x E ,  the unique solution (x(-), u(-)) of the closed-loop 
system given by (8.11) and (8.12) satisfies
(1) limt_>00(^(w))(t) =  $ r ,
(2) lim^oo ||x(t) +  A~lB $ r\\ — 0,
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(3) lim^oo y(t) = r ,
(4) if $ r £ in t(N V S$), then u is bounded,
(5) if $ T G int (NVS<3>) and <$r is not a critical numerical value of <$, then the 
convergence in (1), (2) and (3) is of order exp(—pt) for some p > 0,
(6) if  4>r G int (NVS $) and 4>r is not a critical numerical value of <$, then 
there exists Uoo G R such that lim^oo u(t) =  Uqq .
P roo f: Let (x(-), ?/(•)) be the unique solution of the closed-loop system given by
(8.11) and (8.12). Let $ d be given by (4.39) and so $ d G (A) (by Proposition 
5.3.5) and
(l>(w))(nr) =  ($ (H Tud))(nT) = ($ d(ud))(n) , Vn G Z+ .
Note that by Proposition 4.5.6
NVS <&d = NVS <£. (8.13)
Defining x d G F ( Z+,R) by (8 .6), it follows from Proposition 8.1.1 that (xd,u d) 
satisfies the discrete-time closed-loop system (8.4), where (A d, B d, C d, D d) is given 
by (8.8). Therefore, using Theorem 7.1.4, Proposition 8.1.1 and (8.13) we see that 
for all k e  (0, K/X)
lim ($ d(ud))(n) =  $ r . (8.14)n—> oo
This implies that for all k G (0, K/X),  lim ^oo(HT($d(ud)))(t) =  $ r and so by 
(8 .10), l i m w h i c h  is statement (1). Statement (2) is a con­
sequence of statement (1) and Lemma 3.1.4. Statement (3) follows easily from 
statements (1) and (2) and the boundedness of C. To prove statement (4), as­
sume that <E>r G int NVS <£. Then, by (8.13), G int NVS $ d. Boundedness of 
ud and thus boundedness of u now follows immediately from (8.14) and the fact 
that (D4) holds for <$d.
For statements (5) and (6) assume that 4>r G int (NVS <3>) and that $ r is not 
a critical numerical value of <£. Then by Proposition 5.3.7, 4>r is not a critical 
numerical value of 4>d. So by Theorem 7.1.4, part (5), there exists f  > 1 such 
that limn_>00f n((4(u))(nr) — $ r) =  0 and limn_).00f n ||x(nT) +  A~lB $ r \\ =  0. 
Therefore, for p := ( ln £ ) /r  > 0, we have, using (8.10), lim^oo exp(p£)((<l(w))(£) — 
4>r ) =  0 and lim^oo exp(p£)||:r(£) +  >l- 1B $ r || =  0. Since C  is bounded, £ - 1(G) G 
M “ (R_|.) for some a  < 0 (see Lemma 2.3 in [24]) and therefore the fact that the 
convergence in (3) is of order exp (—pt), for some p > 0, follows as in the proof of 
Theorem 6.1.2. By Theorem 7.1.4, part (6), ud converges, and so u converges. □
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Let cr(-) denote the step response of the regular system (A, B, C, D) G £ , i.e.
a{t) =  CL [  T t. TBU(r)  dr  +  DU(t) .
./o
Define the step-response error e (•) by
eft) = a(t) -  G (0 ) ,
with Laplace transforms given by [£(cr)](s) =  G (s) / s  and [Xl(£:)](s) =  (G(s) — 
G (0))/s, respectively.
The following proposition is due to N. Ozdemir and S. Townley [33] (see Remark
3.7 in [33]). For completeness we include a proof.
P ro p o s itio n  8.1.3 Assume that (A , B , C,D) £ ,C and C is bounded. Let K  > 0 
be defined by (8.3), where (Ad, B d, Cd, D d) is given by (8.8). Then
K - T . Z M k r ) \  + G { 0 ) /2 ’ { 8 ' 1 5 )
and if D  = 0 and cr(-) is non-decreasing, then G ;(0) <  0 and
K  -  |G '(0)|/t +  3G (0)/2 ' (8'16)





||Ed||oo =  sup \Ed(el6) \=  sup \ y 2 e ( k r ) e  lk0\ < y 2 \ s ( k T ) \ .  
ee[o,2*) ee[o,2w) k=Q k=Q
Combining the above with Corollary 7 .1 .3  gives (8 .1 5 ). Since C  is bounded, 
£ - 1(G) G M f(R-i-) (see Lemma 2.3 in [24]) and therefore a is continuous. If 
D — 0 and a  is non-decreasing, then e(t) < 0 for a lH  G R+. Therefore, defining 
E(s) := (G(s) — G (0))/s, we have for s G Co
roo poo
—G ;(0) =  —E (0) =  — I £{r)dr  =  I ^ ( t)!  > 0 ,
Jo  Jo
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and thus G ' ( 0 )  < 0. Additionally
oo oo oo «l poo
X > ( M i  =  - H < kT) = -Y ,  e(kr) — 5 ( 0 )  < —  /  e(t) dt - f  G ( 0 )
fc=0 k=0 fc=i T
=  - i ( £ ( e ) ) ( 0 )  +  G ( 0 )  =  - i G ' ( 0 )  +  G ( 0 ) .
T  T
Combining the above with (8.15) gives (8.16). □
Unbounded observation
As mentioned earlier, in this case we cannot define a sampled output via (8.7). 
Instead, we introduce a generalized sampling operation. In the following, let 
w G L2([0, r],R ) be a function satisfying the conditions
(a) f  w ( t )d t=  1 and (b) f  w ( t )T t x d t  G X \  V i E l .  (8-17) 
Jo Jo
Whilst condition (8.17) (b) is difficult to check for general w , it is easy to show 
(using integration by parts) that (8.17) (b) holds if there exists a partition 0 =  
t0 < t \  < . . .  < t m = T  such that e  W’1,1((*»-i» U), R) for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m.
We define a generalized sampling operation by
yd(n) =  f  w{t)y{nr + 1) d t , V n €  Z+ . (8.18)
Jo
Introducing the linear operator
L : X  —» X i , x  i-» f  w ( t )T t x d t ,
Jo
we define
A d B d \  _  I T r  ( T t  -  I )A ~ lB
Cd D d )  ~  \  C L  C L A ~lB  +  G ( 0 )
The following result is an immediate conquence of Proposition 3.4 in [23].
(8.19)
P ro p o s itio n  8.1.4 Suppose that T t is exponentially stable. Let t  > 0 and ud € 
F (Z +,R). I f  u given by (8.5) is applied to (3.7), then x d and yd given by (8.6) 
and (8.18), respectively, satisfy (8.1), where (Ad, B d, C d, D d) is given by (8.19). 
Moreover, A d is power-stable, Cd G L(X,  M) and (8.9) is satisfied.
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Consider the following sampled-data low-gain controller for (8.11)
u(t) =  ud{n) , for t G [nr, (n -f l ) r ) ,  n G Z+ (8.20a)
(8 .20b)
ud(n +  1) =  ud(n) +  k(r — yd(n) ) , u(0) =  no 6  R , n  G Z+ . (8.20c)
T h e o re m  8.1.5 A > 0. Assume that $  € Nsd(A), (A ,B ,C ,D )  G 
£ - 1(G) G Mf(R+) and r G R is such that $ r := r/G (0 ) G clos (NVS 4>). Le£ 
> 0 be defined by (8.3), where (Ad, B d, Cd, D d) is given by (8.19). Then, for 
all k G (0,K/X) and all (xo,Uo) G l x l ,  the unique solution (x(-) ,u (•)) of the 
closed-loop system given by (8.11) and (8.20) satisfies
(1) limt_,oo(i(n))(t) =  $ r ,
(2) lim^oo \\x(t) +  A~lB ^ r \\ =  0,
(3) lim^oolr -  y(t) +  CLT tx0] = 0 ,
(4) if $ r € in t(N V S^), then u is bounded,
(5) i f  $ r € int (NVS $) and &r is not a critical numerical value o f$ ,  then the 
convergence in (1) and (2) is of order exp(—pt) for some p > 0, moreover, 
i f  £ - 1(G) 6  M f(E+) for some a  < 0, then the convergence in (3) is of 
order exp(—pt) for some p G (0, —a ) ,
(6) i f  $ r € int (NVS $) and $ r is not a critical numerical value of $,  then 
there exists ua0 G R such that limt_»oo u(t) =  u00 .
P roo f: By using Proposition 8.1.4 instead of Proposition 8.1.1, statements (1),
(2) and (4) follow exactly as in the proof of Theorem 8 .1.2. Statement (3) follows 
from statement (1) as in the proof of Theorem 6.1.2. For statements (5) and (6) 
assume that $ r G int (NVS <£) and that 4>r is not a critical numerical value of 4>. 
Then the fact that the convergence in statements (1) and (2) is of order exp {—pt) 
for some p > 0 and that u converges, follows as in the proof of Theorem 8.1.2. 
Let us now assume that £ - 1(G) € (R+) for some a < 0 , then the fact that
the convergence in (3) is of order exp {—pt) for some p G (0, —a) follows as in the 
proof of Theorem 6.1.2. □
R em a rk  8 .1.6  We see from the proofs of Theorems 8 .1.2 and 8.1.5, and the 
results related to extending $  G NSd(A) to NPCpm(K+,R), that $  need not 
satisfy (C5) but only the weaker assumption (C5'). O
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8.2 Example: controlled diffusion process with  
output delay
Consider a diffusion process (with diffusion coefficient k > 0 and with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions), on the one-dimensional spatial domain [0 , 1], with scalar 
nonlinear pointwise control action (applied at point x\  G (0,1), via an operator 
$  € Nsd (A)) and delayed (delay T  > 0) scalar observation generated by a spatial 
averaging of the delayed state over an ^-neighbourhood of a point x 2 € (xi, 1), 
where e G (0, min(l — x 2, x 2 — £i)).
We formally write this single-input, single-output system as 
Zt(t,x) = Kzxx(t,x)  +  S(x -  x i ) ($(u))( t ) ,
j  rx2+e
=  o7 /  z ( t - T , x ) d x ,
2^ JX2—e
with boundary conditions
z( t , 0) =  0 =  z{t , 1) , V t > 0.
For simplicity, we assume zero initial conditions
z ( t , x) =  0, V (t, x) G [—T, 0] x [0,1].
With input (<$(?/))(•) and output ?/(•), this example qualifies as a regular linear 
system with bounded observation and with transfer function given by
=  e~sTsinh ( x iy / f ) [cosh ((1 -  x 2 + e )y f* )  -  cosh ((1 -  x 2 -  e ) y / f )]
2es sinh
Since the observation is bounded, we may sample the output using the stan­
dard sampling operation given by (8.7). Further analysis (invoking application 
of the maximum principle for the heat equation which, for brevity, we omit here) 
confirms the physical intuition that the impulse response £ - 1(G) is nonnegative 
valued. Consequently, the corresponding step-response is non-decreasing, and 
therefore we may apply Proposition 8.1.3 to obtain the following lower bound for 
K
K  -  |G '(0)|/r +  3G (0)/2 ~  Kh '
A simple calculation yields that
n / n \  _  ^ i ( l - X 2) r n t n \  _  X - i ( \  -  X2) { & T K  +  I  -  e 2 -  x \  -  ( I  -  X 2) 2)
G (° ) - — - — , (o) — ----------------------------- ^ ---------------------------
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and therefore, using (8.21)
6 /c2tK > K l =
£i(1 — X2)(6Tk  +  1 — e2 — x\  — (1 — X2)2 +  9k t )  '
By Theorem 8.1.2, for all k G (0, K l /X )  C (0, if/A ), the sampled-data control
(8 .12), guarantees asymptotic tracking of all reference values r which are feasible 
in the sense that r/G (0 ) G clos (NVS4>). For purposes of illustration, we adopt 
the following values
1 2
k, =  0.1, Xi = X2 =  - ,  T  =  1, r  =  0.5, e =  0.01. 
o o
For these specific values we obtain K l ~  0.147.
We consider relay and backlash hysteresis operators:
(a) Let $  =  be a relay hysteresis operator, defined in (4.12), where f  =  0, 
ai = —1, a,2 =  1, pi(v) =  y/v +  1.1 and p2{v) = \ /o T  +  y/2A — y/1.1 — v . Then
G C (1.6) and NVS $  =  impi U im /?2 =  K. For reference value r =  1.54
*■’ -  G ®  -  -  1 3*6 S i»‘ (NVS * ) .
In each of the following three cases of admissible controller gain
(i) k =  0.08, (ii) k =  0.06, (iii) k =  0.04,
Figure 33 depicts the output behaviour of the system under sampled-data control, 
Figure 34 depicts the corresponding control input and Figure 35 shows the input 
of the relay hysteresis operator. Since 4>r is not a critical value of <$, statements
(5) and (6) of Theorem 8.1.2 hold and therefore the convergence seen in Figures 
33 and 34 is of exponential order and u is seen to converge in Figure 35. We 
see from Figure 35 that for (i), lim^oo u(t) = pj-1^ )  and for (ii) and (iii), 
lim^oo u(t) =  P2 X(^r).
(b) Let $  =  !B0.5,0 be a standard backlash hysteresis operator as defined in Section 
4.3. Then $  G 6(1) and NVS $  =  R. For reference value r =  1
-  5M " ~  a9 6 “ <NVS*) ■
In each of the following three cases of admissible controller gain
(i) k = 0.145 (solid), (ii) k = 0.11 (dashdot), (iii) k = 0.08 (dotted), 
Figure 36 depicts the output behaviour of the system under sampled-data control,
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Figure 37 depicts the corresponding control input and Figure 38 shows the input 
of the backlash operator. We remark that the convergence of u(t) as t —> oo is 
not guaranteed by Theorem 8.1.2 and in fact it seems that u does not converge 
in all three cases.
Figures 33-38 were generated using SIMULINK Simulation Software within MAT- 
LAB wherein a truncated eigenfunction expansion, of order 10, was adopted to 
model the diffusion process.
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Figure 33: Controlled output
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Figure 35: Input of relay operator
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Figure 37: Control input
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Figure 38: Input of backlash operator
8.3 N otes and references
Theorems 8.1.2 and 8.1.5 are new for both finite-dimensional plants and static 
nonlinearities. The proof of Proposition 8.1.3 was first seen in [33] (see Remark
3.7 in [33]). Statements (l)-(4) of Theorems 8.1.2 and 8.1.5 can be found in [21] 
by Logemann and Mawby.
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Chapter 9
Time-varying and adaptive 
integral control of linear systems 
subject to input hysteresis
In Chapter 5, constant-gain integral control was considered in the context of sys­
tems ( A ,B ,C ,D )  £ £  with input nonlinearities $  £ NC(A): there, the existence 
of a value k* > 0, with the property that asymptotic tracking of “feasible” refer­
ence signals r is ensured for all fixed gains k £ (0, &*), is established. However, 
k* is, in general, a function of the plant data and so, in the presence of plant 
uncertainty, may fail to be computable in practice. In such circumstances, one 
might be led naively to consider a time-dependent gain strategy t  k(t) > 0 
with k(t) approaching zero as t tends to infinity. We consider this situation in 
Section 9.1. In Section 9.2, we consider an adaptive gain strategy, where k(t) > 0 
is updated on the basis of output information from the plant. Section 9.3 con­
tains the discrete-time and sampled-data analogies of the continuous-time result 
contained in Section 9.2.
9.1 Continuous-tim e integral control w ith time- 
varying gain in the presence o f input non- 
linearities in NC(A)
Let A > 0, £ 3Sfc(A), (A ,B ,C ,D )  £ £  and k £ L°°(R+,R). We denote, by
r £ R, the value of the constant reference signal to be tracked by the output y(t).
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We will investigate integral control action
u ( t )  =  u 0 +  [  k ( r ) [ r  -  C l x {t ) -  D ( $ ( u ) ) ( t ) ]  d r , 
Jo
with time-varying gain &(•), leading to the following nonlinear system of differ­
ential equations
x(t) = Ax(t)  +  B($(u)) ( t ) , :r(0) =  x 0 € X , (9.1a)
ii(t) = k(t)[r — CLx{t) — D($(u))( t) ] , u(0) = u0 e R .  (9.1b)
For a € (0, oo], a continuous function
[0, f l ) - ) I x R ,  t (x(t) ,u(t))
is a solution of (9.1) if (x(-),w(-)) is absolutely continuous as a (X - i  x R)-valued 
function, x(t) £ dom(CL) for almost all t € [0, a), (z(0),m(0)) =  (:ro,Wo) and the 
differential equations in (9.1) are satisfied almost everywhere on [0, a), where the 
derivative in (9.1a) should be interpreted in the space X - i J
An application of a well-known result on abstract Cauchy problems (see Pazy [34], 
Theorem 2.4, p. 107) shows that a continuous (X  x R)-valued function 
is a solution of (9.1) if, and only if, it satisfies the following integrated version of
(9.1)
x(t) =  T tx 0 + f  T t- TB($(u))(r )  d r , (9.2a)
Jo
u(t) = uQ +  f  k(r)[r — C l x ( t ) — D ( $ ( u))(t )] d r . (9.2b)
Jo
The next result asserts that (9.1) has a unique solution on the whole of R+.
L em m a 9.1.1 Let A > 0. Assume that $  £ N c W t  { A ,B ,C ,D )  € £>, k e  
Loc(R+, R) and r € R. For each (xq^uq) e l x R ,  there exists a unique solution 
(x(-),u(-)) of (9.1) defined on R_|_.
P ro o f: To recover (9.1) from (3.14), set h = 0 and 00 = 1 (in this case «(•) plays 
the role of the gain function k ( ’)). Then the result follows from Corollary 3.2.4.
□
The main result of this section is contained in the following two theorems. In 
particular, Theorem 9.1.2 proves that if 1 1-> k(t) >  0 is chosen to be bounded and
t Being a Hilbert space, X _i x R is reflexive, and hence any absolutely continuous (X_i x R)- 
valued function is a.e. differentiable and can be recovered from its derivative by integration, see 
[2], Theorem 3.1, p. 10.
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monotone decreasing to zero, then the unique solution of (9.1) is such that both 
x(-) and (4>(u))(-) converge. The essence of Theorem 9.1.4 is the assertion that 
if, in addition, r is such that 4>r := r/G (0 ) G clos (NVS 4>), and k(•) approaches 
zero sufficiently slowly, then ($(u))(«) converges to the value <3>r , thereby ensuring 
asymptotic tracking of r.
T h eo rem  9.1.2 Let A > 0. Assume that 4> G NC(A), ( A ,B ,C ,D )  G £  and 
r G M. Let k : M+ —> (0, oo) be a bounded, monotone function with k(t) 4-0 as 
t —¥ oo. For all (xo,uq) G l x l ,  the unique solution (^(*),u (')) ° f  (9-1) satisfies
(1) limt_,.00(<E>(w))(t) exists and is finite,
(2) lim^oo ||x(t) +  A-1£$* || =  0 , where := limt_*oo (<£(?/))(£).
P roo f: Let (x0,u 0) G X  x R be arbitrary. By Lemma 9.1.1, there exists a unique 
solution of (9.1) on R+. We denote this solution by (x(-), w(-)) and introduce new 
variables by writing 4>r =  r /G ( 0) and defining
z(t) := x(t)  +  A - ' B W u ) ) ®  , v{t) := ($(u))(t) -  $ r , Vt G M+. (9.3)
By regularity, it follows that z{t) G dom(C^) for almost all t G R f . For conve­
nience we write du =  4>v(w) (recall <E>V from Definition 5.1.3) and then, by (5.4), 
v(t) =  du(t)u(t) for a.e. t G K+. Since (z, v) is absolutely continuous as an 
(V_i x R)-valued function, we obtain by direct calculation
v(t) =  Az(t)  -  h{t)du(t)A~lB(CLz(t) +  G (0)u (t)) , 
s (0) =  x Q +  A_1£($(w ))(0) , 
v{t) =  - k ( t ) d u(t)(CLz(t) +  G(0)v(t) ) , 
v(0) =  ($(u))(0) - $ P.
We claim that there exist positive constants 71, 72 and o\ such that, for all t, s 
with <7i < s < t,
\CLz\\kduv\ <^i\\z(s)\\ k2duv2 j^ +  72 k2duv2 . (9.5)
In order to prove (9.5), let us first estimate \Cl z \2. For notational convenience, 
write w =  du [ClZ -1- G(O)?;]. As a solution of (9.4a), z(-) satisfies




for all s with 0 < s < r. Invoking (3.6), (3.5) and noting that Cl A  1 maps X  
boundedly into R, there exist constants ao,o;i > 0  such that
[  \ C l z ( t ) \ 2( I t  <  a o \ \ z ( s )\\2 + a i  f  T  T-^Bk(^)w(^)d^
J  3 J S «/ 5
d r , (9.6)
for all 0 < s < t. By Lemma 3.1.4, part (2), interpreted in the context of the 
initial-value problem
C = AC + Bkw,  COO =  0,
we have
w :  T r_e£A;(f)iu(£)d£| dr  j  < a 2 ^  |fcu;|2^
1/2
for some constant a 2 . Therefore, by (9.6) and monotonicity of k, it follows that, 
for some constants a 3, a 4 > 0 ,
(I.t \  1/2 /  r t \  1/22 <  ot3\\z(s)\\ + k(s)a4 I I  \du\2\CLz\2
1/2
\C l z \
+ a 4G(0) ( J  \ k d uv \ 2\  , V 0 < s < t .  (9.7)
Fix (j\ > 0 such that 5 := k{a\)a^\  < 1. Then,
at \  1/2  /  pt \  1/2\du\2\CLz\2 \ \c l z \‘
and so, by (9.7),
, Vcri < s < t ,
t \  I/2 /  r t \  1/2
ICLz\2 ) < Pi\\z(s)\\ +(32 ( j  k2duv2J  , Vcri < s < t , (9.8)
with (5\ =  <*3/(1 — 5) and @2 =  a 4G (0)v/A /(l — S). We may now deduce that, for 
all t, s with <7i < s < t,
[  iCiZi i ^ i   ^ ( /  iCiZi2) ( / '  | kdu'i
< PiVX\\z(s)\\ QT k2duv2 j^ + p2y / \  k2duv2 , 
which is (9.5) with 71 =  PiVX and 72 =  p2y/X. By (9.4b), for almost all t  >  0,
iV
1/2
v(t)v(t) = -k ( t )G (0)du(t)v2(t) -  k(t)du(t)v(t)CLz(t ) , (9.9)
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and hence
v(t)v(t) < -k( t )G (0)du(t)v2(t) +  \CLz(t) \ \k(t)du(t)v(t)\ .
Integrating this inequality, and using (9.5) and monotonicity of k , yields, for all 
t, s with dJi < 5 < £,
v2(t) < v2(s) +  2'Yiy/k(s)\\z(s)\\ ^  kduv
+2  (k^2 ~  G (0))kduv2 . (9.10)
By positivity of G(0) and monotonicity of A:(*), there exists a > cr\ such that, for 
all r  > cr, (k(r)72 — G (0)) < —|G ( 0) < 0 . Therefore, it follows from (9.10) that
0 <  v2(cr) +  2iiy/k(p)\\z(tT)\\ ( f ,  kduv2 j^ — G (0) J  kduv2 , V£>cr ,
and so
/•OO
I  kduv2 < 0 0 . (9-11)
J a
Moreover, by (9.5) we deduce that
poo
/  ICx^l l^u^ l < 00 • (9.12)
J cr
Combining (9.9), (9.11) and (9.12) shows that there exists a number v  G K+ such 
that
lim v2(t) ~  v2(a) +  2 lim I vv =  v ,
«->oo t->oo
whence statement (1) of the theorem. Statement (2) now follows by Lemma 3.1.4, 
part (1). □
L em m a 9.1.3 Let A > 0. Assume that $  G NC(A), ( A ,B ,C ,D )  G £ , £ - 1(G) G 
3Vtf(K_|.) and r  G 1  is such that 4>r := r/G (0 ) G clos(NVS4>). Le£ & : R+ —>• 
(0 ,0 0 ) 6e bounded and such that f * k  =: K(t) —> 0 0  as t —> 0 0 . For (x 0,u 0) G 
A x f ,  (#(•), w(-)) 6e unique solution of (9.1).
I f \ im t^oo(^{u))(t) exists and is finite, then the following statements hold:
(1) Hm^oo (<£(?/))(£) =  $ r ,
(2) limt_>oo ||z(£) +  A~lB $ r || =  0 ,
(3) limt_>oo[r -  y(t) +  (&ooXo){t)] = 0 , where y(t) = CLx(t)  +  D ($(u ) ) ( t ) ,
(4) i f  $ r £ in t(N V S$), then u(-) is bounded.
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P ro o f: By hypothesis, there exists $00 G R such that limt-+oo($(u))(t) =  $oo- 
The essence of the proof is to show that $00 =  $r- Setting
y0(t) =  ('&oox 0)(t) , Vi(t) =  [£ *(G) ★ ($ (u ))](t) , 
where * denotes convolution, we have
u(t) = k(t)[r -  j/o(t) -  2/1 (t)], a.e. t G R . (9.13)
Since limt^oo(${u))(t) =  $00 and £ - 1(G) G Mf(R+), it follows that
lim yi(t) = G(0)$oo , (9.14)t—► 00
see [12], Theorem 6 .1, part (ii), p. 96. Define a function y\ : R+ —> R by setting
Vi(t) =  r -  yi{t) =  G (0)$r -  yx(t) .
Seeking a contradiction, suppose that $00 ^  4>r . Then, either <2>r > 4>oo or 
$ r < $00 • If > $00  then by (9.14), there exists a number r0 >  0 such that
j / i W > l G ( 0 ) ( $ r - $ oo) > 0 ,  Vi  >  ro . (9.15)
Hence, integrating (9.13) yields
u(t) = u(t ) +  J  k(s)yi(s) ds — J  k(s)y0(s) d s , t  >  t  >  To . (9.16)
Using (9.15) and estimating gives
lG (0)(fl-(i) -  tf(T ))($ r -  $ 00) -  j f  |fe(s)y0( s ) |*  <  u(t) -  u ( r ) , V« >  r .
By exponential stability, yo G T^(R+, R) for some a  < 0, and thus 2/0 € L 1 (R(., R), 
which in turn implies that kyo G L1(R_|.,R). Since if( t)  —> 00 as t  —> 00, we con­
clude that w(£) —>• 00 as t  —> 00. Since ky0 G L ^R +jR ), for given e > 0, there 
exists r£ > To such that roo
/ |fc(s)2/o(s)|ds <  e.  (9.17)
J t€
Defining u£ G C(R+, R) by
u (t \ _  J  for 0 < i ,
|  w(re) +  k(s)yi(s) ds for t > t£ ,
it follows from (9.15) that u£ is ultimately non-decreasing, and moreover, by
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(9.16) and (9.17)
\u(t) — u£(t)\ < e , V£ g M+,
showing that u is approximately ultimately non-decreasing. Since u(t) -* oo as 
t -> oo, we may invoke (C5) to conclude that
$ r > $<* =  lim ($(u))(t) =  sup NVS $ ,t—> oo
which is in contradiction to the fact that $ r G clos (NVS$). If $ r < $oo, then a 
very similar argument shows that — u is approximately ultimately non-decreasing 
and limt_>.00(—u)(t) =  oo. Invoking (C5) gives
$ r < $«*, =  lim ($(u))(t) =  inf NVS $ ,t—> oo
which again is in contradiction to $ r G clos (NVS $). Therefore, we may conclude 
that ^oo =  $ r which is statement (1). Statement (2) follows from statement (1) 
and Lemma 3.1.4, part (1). For statement (3), we have
y(t) = CL T tx 0 + ( S r \ G  )* $ (« ))(* ). (9.18)
By assumption £ - 1(G) is a finite signed Borel measure and since lim(_(00($(u))(t) 
=  d’r (by statement (1)), it follows from [12] (Theorem 6.1, part (ii), p. 96) that
lim U T ^G ) * $(«)](<) =  G(0)3v =  r .t—bOO
Combining this with (9.18) shows that statement (3) holds. To prove statement
(4), let $ r G int(N V S$). Then, boundedness of u follows immediately from 
statement (1) and (C6). □
T h eo rem  9.1.4 Let A > 0. Assume that $  G NC(A), ( A ,B ,C ,D )  G £ , £ - 1(G) G
Mf(M+) and r  G R is such that $ r :=  r /G ( 0) G clos (NVS $). Let k : M+ —>
(0, oo) be bounded, monotone and such that k(t) .J, 0 and f j k  =: K(t)  —>■ oo 
as t —>■ oo. Then, we have that for all (x0,Uo) G X  x R, the unique solution 
(x('),u(')) of (9.1) satisfies
(1) limt_^00($(u))(i) =  $ r ,
(2) lim^oo ||x(t) +  A~lB $ r || =  0 ,
(3) l i m ^ ^ r  -  y{t) +  (^oo^o)W] =  0 , where y(t) =  CLx(t) + D ($(u) ) ( t ) ,
(4) i f $ r € in t(N V S$), then u(-) is bounded,
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(5) i f  <E>r € int (NVS 4>) and <Fr is not a critical numerical value of then 
the convergence in (1) and (2) is of order exp(—pK(t)) for some p > 0, 
moreover, z /£ - 1(G) G for some a < 0, then the convergence in
(3) is of order exp(—pK(t)) for some p € (0, —a).
P roof: Statements (l)-(4) follow immediately from Theorem 9.1.2 combined 
with Lemma 9.1.3. It remains only to establish statement (5). By hypothesis, 
4>r G int (NVS <£) is not a critical numerical value of $  and by statement (4), u is 
bounded. Therefore, defining du =  4>v(u) (recall <3>v from Definition 5.1.3), there 
exists <j\ > 0 and d > 0 such that
du(t) G [d, A], a.e. t > a i . (9.19)
Define p := |G (0 )d  > 0 and introduce exponentially weighted variables given by
ze(t) := exp(pK(t))[x(t) + A  1 £($(?/))(£)], (9.20a)
ve(t) := e x p (p if(* ))[($ (u ))(f)-$ r], (9.20b)
for all t G M+. Since (zeive) is absolutely continuous as an (X_i x R)-valued
function and using the fact that ($(u))'(t) =  du(t)u(t) for a.e. t G R+ (by (5.4)),
we obtain by direct calculation
ze(t) =  (^ 4 +  pk(t)I)z(t) — k(t)du(t)A~lB(CLz(t)  +  G (0)v(t)), (9.21a)
ze(0) =  x 0 +  yl-1B ($(w ))(0),
ve(t) =  - k ( t ) d u(t)(CLz(t) + G(0)v(t)) + pk( t )v( t ) , (9.21b)
ve(0) =  ($W )( 0 ) - $ r .
For each (t , 5) with 0 <  s < t, define
U(«, s) := exp(p[K(t) -  ^ ( S)])Tt_a . (9.22)
We state the following lemma which was proved in [24] (see Lemma 3.10 in [24]).
L em m a  9 .1.5 Let s G R+, u G Zqoc(R+,R) and, on [s, 00), define a function p 
by ^
P(t) ~ J  u (t,f lB « i(fld e .
Then, for all t G [s, 00), p(t) G X  and, as an X-i-valued function, p is absolutely 
continuous with
p(t) =  (A +  pk(t)I)p(t)  +  Bu(t) a.e. t > s .  
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Returning to the proof of the theorem, for notational convenience write
we :=du [CLze +  G(0)ve] •
Let s E R+ and, on [s, oo), define /  := / i  — A~l f 2 with
f i (t)  := U (i,s)*e(s), f 2(t) := £  \J( t ,Z)Bk(€)we(€)d€.
Clearly, f i(t )  E X  for all t E [s, oo) and, as an X_i-valued function, f i  is abso­
lutely continuous with
f i (t)  = (A +  pk(t)I)fi (t )  a.e. t E [5, 00).
By Lemma 9.1.5, it now follows that f ( t )  E X  for all t E [s, 00) and, as an
X_i-valued function, /  is absolutely continuous with
f ( t )  = (A + pk( t)I)fi (t )  -  A -1 ((A +  pk{t) I) f2{t) +  B w e(t))
=  (^ 4 +  pk(t)I )f ( t )  — A~lB w e(t) a.e. t E [s, 00) .
In view of (9.21a) (together with uniqueness of solutions), we may now conclude 
that
ze(t) =  U(£, s)ze(s) — A~l J  U(t, £)Bk(£)we(£) d£ , Vi, s with 0 <  5 < t .
(9.23)
By exponential stability of the semigroup T , there exist constants iV, 6 > 0 such 
that 11Tt 1 < N  exp(-Ot) for all t  E R+. Let e E (0,0) be sufficiently small such 
that (^ 4 -I- el,  B, C,D) E H (recall Proposition 3.1.3). Fix o2 > cq such that
k(cr2) < min{e /p ,0 /(pN)}.  (9.24)
Again, we digress to state a technicality which was proved in [24] (see Lemma 
3.11 in [24]).
L em m a 9.1.6 There exists constant 7  > 0 such that, for all u E L12oc(R+,R),
2 \  1/2 /  rt \  1/2J
Once more, we return to the proof of the theorem. By monotonicity of k, K(t)  —
i : u  U (r, I I  -  7  ( /  u2( £ K )  V s , ( > f f 2 with s < t .
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K( s )  <  k(s)(t  — s) for all t , s with 0 < s <  t. Since k(a2) <  er/p, it follows that
exp(p[K(t) — i f  (s)]) < exp(e[t — s]) for all £, s with a2 < s < t .  (9.25)
Observe that, for all t , s with a2 < s < t,
\CLU(t1s)ze{s)\ = \CLT t_sze(s)\exp(p[K(t) -  if(s)])
< \CLT t- aexp(e[t -  s])ze( s ) |.
Invoking (3.6), (3.5) (in the context of the regular system (A +  el,  B, C, D)),
(9.23), Lemma 9.1.6, and recalling that ClA ~1 maps X  boundedly into R, there 
exist constants a2l a 3 > 0 such that
•t \  1/2 /  rt \  1/2
|2 \Q f  \CLze\2^  < 0t2\\ze(s)\\ + k(s)az \du\2\CLze{‘
+  a3G(0) ( J ' f t d v V ' A  (9.26)
for all t , s with a2 < s < t .
Inequality (9.26) is the exponentially weighted version of (9.7). Following the 
argument in the proof of Theorem 9.1.2, (9.26) may be used to derive an expo­
nentially weighted version of (9.5), i.e. there exist positive constants 71,72 > 0 
and cr3 > 02 such that
l  \CLZ.\ \kd.V.\ <  7 l ||Ze(S)|| ( ^  + r , [  k2duv2e (9.27)
for all t, s with 0-3 < s < t .
By (9.21b), for almost all t > 0,
ve(t)ve(t) =  -k(t)G(Q)du(t)vl(t) +  pk{t)v2{t) -  k(t)du(t)ve(t)CLze( t ) . (9.28)
By (9.19), G (0)du(t) — p >  G (0)d — p = p > 0 for all t >  0-3. Hence, we have
ve(t)ve(t) < ~ p k ( t ) v l ( t )  +  \CLze(t) \ \k(t)du(t)ve(t)\ for a.e. t > a 3 .
Integrating this inequality, and using (9.27) and monotonicity of k , yields, for all 
t, s with t > s > 03,
vl W < vl ( s) +  2^iy/ \k{s)\ \ze(s)\\ ^  kv 2^  -  J '  {p -  2 k j2\ ) k v l . (9.29)
Fix a > 03 such that p — 2k{t)^2\  > \p  for all t >  a. From (9.29) and (9.27), we
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deduce poo
kvl < o o ./J a
Hence, by (9.29), ve(-) — exp(pK (•))[(<& (u))(-) — $ r] is bounded and so the conver­
gence in (1) is of order exp(—pK(t)). We proceed to prove that the convergence 
in (2) is of the same order. Define xr :=  — A~l B $ r, and introduce a new variable 
given by
x e(t) = exp(pK(t))[x(t) — x r\ , Vt >  0.
It suffices to show that x e(•) is bounded. By (9.1a) and (9.20), we have
x e = (A +  p k l )xe -I- B v , x e(0) = x 0 — x r .
and so, for al l t  > a
.(t) =  T t - ax e(a) + (  T t-(:Bve(£)d€ + [  T t - tPH O x e(€)d£•
J 17 J  <T
x f
Therefore, by boundedness of v e together with Lemma 3.1.4, part (4), and expo­
nential stability of T, there exists a constant (3 > 0 such that
sup ||ze(s)|| <  (3 +  pN0~lk{u) sup ||£e(s) ||,
sG[cr,£] s£[a,t]
Since a > cr2, we have, by (9.24), pN6~lk(<j) < 1, and hence we may conclude 
boundedness of x e . Therefore the convergence in part (2) is of order exp(—pK(t))
Suppose that p  := £ -1(G) € M “ (M-(.) for some a  < 0. It remains only to prove 
that the convergence in (3) is also of order exp(—pK(t))  for some p G (0, —a). 
Recalling that the unit-step function is denoted by t/, we have for all t G R+
I r - y W  +  ^eoaroJWI < |[*x*(*M  " *rU)(t)]\ +  |$ r [(/x*C0W ~  G (0)]|. (9.30)
For convenience we set g(t) =  exp(pK(t)) for all t  > 0. We have already shown 
that the function t i-» p (t)|(^(u))(t) — 4>r | remains bounded as t —> oo. If we 
extend g to a function defined on R by setting g(t) =  1 for all t  < 0, then it is 
easy to show that g is a submultiplicative weight function in the sense of [12], p. 
118. Moreover, since p G M^R-i-), the measure pg \ E  f E g(t)dp(t)  belongs 
to JVCf(E+ ). Hence, by [12] (Theorem 3.5, part (i), p. 119), we may conclude that 
the function t h* g(t)[p * (4>(it) — $ rU)](t) is bounded on R+.
Since pg G Mf(R+) (a space of finite measures), f£°g(t)d\p\(t)  < oo. Hence
I r°° I f°°
\g{t )[(n-kU){t )-G(0)]\= g(t)\ dfi(r) < I ff(r)d|/i|(
\ J t  Jo
t ) < o o ,
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showing that the function t  h *  g ( t ) [ ( j A ' k U ) ( t )  — G(0)] is bounded on M+. Conse­
quently, appealing to (9.30), we deduce that the function
R+ —► R , t 1 y exp(pK(t))\r -  y(t) +  (vFooZo)^)! 
is bounded. □
9.2 Continuous-tim e integral control w ith adap­
tive gain in the presence of input nonlinear­
ities in NC(A)
Whilst Theorem 9.1.4 identifies conditions under which the tracking objective 
is achieved through the use of a monotone gain function, the resulting control 
strategy is somewhat unsatisfactory insofar as the gain function is selected a 
priori: no use is made of the output information from the plant to update the 
gain. We now consider the possibility of exploiting this output information to 
generate, by feedback, an appropriate gain function. In particular, let the gain 
k(') be generated by the law:
k(t) = , i{t) = \ r - y ( t ) l  m  = l0 > 0 .  (9.31)
which yields the feedback system
x(t) = Ax(t) +  B ($ (u ))(t) , 2j(0) =  zo € (9.32a)
ii(t) =  (1 /l(t))[r — Cix( t)  — .D(4>(w))(£)], ?/(0) =  u0 e  R , (9.32b)
l(t) = \r -  CLx(t) -  D{${u)){t) \ , l{0) = l0 e  (0, o o ). (9.32c)
The concept of a solution to this feedback system is the obvious modification of 
the solution concept defined in the previous section.
L em m a 9.2.1 Let A > 0. Assume that $  € NC(A), (A, B , C, D) £ SL and r £ R. 
For each (xo,uo,lQ) £ X  x R x  (0, oo), the initial-value problem given by (9.32) 
has a unique solution defined on .
P roo f: First note that, by setting k(t) =  1 /£(£), the adaptive feedback system
(9.32) (with (A, B , C, D) £ £ ) can be written in the following form
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x(t) =  Ax(t)  +  B(<I>(ii))(£), x(0) = xq E X , (9.33a)
ii(t) = k(t)[r — CLx(t) — D($(u))( t)] , u(0) =  u0 G R , (9.33b)
k(t) = —k2(t)\r -  CLx(t) -  D ($ (u ))(t)I , k(0) = k0 G (0, oo ). (9.33c)
We can recover (9.33) from (3.14), by considering the special case K,(t) =  1 and 
h ( 6 )  =  — 02, which gives the adaptive feedback equations (9.33) (with k ( - )  =  #(•))• 
Thus any application of Corollary 3.2.4 completes the proof. □
We now arrive at the main adaptive control result.
T h eo rem  9.2.2 Let A > 0. Assume that $  G NC(A), (A, B ,C ,  D) G Jo, £ _1(G) G 
Mf(K+) andr  G R is such that $ r := r/G (0 ) G clos (NVS 4>). For all (xo, uo, lo) G 
I x l x  (0, oo), the unique solution, (x , u , l ), of the initial-value problem given by
(9.32) is such that statements (l) -(4)  of Theorem 9.1.4 hold. Moreover, i f 4>r G 
int (NVS4>), 4>r is not a critical numerical value of §  and £ -1 (G) G (Rf) for 
some a  < 0, then the monotone gain k(t) =  1 / l(t) converges to a positive value 
and the input u(t) converges to a finite value, as t  oo.
Proof: Set k ( t )  =  1 //(£). Since /(•) is monotone increasing, either l ( t )  —> oo as 
t  —> oo (Case 1), or l ( t )  —>■ Z* G (0, oo) as t  —» oo (Case 2). We consider these 
two cases separately.
C a se  1. In this case, k ( t )  4- 0 as t  —> oo and the hypotheses of Theorem 9.1.2 are 
satisfied. Therefore, (4>(ii))(-) converges. It follows that limt_).0o(£-1(G )^ (u )) ( t)  
converges (and so, in particular, is a bounded function). Moreover, by exponential 
stability, ^oo^o £ L l (R+,R), and it follows from
l(t) =  \r — 3/(i)| < | r -  (fi_1(G) *#(«))(<)| +  K ^ x o )^ )! ,  
via integration that
v ' 2 0 ' (9■34,
where
poo
a : = l 0 +  l^oo^oWI d r ,  (3 > sup \ r  -  (£ -1 (G ) * $ (  "  .
Jo  t> o
Therefore, statements (l)-(4) of Theorem 9.1.4 hold.
C a se  2. In this case, k ( t )  —> k* := l / l *  > 0 as t  —> oo. By boundedness of /(•) 
and (9.31), we may conclude that e(-) :=  r —C l x ( - ) — £>($(?/))(•) G L ^ R ^ R ) and 
so (by (9.1b)) u ( t )  converges to a finite limit as t  —> oo. Consequently, ($(u))(t)
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converges to a finite limit as t oo, and hence, by Lemma 9.1.3, statements
(l)-(4 ) of Theorem 9.1.4 hold.
Finally, assume that $ r € int (NVS 4>) is not a critical numerical value of and 
that £ - 1(G) G (K_|_) for some a  < 0. We will show that the monotone gain k 
converges to a positive value. Seeking a contradiction, suppose that the monotone 
function I is unbounded (equivalently, k(t) |  0 as t —> oo). Then the hypotheses 
of Theorem 9.1.2 are satisfied and so (9.34) holds. By Theorem 9.1.4, (<$(w))(*) 
converges to 4>r and ?/(•) — (^ooZoXO converges to r; moreover, the convergence 
is of order exp(—pK(t))  for some p > 0 , that is, there exists constant L  > 0 such 
that
| r -  y(t) +  ('J'ooZoX*)! < Lexp(—p K ( t ) ) , W e  R+ . (9.35)
Choose 7  > /3 such that p/ 7  < 1. By (9.34), k(t) =  l / l ( t )  >  (a  +  71)-1 for all 
t e  R+. Therefore,
^  ln[((o; +  7^)/<^)1/,t] , W > 0 .
Jo
Consequently for almost all t > 0,
i(t) =  \r — y(t)\ <  Lexp(—pK(t))  +  K ^^oX *)! < M(a-h 'y t)~T} +  K^ooZoXOI
where 77 =  p/ 7  e  (0,1) and M  =  L a v. Since, by exponential stability, ^ 00^0 € 
L 1 (R+, R), integration gives
l(t) < N ( a  +  'yt)1~T1, W > 0 ,
for some suitable constant N  > 0. It follows that
—K(t) = — f  k < — [(a +  nft)v — a v] , W > 0 .
Jo
Therefore, exp(—pK(-)) is of class L1(R+ ,R) and, by (9.35), it follows that |r — 
y(-) +  (^ooXo)(-)| is also of class LXR+jR). Since *Foo#o £ ^ (R + jR ), we have 
lr  — y{’)\ € LXR+, R)- This contradicts the supposition of unboundedness of /(•). 
Therefore, /(•) is bounded. Since Z(-) is bounded, we may conclude from (9.31), 
that it, = r — y e  LXR+jR) and therefore u(t) converges to a finite number as 





9.3 D iscrete-tim e and sam pled-data integral con­
trol w ith adaptive gain in the presence of 
input nonlinearities in N (^A) and Nsd(A)
In this section we first present the discrete-time counterpart of the continuous­
time result contained in Section 9.2. We do not include a proof since it would differ 
little from the proof of Theorem 2.7 in [23] (see Theorem 2.7 and the preceding 
results in [23]). We then use the discrete-time result to prove a sampled-data 
result in much the same way as was done in Chapter 8.
D iscrete-tim e control
As in Chapter 7 we consider the nonlinear system (7.2). Denoting the reference 
value by r, the control law
u(n +  1) =  u(n) +  ( l/ l(n))(r  — y {n) ) , w(0) =  it0 G R ,
l (n +  1) =  l(n) +  |r -  y(n ) \ , Z( 0) =/ 0 > 0 ,
yields the feedback system
x(n  +  1) =  Ax(n ) +  B ($ (u ) ) (n ) , #(0) =  xq G X , (9.36a)
u(n +  1) =  u{n) +  (l//(n ))[r — Cx(n)  — D ($(w ))(n)], w(0) =  uq G R ,
(9.36b)
l{n +  1) =  l(n) +  \r — Cx(n) — D ($(u))(n) \ , Z(0) =  l0 G (0, oo). (9.36c)
T h eo rem  9.3.1 Let A > 0. Assume tha t$  G Nd(A), A is power-stable, G (l) > 0 
and r G R is such that <£r := r /G ( l )  G clos (NVS $). For all (xq, uq,Io) G
I x R x  (0, oo), the unique solution (x , u , l ) of (9.36) satisfies
(1) limn_>00($(u))(n) =  $ r ,
(2) limn_>oo a: (to) = (I -  A)~lB $ r ,
(3) limn_).00 y(n) =  r , where y(n) = Cx(n)  +  D($(to))(to),
(4) i f $ r € int (clos (NVS $)), thenu is bounded,
(5) i f  $ r £ int (clos (NVS <£)) and 4>r is not a critical numerical value of $,  
then the monotone gain k(n) =  1 / l(n) converges to a positive value and the 
input u(n) converges to a finite value, as n —> oo.
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S a m p led -d a ta  con tro l
Let $  G N ad(A ), (A ,B ,C ,D )  G £  and let 3> denote the extension of $  to 
N P C pm(R+, R) given by (4.31). As in Chapter 8 we distinguish two cases: 
bounded and unbounded observation.
B o u n d ed  ob serv a tio n
Assume that C — C l  G L(X,  R). Consider the nonlinear system (8.11) controlled 
by the sampled-data integrator
ud(n +  1) =  ud(n) +  ( l / l d(n))(r — yd{n) ) , nrf(0) =  u0 G R, n  G Z+ , (9.37c)
The following results follow from Theorem 9.3.1 exactly as Theorem 8.1.2 follows 
from Theorem 7.1.4.
Theorem  9.3.2 Let A > 0. Assume that G Ns<f(A), (A ,B ,C ,D ) G £ , C  
is bounded and r G R is such that 4>r := r /G (0 ) G clos(NVS4>). For all 
(to, Uq, ld) G X  x R x  (0, oo), the unique solution (a;(-), u(-), ld(-)) of the closed-loop 
system given by (8.11) and (9.37) satisfies
(1) limt_>00(4(w))(t) =  $ r ,
(2) lim^oo \\x(t) + A-'BQrW  =  0,
(3) lim^oo y(t) = r ,
(4) if $ r £ in t(N V S$), then u is bounded,
(5) if  <£r G int(N V S$) and 4>r is not a critical numerical value o/4>, then the 
monotone gain kd(n) = l / l d(n) converges to a positive value as n  —>■ oo and 
the input u(t) converges to a finite value as t —► oo.
u(t) =  ud(n) , for t G [nr, (n +  l) r ) ,  n G Z+ 
yd(n) =  y (n r ) , n  € Z + ,
(9.37a)
(9.37b)
id(n +  l) =  ^ (n ) +  |r  -  yd(n )\ , ld(0) = l$ > 0 . (9.37d)
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U n b o u n d ed  observation
Consider the following sampled-data low-gain controller for (8.11)
u(t) =  ud(ri) , for t G [nr, (n +  1)t), n  G Z+ , (9.38a)
(9.38b)
ud(n +  1) =  ud(n) -I- ( l / l d(n))(r — yd{n) ) , u(0) =  w0 G R, n  G Z + , (9.38c)
from Theorem 7.1.4.
T h e o rem  9.3.3 A > 0. Asswrae that <£ G N S(*(A), (A ,B ,C ,D )  G 
£ -1(G) € Mf(M-i-) and r G M is such that 4>r :=  r/G (0 ) G clos (NVS$). For all 
(,xq, uo, Iq) G X x R x  (0, oo), the unique solution (x (-), u(-), ld{-)) of the closed-loop 
system given by (8.11) and (9.38) satisfies
(1) lim*_>oo(<l(u))(t) =  $ r ,
(2) lim^oo ||z(t) +  A~l B $ r || = 0 ,
(3) lim^oofr -  y(t) +  CLT tx 0] = 0 ,
(4) i f  4>r G int(NVS<[>), then u is bounded,
(5) i f  4>r G int (NVS<I>) and 4>r is not a critical numerical value o/4>, then the
monotone gain kd(n) =  l / l d(n) converges to a positive value as n oo and
the input u(t) converges to a finite value as t —>■ oo.
9.4 Example: controlled diffusion process with  
output delay
Consider a diffusion process (with diffusion coefficient k > 0 and with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions), on the one-dimensional spatial domain [0,1], with scalar 
nonlinear pointwise control action (applied at point X\ G (0,1), via an operator 
4> : CpK+j M) —> C(R+, R), as defined below) and delayed (delay T  > 0) pointwise 
scalar observation (output at point x 2 G (a?i, 1)).
ld(n + 1) =  ld{n) +  |r  — yd(n)\, ld(0) = ld > 0 (9.38d)
where w € L2([0, r], R) satisfies (8.17).
The following result follows from Theorem 9.3.1 exactly as Theorem 8.1.5 follows
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We formally write this single-input, single-output system as
zt(t,x) = KZxx(t,x)  +  5(x -  x i){$(u))(t) , 
y(t) =  z ( t - T , x  2) ,
with boundary conditions
z(t, 0) =  0 =  z(t, 1), V t>  0.
For simplicity, we assume zero initial conditions
z ( t , a;) =  0, V (£, x) G [—T, 0] x [0,1].
With input (<F(it))(*) and output ?/(•), this example qualifies as a regular linear 
system with transfer function given by
Let <$ =  £ 1.1,0 t>e the elastic-plastic operator as defined in Section 4.3. Then 
4> € Nc (A) where A =  2 and NVS4> =  [—1.1,1.1]. For reference value r  =  1
e sT sinh ( Xi \ [ sJk ) sinh ((1 — x 2) \ f s / k
Ky/s/x ,sinh y /s /n
It is not difficult to show that £  *(G) € JVt“ (R+) for any a > —kk2 (see Appendix 
6 for details).
For purposes of illustration, we adopt the following values
* * - § ,  T - 1.
=  0.9 € int (NVS $ ) .
We consider both continuous-time integral control with adaptive gain (a) and 
sampled-data integral control with adaptive gain (b).
(a) By Theorem 6.1.2, since $  € Nc (2), the adaptive integral control,
where the evolution of l(t) is given by the adaptation law
i(t) =  |r -  y(t) | , l{0) =  l0 > 0
guarantees asymptotic tracking.
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In each of the following three cases
(i) lo = 1 (solid), (ii) /o =  0.5 (dotdash), (iii) l0 =  0.2 (dotted),
Figure 39 depicts the output behaviour of the system under integral control, 
Figure 40 depicts the corresponding control input, Figure 41 shows the input of 
the elastic-plastic operator and Figure 42 shows the time-varying gain. Since 4>r 
is not a critical value of £i.i,o, the gain k(t) converges to a positive value and u(t) 
converges to a finite value, as t —> oo.
(b) We have unbounded observation in the above diffusion equation and therefore
we can apply Theorem 9.3.3. We adopt the generalized sampling operation given 
by (8.18) with w(-) = 1 /r:
Therefore, by Theorem 9.3.3, for each (uq, Iq) 6 l x  (0, oo), the adaptive sampled- 
data control (with sampling at times nr, r  >  0, and hold on intervals [nr, (n +
1)t )) given by
Figure 43 depicts the output behaviour of the system under sampled-data control, 
Figure 44 depicts the corresponding control input, Figure 45 shows the input of 
the elastic-plastic operator and Figure 46 shows the time-varying gain sequence. 
Since 4>r is not a critical value of £ 1.1,0, the gain k(n) converges to a positive 
value as n —> 00 and u(t) converges to a finite value, as t —> 00.
Figures 39-46 were generated using SIMULINK Simulation Software within MAT- 
LAB wherein a truncated eigenfunction expansion, of order 10, was adopted to 
model the diffusion process.
u(t)
yd{n) 
ud(n + 1 )  
ld(n +  1)
ud(n) , for t G [nr, (n  +  l ) r ) ,  n  G Z + ,
ud{n) +  (1 / l d(n)){r -  yd(n )) , u(0) = u 0 , n  6 Z+ ,
ld(n) + lr — yd(n) \, id(0) = Zo>
guarantees asymptotic tracking.
In both of the following two cases
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Figure 39: Controlled output
1.5 1--------------------- 1--------------------- 1--------------------- 1----------------------1----------------------r
control input $(u)
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Figure 41: Input of elastic-plastic operator







300 5 10 15 20 25
Figure 43: Controlled output
1.5
control input <F(u)
Figure 44: Control input




0  5 10 15 20 25 30
Figure 45: Input of elastic-plastic operator
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Figure 46: Time-varying gain sequence
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9.5 N otes and references
The results in this chapter are all new. The proofs in Sections 9.1 and 9.2 are 
similar to the proofs of the corresponding results for static nonlinearities in [24]. 




Appendix 1: C'pm(R+,K) is not a linear space
Define the function /  : R+ —>• R by
n G N, 
n  G N,
Clearly /  G C(R+,R) and /  is non-decreasing. Define the function g  : R+ —> R, 
g  : t  i->- —t. Since /  and g  are both monotone, / , g  G Cpm(R+,K). We see that 
f + g  is not piecewise monotone since for each n G N it has a strict local maximum 
at 1/(2 n).
A ppendix 2: Proof that V, given by (3.18), is 
weakly locally Lipschitz
For convenience we write g ( t )  =  r  — ( ' &OQX o ) ( t ) .  Let a  > 0 and w G C([0, a] ,  R2) 
and write w =  (uo,6q)t . Let <Ji, S2, 71,72 > 0 be such that (3.16) and (3.17) hold 
for all e G [0,S2] and all m,dG C(uq; £1, £2) • Fix e G [0,62] and Zi, z2 G C(w; S1, #2)
m  =
0 ,







2n  2 n + l
2 n + 21 2 n + l )  5
=  0 , 
e (  1 -U2 n + l ’ 2n )  >
[JL —1—1
L2n ’ 2n—1J »
> 1 .
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and write z\ =  (ui,Qi)T and z2 =  (u2,92)T. Then
pot+e
/  IK ^O W  -  (v«2)W II* <
J a
pot+e
IIkIIoo /  1*1 (t)(®(t) -  (Foo^K JJW ) -  e2( t ) (g ( t )  -  ( F ^ ( u 2) ) ( t ) ) \ d t
J a.
pot+e
+ /  [hmmgit) -  (FooSmx*)! -  -  ( f ^ m x o i i  * .(a .i)
J a
Now since for any 01, 02, 61,62 G R+, 2(a262 — ox6i) =  (61 +  62)(a2 — ai) +  (ox +
02) (62 — 61) we have
|Oi 6 1  —  0 2 6 2 !  <  |6i +  6 2 110 2  —  Oil +  |Oi +  0 2 1 1 6 2  —  6 1 1 ,  V 0 1 ,  0 2 ,  6 1 ,  6 2  G M ,
and therefore using (A.l)
pa+e
/ w z . m - i v z ^ m d t  <
J a
pa+e
IMloo /  + fc (t) ||(P « * (U l))W ) -  (Foo*(«*))(t)|
J a




J [im^iW) -  hfamw) - (Foo$(tii))wi + m  - ( f^(112))wi)
+ \ h m ) )  + h(e2( t) ) \M t)  -  (F o o ^K ))^ )! -  W )  -  ( F o o $ M )W IIW A .2)
Define © := suptG[0,a] H^ oCOH- Then since 0\, 02 G C(60; Si, S2), ui, u2 G C(w0; £1, S2) 
and by (3.16)
pot+e
I |e,(t) +  e2(tm*co$(uiW)) -  (f~^(«2))(«)| dt
< 2(<$i +  e ) e 7i sup \\zi(t) -  z2(t)\\. (A.3)
a<t<at+e
Define G := supfe[0 a+(j2] ||^(^)||. Since Qx,d2 G C(60; Si, S2), u u u2 G C(u0',6i ,62) 
and by (3.17)
pot+e
/  m )  -  f c ( i ) | | 2 g(t) -  ( F o o * ( « i ) ) ( 0 )  -  ( F ^ ( u 2))(t)\dt
J a
< 2(G + ejiSi + ^ y 2)e sup \\zi(t) -  z2{t)\\. (A.4)
a<t<a+e
Since h is locally Lipschitz there exists 73 > 0 such that
\h(a i(t))-h(a2(t))\ < 73|a i ( t ) - 02( t ) | , V a i,a 2 G C{60;6i,62) , Vt G [a, a+S2] .
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Therefore, using the fact that 9i ,92 £ C{9q\8\, S2)>
pa+e
/  1 hQh®) - hmmm - (f ^ m x ^  + -  (f ^ m x *)!) *
J a
pa+e
<  7 3 /  | « i ( t ) - f l l (t) |(2 |ff(t)l +  l ( F « * ( « 1))W )l +  l ( F „ * ( « 2 ) ) ( t ) l * ,J a
and so, since u i ,u 2 € C(u0; 61, <52), using (3.17), we have
pa+e
/  Ih m ) )  -  h(62(t))\(\9(t) -  (F o o * ^ ))^ )!  +  |ff(i) -  (F o o * ^ ))^ )! )  dt 
J a
<  732(G +  eyiSi +  V e i 2)£ sup \\zi(t) -  z2( t ) || . (A.5)
a<t<a+e
Since 6\ , 62 £ C(90] 81, S2), we see that \h(9i(t)) +  h(02(t))\ <  2(73^ 1 +  h(90{oi))) 
for a llt  £ [0, a  +  S2] and therefore using
| | f l  +  b \ |  — \ a  +  b2 11 <  \b\  — b2 \ , V a ,  b \ , b2 6  K ,
the fact that u i ,u 2 £ C(uQ] 5i, S2) and (3.16), we may conclude that
/a+e |fc(ftW) +  ft(ft(i))|||fl(t) -  (F » * (« i))( t) | -  IsM -  ( F . .* ^ ) ) ^ ) ! ! ]  dt<  2(735, +  h(9o(a)))s'Yi sup ||zi(t) -  z2(t)\\ . (A.6)
a<t< a+e
Clearly, (A.2)-(A.6) imply that there exists 7 >  0 such that
pa+e
/  l l ( ^ i) M  -  {Vz2){t)\\dt < 7£ sup | | z i ( t ) - z 2(t)||,
Ja a<t<a+e
which implies that V  is weakly locally Lipschitz.
Appendix 3: P roof of Lemma 4.1.4
For a set 5, let # S  denote the cardinality of 5. Fix t 2 > t \  and let u  : [ t i , t 2] —> R 
be non-decreasing. Define the set
:= { z  £  i m u  | # u _1({z })  >  1} .
If z  € Gu, then Iz := u ~ l ( { z } )  C [ t i , t 2] is an interval with in t( /z) ±  0. If u  is 
continuous, then I z is closed. Moreover,
IZ1 D IZ2 = 0 , Vzi, z2 £ e u with Zi ±  z 2 . (A.7)
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Before proving Lemma 4.1.4 we prove two auxiliary results.
L em m a A .l  Let to, t\, a, b G R with ti > to and b > a. I f  S  C [a,b] is countable, 
there exists a surjective continuous non-decreasing function F  : [t0, i^] —>• [a,b], 
such that S  C GF.
P ro o f: If S  is finite, then the lemma is trivially true. Thus without loss of 
generality we may assume that S  is infinite. Since S  is countable we may write 
S  = { s i \ i e  Z+} with Si 7^  Sj if i ^  j .  W ithout loss of generality we may assume 
that a,b G S  and that s0 =  a and Si =  b. We recursively define continuous, 
piecewise linear, non-decreasing, surjective functions Fj : [to,ti] —»■ [a, b] (j  G N) 
such that Gp. =  {so,. . . ,  Sj}. To this end let To, Ti G (t0, t\) with tq < T\ and set
a , tQ< t <  t~o ,
Fi(t) = { b, n  < t < t i ,
a + £ z ^ ( t - T 0), r0 < t < T i ,
Suppose that Fn : [to? i^] —> [a,b] is continuous, piecewise linear, non-decreasing 
and surjective with QFn =  { s 0j • • •, sn}- Define r„+i by
K + i }  := F ”l ({sn+i})
and set
t„+1 := min{£ G [ ti ,rn+i] | Fn is strictly increasing on [t,rn+1]} ,
T~n+i := max { t G [rn+i , t 2] I is strictly increasing on [rn+i,t]} ,
and
/ . _  1 . /  1 / r 1
ln + l  •— 2 n m i n  1 ^  ’ Tn+1 Tn + lJ  Tn+ 1 ^ n + l  J  •
We define a function Fn+i : [^ o? i^] —> [a, 6] as follows: we set Fn+i =  Fn on 
u  iTn+1^ 2], i^n+1 =  Sn on [rn+i -  Zn + i ,  Tn+i +  ln+J  and we define Fn+1 to 
be affine linear on [ri+1, r n+i -  /„+i] and [rn+1 +  Zn+i , r ; +1].
The recursively defined functions Fj : [t0, £i] -> [a, &] are continuous, piecewise lin­
ear, non-decreasing with Fj(to) =  a, =  b and such that GFj =  { so , . . .  , S j } .
Additionally, by construction we have
sup |Fj+i(t) -  F ,(t)| <
te[t0,h] z
which implies that the sequence is Cauchy and therefore convergent. We denote 
the limit by F.  By construction F  : [to,ti] —> [a,b] is continuous, non-decreasing
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and such that F(to) = a, F(ti)  =  b and, moreover, # F  ^{s}) > 1 for all s E S.
□
L em m a A .2 Let to, t\ E R with t\ > to.
(1) Let u : [t0,ti] —> R be non-decreasing. Then Gu is at most countable.
(2) Let u : [£o,£i] —> R be non-decreasing and continuous. I f  I  C [to, i^] an
interval with int (I) ^  0 and I  C n - 1(Cu), then u is constant on clos (I).
(3) Let u : [to, ti] —> R be non-decreasing and continuous and set
D := [t0, ti] \  u -1(eu) , E  := [u(t0), u(ti)] \  .
Then u := u \d  is a bijective map from D to E  and u~l : E  —» D is
continuous.
(4) Let u ,v  : [to, ti] -» R be non-decreasing and continuous with u(to) =  v(to) 
and u(t\) =  v(ti). I f  Gu C Gv, then there exists a surjective continuous 
non-decreasing function f  : [to, ti] —> [to, ti], such that u o f  = v.
P roof: (1) Let u : [to, ti] —> R be non-decreasing. As above, for 2 G Cu, we 
set I z := w- 1({2}). Choose qz G I z fl Q for each z  G Cu, which is possible since
int (Iz) 7^  0 for 2 G Gu. It follows from (A.7) that the map
~> Q , 2 i-> qz
is injective, showing that Gu is at most countable.
(2) Let u : [to, ti] —>• R be non-decreasing and continuous and I  C [to, ti] be
an interval with int (I) 7  ^ 0 and I  C u~1(Gu). Seeking a contradiction, suppose 
that the claim is not true. Setting [a, (3] := clos(/), we have u(a) < u(/3). Let
2 G (u(a), u(P)). By continuity of u there exists t G (a, (3) C I  such that u(t) = z.
Hence 2 G u(I)  and so 2 G Gu. Thus
(u(a),u(/3)) C Gu
showing that Gu is uncountable, which is impossible by part (1).
(3) It is clear that u := u\p : D —> E  is bijective. It remains to show that 
u-1 : E  —> D  is continuous. Seeking a contradiction, suppose that u~l is not 
continuous. Then there exists e G E, (en) C E  and e > 0 such that lim ^oo en =  e 
and
\u~l {en) — w-1(e)| >  e , V n E Z + . (A.8)
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Setting dn := u~1(en) and d := u~l (e) we have as n —> oo
u{dn) — u(dn) =  en —> e =  u{d) =  u(d) .
Moreover, since clos (D) is compact, we may assume without loss of generality 
tha t dn -> d* e  clos (D ) as n —> oo. By (A.18), |d* — d\ > e, and by the continuity 
of u, u(d*) =  u(d), showing that
u(d) e  e u . (A.9)
But by constuction, d £ D, implying that
u(d) = u(d) € E =  [u(t0), u(ti)] \  Qu , 
which contradicts (A.9).
(4) Let it, v : [to,ti] —>• M be non-decreasing and continuous with n(to) =  v(to) 
and u(ti) — v(ti) and Cu C C„. Let u be as defined in part (3). Define /  : 
((*0, ti) \  ^- 1(C«)) U {t0, ^i} [*o, ti],
!fi- 1(i;(t)) for t € (t0, h )  \  v~l (Qu) ,t0 for t =  t0 ,ti for t  =  t i .
Obviously, /  is non-decreasing and, by part (3), /  is continuous. Now by part 
(1), there exists N  C Z+ such that
^ =  ,
where the Ij C [to, ti] are closed intervals with n  Ij =  0 if i /  j .  Write
/j- =  [aj, 6j]. If a,- 7^  to, then for any e > 0
[a, -  e, fy] fl ((t0, ti) \  v- 1(ew)) #  0 ,
since otherwise there would exist e > 0 such that
[dj -  e, bj] C ^_1(eu) C v_1(ev) ,
and hence, by part (2), v(t) =  v(dj) for all t  € [aj — e, 6j], which is impossible, 
since 1 ({^(oty)}) =  [aj,bj].
Similarly, if bj ^  ti, then for any e > 0
[dj, bj +  e] fl ((t0, ti) \  v . x(eu)) 7^  0 . 
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Therefore, we may define
|  limna. f ( t )  if a, + t0 , ^  ^  =  J  lim46i /(*) if bj ^  h  ,
if o>j — t0 , if bj =  £ i .
The limits on the right-hand side exist and are finite since /  is bounded and 
non-decreasing. Finally, we define /  : [to,ti] —> [to,ti\ by
m
/( t )  = <
a.
for t e ((t0, t i ) \ v - 1(eu)) u  {t0,t i} ,  
for t = cij ^  to ,
/3j for t =  bj 7^  £ i ,
. -  ai ) for * e  (ai> 6i) •
By constuction, /  is continuous, non-decreasing with f(to) =  to, f ( t \ )  =  t\ and 
u  o  }  =  v .  □
P ro o f  o f L em m a 4.1.4: Note that
R{u) = R ( u o h ) ,  V u e C '£ 1(K +,R), V / i e T .  (A.10)
This follows from the fact that if 0 =  to < h  < . . .  < tn is the standard 
monotonicity partition of u o h, then 0 =  h(to) < h(ti) < . . .  < h(tn) is the 
standard monotonicity partition of u. Let u, v e  R). We first as­
sume that there exist f , g  € 7  such that u o f  =  v o g .  Then, using (A.10), 
R(u) =  R(u o f )  =  R(v o g )  =  i?(u), as required.
To prove the converse, assume that R(u) =  R(v). By (A.10), without loss of 
generality we may assume that u and v have the same standard monotonicity 
partition 0 =  to < t\ < . . .  < tn. For i e  { 0 ,1 ,. . . ,  n  — 1} we define R := [ti, U+i\. 
W ithout loss of generality we may assume that both u and v are non-decreasing 
on Ii. Define Ui := u\I{, Vi := v\ri and J* := [u(ti),u(ti+1)] =  [v(ti), v(i<+i)].
By Lemma A.2, part (1), QUi U QVi is at most countable and so by Lemma A.l 
there exists a surjective continuous non-decreasing function Fi : Ii Ji, with 
U GVi C CFi- Therefore by Lemma A.2, part (4), there exist non-decreasing 
continuous functions /* ,#  : Ii -¥ Ii with fi(ti) = t{, f i ( t i+1) =  t i+1, gi(U) =  U 
and gi(U+i) =  U+i and such that Ui o =  Fi =  Vi o g { .




r f t W i f i e / , ,
^ t if t > tn .
By construction /  : R+ —>• R+ and g : R+ —» R+ are continuous, non-decreasing 
and such that / ( 0 )  =  p(0) =  0 , l im ^ o o /(£) =  lim t_*oog(t) =  oo and u o  f  = vog .
□
Appendix 4: Derivation o f (4.36)
First we prove a simple lemma.
L em m a A .3 Let $  : C'pm(M+ ,R) —> C(R+,R) 6e a hysteresis operator and let 
u € ArPC,pm(M+ , R). Assume that r  > 0 is such that u is not left-continuous at 
t . Let 0 < ri < r2 < . . .  < rn =  r  denote the points of discontinuity of Q T u , set
To — 0 and define £k by (4-32). Then, for all sufficiently large k
($(C*(Q t u )))(r -  e*/2) =  (4 («))(t - )  .
P roof: Define v G 7VPC'pm(M+ ,R) by
_  /  “ (*) if < € [0, t ) ,
— 1 / \ -r .U(t —) l l t > T .
Set Sk := t  — £k/2 and Wk := Q Sfc Cfc(Qr n). There exists Zi > 0 such that
R (Q TCk(v)) = R(Ck(v)) = R(wk) = R ( Q Twk) ,  V k > h .  (A .ll)
Moreover, by Lemma 4.4.6, statement (1), there exists I2 > 0 such that
R (Q t v) =  R (Q r Ck(v) ) , V A; >  /2 . (A.12)
Setting / := max(/i,Z2), it follows from (A .ll) and (A.12) that for all k > I, 
R{Q t v ) =  R (Q r^fc). Hence, since v is left-continuous at r  we may conclude 
using Theorem 4.1.2, Theorem 4.4.5 and Corollary 4.4.10 that for all k > I
($ (u ) ) ( r - )  =  ($(v))(r) =  ($ (w*))(t )
=  (* (Q .t Cfc(QT«)))(r) =  ($(C*(QT«)))(St) .
□
Let u G N P C pm(R+,R) and let 0 =  to < ti < t2 < • • • be such that lim ^ o o tn = 
00 and u is monotone on each of the intervals (ti, U+i). It is clear that (!B/l|^(n))(0)
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=  6 ^ ( 0 ) ,  £). Let t > t0 =  0; then there exists i E N such that t E (0,U ) U 
[ti, ti+i). There exists I > 0 such that
(C*(Qt «))(<) =  «(*), V fe > / ,  (A. 13)
(«(k.t(«))(T) =  (B*l{(C*(QTu)))(T)I ' i k  >1,  V r e f e f } ,  (A.14) 
where (A.14) follows from Proposition 4.4.7, part (1). We consider three cases. 
C ase  1. Suppose that t E (0, ti).
Clearly, u is monotone on [0,£] and so is Ck(Qt u). Hence, by (A.13) and (A.14) 
($/»,* (u))M  =  h{u{t), {iBh^{C k{Qt u))){0)) =  bh{u(t), ($*,*( .
C a se  2. Suppose that t =  U.
There are two subcases which need to be distinguished.
S u b case  a . u is left-continuous at t =  U.
There exists e > 0 such that u is monotone on [t — e,t]. It follows that there 
exists li > I such that Ck(Qt u) is monotone on [t — e,t] for all k > l\. Choose 
(sn) C \t — e,t)  with limn-^oo sn =  t. Using (A.14) and Corollary 4.4.10, we have
(“Bh,((Ck(Qt «)))(<) =  (»*.«(«))(*) =  (B*. «(«))(*-), Vfc >  h . (A.15)
Using (A.13) and (A.14) it follows for k >  li
(Bfc,e(ti))W =  bh{u(t), (iB h>z(Ck(Qt u)))(sn) ) ,
and hence, since limn_>00(®fcle(C!*.(Qt u ) ) ) ( s n )  =  (%hff(Ck(Qt u)))(t)
(®fci€(fi))(t) =  bh(u(t), (Bfc|C(Cfc(Q t«)))(«)). (A.16)
Therefore, combining (A.15) and (A.16) gives
(®*.«(“ ))(*) =  bh(u{t), (Bfc,{(«))(<-)) •
S u b case  b. u is not left-continuous at t = U.
Define for each k E Z+, sk := t — ek/2, where ek is defined by (4.32). Ck(Qt u) 
is monotone on [sk,t] and therefore using (A.13), (A.14) and Lemma A.3, for all 
sufficiently large k
('%h,t(u))(t) =  bh(u(t), {'Bh^(C k{Qt u))){sk)) = bh(u(t), ( i h^ (u ))( t- ) ) .
C ase  3. t e (U,ti+1)
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We consider the same two subcases as in Case 2.
S u b c a se  A. u is left-continuous at U.
Define for each k £ Z+, sk := U +  ejt/2, where is defined by (4.32). There 
exists /i > I such that for k > /i, Ck(Qt u) is monotone on [s*;,£]. Therefore, 
using (A.13) and (A.14)
CB h,t(u))(t) = bh(u(t), ( ^ ( C k(Qt u)))(sk) ) , V k > h .  (A.17)
Moreover, for all sufficiently large k , Ck(Qt u) is monotone on [i*,s*]. Hence, 
using (A.14) and Corollary 4.4.10, we may conclude that for all sufficiently large 
k
«)))(«*) = h((C*(Q,«))(»*). (*».«(«))(*))
=  6fc((C*(Q, «))(»*), (®k,«(«))(*<-)) • 
Combining this with (A.17) gives, for all sufficiently large k
(iBh^ {u))(t) =  bh(u(t), ^((CfctQ* w))(s/b), CBfc,e(u))(*i-))) •
Since limjfc_^ 00(Cfe(Qt u))(s*) =  u(*i+), we have
A ( wfe+)» (®fc,{(w))(ti-))).
S u b c a s e  B. u is not left-continuous at U.
Therefore, u is right-continuous at U and hence u is monotone on [U,t] and so 
is Ck (Q t«) for all sufficiently large k. By (A.13) and (A.14), for all sufficiently 
large k
(®*.«(«))(*) = (“(*)> (®ft,{(Ci(Qtu)))(*0) = bh(u(t), (®fc,{(Ct(Qtj u)))(ti)) ■
Applying (A.14) again, we obtain
(®m («))W  =  **(“ (*). (®a,{(«))(*<)).
and so, by Case 2,
( ^ H ) W  = h(u(t),bh(u(t i ) , ( ihtz(u))(ti-)))
= 6fc(u(t), 6fc(w(t<+), OBh,t(u))(ti-))) •
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A ppendix 5: Constuction of the counterexam ple 
m entioned in Remark 5.3.1, part (2).
We show, by constructing a counterexample, that the numerical value set of a 
nonlinearity $  G J4d f t )  is not necessarily an interval. It is convenient to prove a 
technical lemma first.
For all x  G R+, define |z j to be the largest integer such tha t [:rj < x .  For each 
x  G K+ there exist numbers r i i ( x )  G {0 ,1 , . . . ,  9}, i G N, such that
x  — l x \  +  10 l r i i ( x ) .
i= l
For all k  G N, define f k  : K+ -> Q fl E+ by
k
f k ( x )  : =  [ x \  +  2^ 10~ l T i i ( x ) , W x  G E +  .
i=i
Moreover, we define for all k  € N, the truncation function f k  : K —>■ Q by
f k ( x )  for rr > 0,
/ * ( * )  :=  . i  ( \  c■fk(—x) f o r a ; < 0 .
Lem m a A .4
( 1)  f k (0) =  0 fo r  all k G N;
f t )  /fc(—x)  = —fk(x)  f o r  all x  G K  and all k G N;
f t )  f k ( x ) / x  G [0,1] f o r  all x  G K \  {0} and all k  G N;
(4)  x  <  /fc(^) +  10-fc f o r  all x  G K  and all k G N.
P roof: Statements (1) and (2) follow immediately from the definitions of fk  and 
fk- To prove (3), let k G N and assume that x  > 0. Then
f k ( x )  _  f k ( x )  _  LxJ +  E t l  10- i7ii(x)
—  -  —  ~ l x \ +  10- i7li(l) e  [0’1] • {A-18)
If x  < 0, then by statement (2) and (A. 18)
m = i t t A  e  p . i j .
X —x
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To prove statement (4), note that for all x  > 0 and all k  G N
oo oo
o <  X -  f k ( x )  =  10~ini{x) <  9 ^ 2  10_< =  10-*
i=k+1 i=fc+l
If x  < 0, then by statement (2), for all k  G N
=  — L~zJ “ 5 ^ 1 0  lri i (—x)  <  — [—x \ - X ) 1 0  lri i (—x)
i=1 i=1
=  - f k { - x )  = fk(x) < f k{x) +  10_fc .
□
Consider the operator 4> : F (Z +, R) —> F (Z +, R) defined by
w   ^ f 0 for n =  0,
1 E L  1 fk(u(h0 -  u(fc -  1)) for n G N.
Obviously, NVS $  C Q, showing that NVS $  is not an interval. We prove that 
$  € Nd(l)- It is immediately clear that satisfies (Dl). Since
($(u))(n  +  l)  =  ($(u))(n) +  f n+i(u(n + l) - u ( n ) ) , V u G F ( N , R ) ,  VnG Z+ ,
we have for all u G F(Z+, R) and all n  G Z+ such that u(n H-1) — it(n) ^  0
($(u))(n +  l ) - ($ (tQ )(n)  / n+l(u (r t+ l ) -u (n ) )  . ,
u(n  +  1) — u(n) u(n  4- 1) — u(n)
where we have used Lemma A.4, part (3). Therefore (D2) is satisfied for A =  1.
For (D3), let u G F(Z+,R) be ultimately non-decreasing and lim ^oo u(n) =  oo. 
Hence, <F(ii) is ultimately non-decreasing, showing that L  := limn_>00($(u))(n) 
exists and L  G R U {oo}. Clearly sup NVS =  oo and we have to show that 
lim„_>.00(^(u))(n) =  oo. Seeking a contradiction, suppose that limn_>00(^(u))(n) 
oo; then, limn_>.0o(^(u))(n) =  L  G R, and so
y z  fk (u (k) -  u (k -  1)) =  L  < o o . (A.19)
k=1
Using Lemma A.4, part (4), for all n  G N
n n n
u ( n )  — u(0) =  y ^ ( u ( k )  — u ( k  — 1)) < ^  f k ( u { k )  — u ( k  — 1)) +  10~fc . (A.20)
k=1 k=l k=1
Combining (A.20) with (A. 19), we may conclude that u  is bounded above, which
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is in contradiction to limn_voow(n) =  oo. From Lemma A.4, part (2) and the 
definition of 4>, we see that ($ (—w))(n) =  — (4>(w))(n) for all n  £ Z+. Therefore, 
limn_*oo($(—tt))(ra) =  - l im n_+00(<&(w))(n) =  -o o  =  inf NVS 4>.
For (D4), let u € F(Z+,R) and suppose that L  := limn_).00(^(u))(n) exists and 
L  £ int (clos (NVS $)) =  R. Thus (A. 19) is satisfied. Combining (A. 19) and 
(A.20), we may again conclude that u is bounded above. Since limn_).00($ (—u))(n) 
= —limn->oo($(iO)(n) =  — L  € int (clos(NVS$)), the above argument can be 
applied to — u and we may conclude that — u is also bounded above, implying 
that u is bounded below.
A ppendix 6: Proof that for the diffusion example
£ -1(G) € Mf(K+) for any a  >  — k t t 2
Let us first consider
Ky/s/K, S in h  y/s/K
where k > 0 and 0 < Xi < x<i < 1. For 6 £ (0, tt) set
§9 := { s e C  \  {0} | |args| < 6} .
We first prove a lemma which was communicated by H. Logemann. 
L em m a A .5 Let S £ (0 ,7r/2), then
|s|->oo,sGSt+(5
lim |sG (s)| =  0.
P roo f: For notational convenience set z := y fs fk .  For s £ Sn/2+8
sG(s)
sinh { x \ z ) sinh ((1 — x 2) z )
K,------------------;—;--------------
k z  sinh 2:
2(ez — e_z)
e(xi-x2)z _  e~(x!+x2)z _  g(-2+xi +x2)z e(-2+x2-xi)z
2(1 -  e~2z)
Since 0 < x\ < x2 < 1, there exists a > 0 such that
V S £  S7r/2+5 • (A.22)
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Now 7r/4  +  5/2 < 7r/2  and hence, since £ G ^/a+s /2 C Co, there exists M  > 0 
such that
\ z \ < M R e z , V s € S 7r/2+,y.
Hence, by (A.22),
~ M R e z  e_aRe 2 
|sG (s)| < — - — 1 _  e_2Rej , V s e S , / 2+f.
As |s| ->• oo in § ^ 2+5, \z\ -¥ oo in 8^74+5/2 and so
lim |sG (s)| =  0 .
|s|->c»,s€St/2+<5
□
The Hardy space, of order 2, of holomorphic functions defined on Ca is denoted 
by H 2(CQ). A holomorphic function /  : Ca —► C is an element of H 2(Ca) if
/ oo
\ f {x + iy)\2dy < 0 0 .
■00
Let a  >  — K7T2 and /? G (—K7r2,a).  To show that £ _1(G) G M"(R+), we first 
show that G  G H 2(Cp). Note that G G H°°(Cp). An application of Lemma A.5 
shows that
lim |sG (s)| =  0.
|s|->oo,s€<C^
We may conclude that there exists M  > 0 such that
\G(x + iy ) I2 <  ■2 V x > / 3 ,  V y e  R , 
j r  +  1
and so /»ooI , , S lO .
<  OO ./OO |G (:r+  n/)|2ch/
•00
s>/3  ^-0 0
Hence G  G H 2(Cp) and by a well-known theorem of Paley and Wiener, £  (G) G 
Z/| (R_i_, R) C (R+, R) C Atf1 (R+).
Since G (s) =  e-sTG (s), we have £ - 1(G) =  R t ( £ - 1(G)) G M “ |
Appendix 7: The discrete-tim e positive real lem­
ma
The following result is a version of the discrete-time infinite-dimensional positive 
real lemma.
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L em m a A .6 For a real Hilbert space X ,  let A d G L (X ),  B d G L(R, X ) ,  C d G 
L (X ,  R) and D d G R and set G d(z) := C d( z l  — A d)~lB d +  D d. Assume that A d 
is power-stable and
R e G d(eie) > 0, V0G [0, 2tt) .
Then there exist P d G L(X) ,  P d =  (P d)* >  0, Ld G L(R, X) and W d G R swc/i 
that
(.Ad)*PdAd - P d = - L d{LdY ,  (A.23a)
(.Ad)*PdBd =  (Cd)* - L dW d , (A.23b)
fW d)2 =  2 Dd - ( B dy P dBd . (A.23c)
Although Lemma A.6 should be well-known, we were not able to locate it in the 
literature. To prove Lemma A.6 we make use of an infinite-dimensional version 
of the continuous-time positive real lemma stated below.
L em m a A .7 For a real Hilbert space X ,  let A  G L (X ),  B  G L(R ,X ), C  G 
L(X, R) and D  G R, let cr(A) denote the spectrum of A  and set G(s) := C (s l  — 
A)~lB  -f D. Assume that (t(A) C {s G C | Re s < 0} and
R e G ( i c j ) > 0 ,  Vu  G R U { ± 00} . (A.24)
Then there exist P  G L(X) ,  P  =  P* > 0, L  G L(R, X)  and W  > 0 such that
P A  + A*P  =  —L L * , (A.25a)
P B  = C* — L W , (A.25b)
2D = W 2 . (A.25c)
In a different form, Lemma A.7 is due to Yakubovich [47] (see also Wexler [46]). 
For completeness we include a proof which is based on the positive-real Riccati 
equation theory developed in van Keulen [15].
P ro o f  o f L em m a A .7: By (A.24) we have that D > 0; defining W  :=  y/2D 
gives (A.25c). Furthermore, again by (A.24), it follows from [15] (see Theorem 
3.10 and Remark 3.14 in [15]), that there exists Q G L(X ), Q =  Q*, such that
QA  +  A*Q = (1 /W ) 2(B*Q +  C)* (B*Q +  C ) ,
Setting
P  := - Q , L  := (1 /W ) (C  -  B*P)*
yields (A.25a) and (A.25b). Since a(A ) C {5 G C | Re s < 0}, it follows from
(A.25a) by a routine argument that P  > 0. □
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The following proof of Lemma A.6 (suggested by H. Logemann) makes use stan­
dard fractional transformation techniques (as used in [14] for the finite-dimensional 
case).





=  (4 d +  / ) " 1( 4 d - / ) e l ( l ) ,
=  2(Ad +  J ) - 2B rfe L ( R , X ) ,
=  Cd e L ( X ,  R),  
=  D d -  C d(Ad +  I )~ lB d =  G d(-1 )  e
and set G (s) =  C (s l  — A) 1B  +  D. We proceed in three steps.
S t e p  1. We claim that there exists e >  0 such that
a(A) C C -£ , (A.26)
where a (A) denotes the spectrum of A. To this end, introduce the function
/  is holomorphic on Ei D &(Ad) and
A  =  (Ad +  I ) - \ A d -  / )  =  f { A d) .
By the spectral mapping theorem (see Theorem 48.2, pp. 202-203, in [13]) we 
have that
a{A) =  o(f(A*)) = f (u ( A d)) = | z g < r(^ )}  . (A.27)
By the power-stability of A d there exists p G (0 ,1) such that
a(Ad) C Ep .
Therefore it follows from (A.27) that there exists e > 0 such that (A.26) holds 
(for example e =  (1 — p)/A would be a suitable choice).
St e p  2. We claim that (A.24) holds. To show that (A.24) holds it is sufficient
to prove that
G (s) =  G d ( i ± A  . (A.28)
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To this end note that
=  (1 -  s)C <i((l +  s ) I  -  (1 -  s)Ad)~1B d +  D d
=  (1 -  s)C4((I -  A d) + s (I  +  A d))~1B d +  D d
= (1 - s ) C d( s I - A ) - 1(I + A d)~1B d + D d 
=  Cd( s I - A ) - 1(I  + A d) - 1B i  + D 4
- C d{I + (s i  -  A )-1 A) (I  + A d)~l B d 
=  D + C d(s l  -  -  (Ad +  I )~ l (Ad -  / ) ] ( /  +  A ^ B 4
= D  +  C d(s l  -  A Y ^ A 4 + 1 — (A4 — / ) ] ( /  +  A 4) - 2B 4 
= C (s l  -  A )~1B  + D  =  G ( s ) .
St e p  3. Step 1 and Step 2 show that the assumptions of Lemma A.6 hold and
therefore there exist P  £ L( X) ,  P  =  P* > 0, L  e  L(R, X )  and W  > 0 such that
(A.25) holds. Define
P 4 := 2((A4)*+ I ) - 1P (A 4 + I ) ~1,
L4 := L,
W 4 := W  + L , (A4 + I )~ 1B i .
Clearly, P 4 =  (P4)" > 0. We claim that P 4, L 4 and W 4 satisfy (A.23). By 
(A.25a)
P (A 4 + 1)-1 (A4 - 1) + ((A4)* -  I ) ( (A 4Y  +  I )~ lP  = —L L * , 
which implies that
((Ady  + I ) P i (A4 -  I)  +  ((A'*)* -  I ) P d(A4 + I) =  - 2 L4(L4Y . 
Therefore,
2(Ady P i A 4 -  2P 4 = - 2 L d(LdY , 
which yields (A.23a). By (A.25b)
2P (A 4 +  I)~2B 4 =  (C4Y  -  L 4(W 4 -  (LdY (A 4 +  i y ' B 4) ,
which implies that
((A1*)* +  I ) P d(A4 +  I ) - XB 4 = (C4Y  -  L 4W 4 +  L4(L4Y (A 4 + .
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Therefore,
[(Ady p d +  P 4 -  Li (Li y](Ad +  =  (Cdy  -  LdW d . (A.30)
By (A.23a)
p d -  i d{Ldy  =  (Ady p iAd ,
and so, by (A.30),
(.Ady P dBd =  (c dy  -  LdW d , 
which is (A.23b). Finally, (A.25c) gives
(Wd -  {Ldy ( A d + I ) - 1Bi f  =  2Dd -  2Cd(Ad +  I)~lBd ,
and so
(w df  =  {Bdy ( (Ady  +  i y 1Ldw d +  w d{Ldy ( A d + i )~1Bi  
~(Bdy ((Ady + i )~1Ld(Ldy ( A d + i ) - lBd 
+2Di - 2 C d(Ad +  I ) - 1Bd . (A.31)
Using (A.23a) and (A.23b) combined with (A.31), we have
( w d)2 =  2 Di - { B dy{(Ady  +  i ) - 1[{(Ady  +  i ) p d +  p d(Ad +  i )  
+(Ady P iAd -  P d](Ad + I)~1Bd 
=  2 Dd -  (Bdy ((Ady  + i ) - l [{Ady p d +  ((a*)* +  i ) P dAd + p d]
(.Ad +  I)~1Bi
=  2Dd - (Bdy((Ady +  B)-1[((J4d)* +  I )Pd +  ((A*1)* +  I)PdAd]
(Ad + I)~1Bd 
=  2Dd -  (Bdy P dBd ,
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